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विद्यमान आपेक्ष
Applications advertised class-wise:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11-105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>106-148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>149-530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>531-583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>584-1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1923-2025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2026-2207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2208-2258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2259-2800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2801-2976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2977-3231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3232-3326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3327-3336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>3337-3459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>3460-3469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>3470-3609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>3610-3679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>3680-3753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>3754-3887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3888-4010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>4011-4167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>4168-4191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>4192-4208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>4209-4339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>4340-4983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>4984-5011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>5012-5038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>5039-5123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>5124-5354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>5355-5822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>5823-5989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>5990-6105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>6106-6158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>6159-6246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>6247-7112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>7113-7224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>7225-7337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>7338-7418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>7419-7510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>7511-7540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>7541-7959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>7960-8233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>8234-8448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>8449-8594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>8595-8690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiclass</td>
<td>8691-8868</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**RENEWAL**

**POST REGISTRATIONS**

**REMOVED TRADE MARKS DETAILS**

**NOTICE**
OFFICIAL NOTES

JURISDICTION OF OFFICES OF THE TRADE MARKS REGISTRY

The Trade Marks Registry has its Head Office at Mumbai and branch Offices at Kolkata, Delhi, Chennai and Ahmedabad having territorial jurisdiction on a zonal basis under (vide Government of India Gazette Notification, dated 25.11.1959, 28.6.1960 and 21.8.1990 and further amendments thereto).

Mumbai: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at S. M. Road, Near Antop Hill, Head Post Office, Mumbai-400037. Tel: 022-24101177, 24112211, 24148251 Help Desk: 022-24101145, 24101147 Email id - mumbai.tmr@nic.in

Ahmedabad: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at Ahmedabad, Near Chanakyapuri Over Bridge, Besides AMC City Civic Centre, Ghatlodia, Ahmedabad-380 061. Tel: 079-27601782. Fax: 079-27601779. Email id - ahmedabad.tmr@nic.in

Jurisdiction: The States of Gujarat and Rajasthan and the Union Territories of Daman, Diu, Dadra and Nagar Haveli.
Kolkata: Office of the Trade Marks Registry, Baudhik Sampada Bhavan (I.P. Bhavan 5th floor) C.P.2., Sector V., Salt Lake, Kolkata-91. Tel: 033-23679101. Email id - kolkata.tmr@nic.in
Jurisdiction: Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Orissa, West Bengal, Manipur, Mizoram, Meghalaya, Sikkim, Tripura and Union Territories of Nagaland, Andaman & Nikobar Islands, Jharkhand.

New Delhi: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at New Delhi Boudhik sampada bhavan, plot no. 32, sector 14, dwarka, New Delhi-110 075. Tel.: 011-28032406/ Help desk : 8929474192 Email id - hodel.tmr@nic.in

Chennai: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at Chennai, Intellectual Property Rights bldg., Industrial Estate SIDCO RMD, Godown Area G.S.T Road, guindy, Chennai-600 032. Tel: 044-22502046 Fax : 044-22502046 Email id : tmrchennai@nic.in
Jurisdiction: The States of Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and the Union Territories of Pondicherry and Lakshadweep Island.
For the payment of the fee, Banks drafts and banker's cheques shall be drawn on a scheduled bank at the place, where the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry, is situated.

PRELIMINARY ADVICE BY REGISTRAR AS TO DISTINCTIVENESS

An application for preliminary advice by the Registrar under Sub-Section (1) of section 133 of Trade Marks Act, 1999 shall be made on Form TM-M in respect of any goods/services comprised within any one class of goods and services, accompanied by three representations of the Trade Mark.

ASSOCIATED MARKS

Where it is stated that an advertised Mark is to be associated (under Section 16 of the Trade Marks Act, 1999), with another Mark indicated by its Official Number.

OFFICIAL NOTICES –

Notice is hereby given that any person who has ground of opposition to the registration of any of the Marks advertised herein according to classes under the heading “Applications advertised before Registration” may, within four months from the date of the Journal, lodge Notice of Opposition on Form TM-O in the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry accompanied by the prescribed fee.

COPYRIGHT SEARCH CERTIFICATE

How you can obtain copyright certificate promptly?
The Applicant along with the request may file the following documents:

क. लेबल के अभाव में, जिसमें आवेदन संख्या संबंधी विवरण ही जिन्हें लेबल विभाग द्वारा आवेदन कर दिया गया है

a. Copies of the representation of the label containing the Application number, if any, for which the trade mark application has been filed.

ख. लेबल के अभाव पंजीकरण प्रमाणपत्र की प्रतियाँ जिनके लिए पंजीकरण प्राप्त हुआ है

b. Copies of the Registration certificate, if any, containing the label for which the registration has been obtained.

NOTICE
It is hereby informed that the Cash Counter will be opened to the public from 10.00 a.m. upto 3.30 p.m.

(Copyright Reserved)
APPLICATIONS ADVERTISED
(THIS ALSO INCLUDE APPLICATIONS RE-ADVERTISED
UNDER SECTION 20(2) OF THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999,
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED IN THE APPLICATION PUBLISHED
IN THE JOURNAL THE APPROPRIATE OFFICE OF TRADE MARKS
REGISTRY FOR THAT APPLICATION IS INDICATED IN ITALICS IN
BRACKETS)
REHS

2451940    31/12/2012
KNOWLEDGE INTEGRATION SERVICES INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;KNOWLEDGE INTEGRATION SERVICES INDIA PVT. LTD.
Knowledge House 516,12th Main, M.S.Ramaiah Enclave, 8th Mile, Hesaraghatta Road, Bangalore 560 073.
Merchantile Traders , Carbon Foot Print/ Clean Development Mechanism.
Sustainability Technology Providers. Technologies for Biogas/ Effluent Treatment & Biomass Projects.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARISH KUMAR ADV.,
R-9, WEST UTTAM NAGAR NEAR WEST UTTAM NAGAR METRO STATION NEW DELHI 110059
Used Since :12/12/2012

CHENNAI
Carbon for filters, Filtering materials [vegetable substances], Gas purifying preparations waterproofing chemicals, Purification preparations, purifying oil, Carbon footprint.
3694808    05/12/2017
AMIT VASA
105,YOGI KRUPA HOUSING SOCIETY,PLOT NO.1207-1208,B/H SAINT MARRIES SCHOOL,CHANOD COLONY,GIDC,VAPI-396195
THE APPLICANT IS INDIVIDUAL PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAYUR Y. PAREKH, ADVOCATE
SF/ 203, ANGAN APARTMENT, OPP. JALARAM MANDIR, NEW SAMA ROAD, VADODARA - 390 008
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
WATER REPELLENT CHEMICAL, WATER PROOFING CHEMICAL,OIL REPELLENT, CONSTRUCTION CHEMICAL, SPECIALITY CHEMICAL.
3942468  12/09/2018
VASANT DAMAL
B4-204, Park ininia, Bhekrainagar, Phursungi, Pune. 412308
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHIJEET DESHMUKH
A204, DSK Vidyanagari, Sus Road, Baner, Pune 411045

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.
MILEX
3944934  14/09/2018
GUN EI CHEMICAL INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
700, Shukuorui-machi, Takasaki-shi, Gunma, Japan
a company organized and existing under the laws of Japan
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Unprocessed synthetic resins; unprocessed plastics; phenol resins; chemical binding agent for industrial use [not for paint]; binder resins; binders for brake pads
3945830   15/09/2018

CM GLOBAL INGREDIENTS & FOOD PRODUCTS (P) LTD.
KHASRA NO.-322, PANDAV NAGAR INDUSTRIAL AREA, GHAZIABAD, U.P.-201002.
BODY INCORPORATE.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI

Chemical substances for use as food ingredients included in Class 1.
LABOGENS
3946090   15/09/2018
SANJEEV VERMA TRADING AS LABOGENS FINE CHEM INDUSTRY
SHOP NO-8, WAHEGURU COMPLEX, RAHON ROAD, LUDHIANA (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/06/2015
DELHI
Laboratory Chemicals for Scientific use & Food Preserving Chemicals.
3947411  17/09/2018
M/S AG ADVANCE CHEMICALS PVT. LTD.
301A, B-08, GDITL Tower, NSP, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034
A Company duly Incorporated under The Indian Company Act 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-110 025.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Chemical used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesive used in industry.
VERVE

3949165  19/09/2018
SAPPI LIMITED
108 Oxford Road, Houghton Estate, Johannesburg, 2196, South Africa
A Company organized and existing under the laws of South Africa

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
J-29, 3rd Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Wood pulp; dissolving wood pulp for manufacturing purposes; cellulose.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961 ,  17/08/2020       Class 1

3956237  26/09/2018
CHANDRA PRAKASH
Pocket-40, House No.118(Basement), Chittaranjan Park, New Delhi-110019
PROPRIETOR
Used Since :16/08/2018

DELHI
Fertilizers, fertilizing preparations, phosphates (fertilizers), calcium cyanamide (fertilizer), peat (fertilizer), nitrogenous fertilizers, salts (fertilizers), seaweeds (fertilizers), insecticides (chemical additives to-) manure for agriculture & nitrogen in class 1
Drip Expert
3957794  27/09/2018
HITECH AGRO INDUSTRIES
SR. NO. 366, KALEWADI, TEHSIL PURANDAR, DIST PUNE-412301
THE TRADEMARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; Fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; Tempering and soldering preparations; Substances for tanning animal skins and hides; Adhesives for use in industry; Putties and other paste fillers; Compost, manures, fertilizers; Biological preparations for use in industry and science
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD EXPERT SEPARATELY.
3959341  28/09/2018
WALMART APOLLO, LLC
702 SW 8th Street, Bentonville, Arkansas 72716
A limited liability company organized under the laws of Delaware

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS
RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; Fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; Tempering and soldering preparations; Substances for tanning animal skins and hides; Adhesives for use in industry; Putties and other paste fillers; Compost, manures, fertilizers; Biological preparations for use in industry and science.
VINOR

3959827  29/09/2018

VISHWAS VERMA

B - 231, 3RD FLOOR, DERAVAL NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110009

SOLE APPLICANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ANUPAM PORWAL

Intellect IPR Consulting F-8 & 9, 1st Floor, Ansal Tower, Opp. Jwala Heri Market, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi - 110063

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES.
3965839  06/10/2018
ADS ENZYMES PRIVATE LIMITED.
E-91, STREET NO.-5, MAIN SUBHASH VIHAR ROAD, BHAJANPURA, DELHI-110053.
BODY INCORPORATE.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2017
DELHI
ENZYMATIC MORDANTS [CHEMICAL PRODUCTS] FOR USE IN THE FUR INDUSTRY, BIO CHEMICAL, CHEMICAL
SUBSTANCES FOR USE IN BIOCHEMICAL INDUSTRY AND CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY INCLUDED IN CLASS 1.
Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; Fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; Tempering and soldering preparations; Substances for tanning animal skins and hides; Adhesives for use in industry; Putties and other paste fillers; Compost, manures, fertilizers; Biological preparations for use in industry and science
Priority claimed from 02/05/2018; Application No. : 017894438 ;European Union
3967646   08/10/2018
DELPHI TECHNOLOGIES IP LIMITED
Erin Court, Bishop's Court Hill, St. Michael, Barbados
A company organized and existing under the laws of Barbados
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
J-29, 3rd Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; substances for tanning animal skins and hides; adhesives for use in industry; putties and other paste fillers; compost, manures, fertilizers; biological preparations for use in industry and science; chemical preparations for use with motor vehicles and vehicle engines; coolants; coolants for vehicle engines; calibration fluids; brake fluids.
3971074  11/10/2018
ASHOKBHAI GATURBHAI CHAUHAN
Sudama darvaja bahar, satavara parama, Sayla, Surendra Nagar, Sayla- 363430, Gujarat, India
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SAMPAT DHRUV PRADIP
OM, Tuls Bunglow-02, B/h Bharatvan Society, Nr. Santosh Park, 150 Feet Ring Road, B/h. Sterling Hospital, Raiya Road, Rajkot-360007, Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Fertilizers, Biological preparations for use in industry and science.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
U & URS
3974291  15/10/2018
RAJU AGARWAL
PLOT NO. 99-100, ECOTECH EXTN. GREATER NOIDA (U.P.), INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA (U.P)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Chemical used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics, manure, fire extinguishing compositions, tempering and soldering preparations, chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances, adhesive used in industry.
3974590  15/10/2018
MR. MANISH KUMAR SOLE PROPRIETOR OF M/S ROYAL FARMERS
VPO. DARBI, SIRSA-125060, HARYANA, INDIA
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW DELHI-110065
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BIO FERTILIZER AND FERTILIZERS
PRABHAT WHITE GOLD

3977477 18/10/2018
M/S. PRABHAT FERTILIZER & CHEMICAL WORKS
INDRI ROAD, VILLAGE KURALI, TEHSIL & DISTRICT-KARNAL-132001, HARYANA
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bio fertilizer, fertilizer, mineral acid, plant growth promoter, bio-control agents and search other nutrients for agricultural purpose
3980827   23/10/2018

SAI RAM AGRITECH PVT. LTD.
1ST FLOOR, LEHRA BAZAR, RAMPURA PHUL, BATHINDA (PB.)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since :18/10/2014

DELHI
Fertilizers.
RUTEX GOLD
3982149  24/10/2018
SAI RAM AGRITECH PVT. LTD.
1ST FLOOR, LEHRA BAZAR, RAMPURA PHUL, BATHINDA (PB.)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since :01/08/2015

DELHI
Fertilizers.
3983145  25/10/2018
SAI RAM AGRITECH PVT. LTD.
1ST FLOOR, LEHRA BAZAR, RAMPURA PHUL, BATHINDA (PB.)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :18/10/2014

DELHI
Fertilizers.
DEIKO

4430055  04/02/2020
VISION MULTI SERVICES
F-1, H. No. 12, Ahmedabad Palace Road, Opp. Noor Masjid Road, Bhopal in the State of Madhya Pradesh within the Union of India.
a partnership firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
coolant for vehicle engines
JAMINI GOLD

4447298   19/02/2020
SAFFIRE CROP SCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
B-95, WAZIRPUR INDUSTRIAL AREA, WAZIRPUR, DELHI - 110052
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PLANT GROWTH PROMOTING SUBSTANCE AND ORGANISMS; AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE INOCULANTS; FERTILIZERS; BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS FOR USE IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, FORESTRY AND MANURES AND MANURES MIXTURES; SOIL CONDITIONING
TEROL

4455687  27/02/2020

HUNTSMAN INTERNATIONAL LLC

10003 Woodloch Forest Drive, The Woodlands, Texas 77380, United States of America

a Delaware limited liability company, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Chemicals for use in industry; unprocessed plastic resins; unprocessed synthetic resins; adhesives used in industry; chemical for the manufacture of polyurethane; polyurethane resins (raw materials); synthetic resins as raw material, plastics as raw material including polymers, polyurea and polyurethane; polyester polyols sold for use in the manufacture of polyisocyanurate and polyurethane foam
4456242  27/02/2020
DUDHI INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
F-238-239, TOWER - B, PALAM CORPORATE PLAZA, PALAM VIHAR, GURUGRAM, HARYANA - 122001
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADE MARK PROTEC CO.
A - 501, YOUNG AHERIA G.G.H.S. LTD, PLOT NO. 2, SECTOR - 7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI - 110075

Used Since: 31/07/2018

DELHI

ADHESIVE FOR USE IN INDUSTRY INCLUDING ADHESIVE FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSE, PUTTIES AND OTHER PASTE FILLERS.
LEAFIX AGRITECH PRIVATE LIMITED
1005, Matrix, Nr. Divyabhaskar Press, Prahladnagar Corporate Road, S G Highway, Ahmedabad-380051, Gujarat, India

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SAMPAT DHRUV PRADIP
OM, Tulsi Bunglow-02, B/h Bharatvan Society, Nr. Santosh Park, 150 Feet Ring Road, B/h. Sterling Hospital, Raiya Road, Rajkot-360007, Gujarat

Used Since: 12/12/2019

AHMEDABAD

Chemical used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Manures; Fertilizers included in Class 1.
Colour mate technology
4460501  02/03/2020
CHRYSO INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
38/1, Block - GN, Sector-V, Kolkata - 700 091, West Bengal - INDIA
A Company Incorporated under Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Putties and other paste fillers
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD "TECHNOLOGY".
4461402  03/03/2020  
RADHEY POLY INDUSTRIES  
BARNALA ROAD, VILLAGE KAKKARWAL, DHURI-148024, DISTT. SANGRUR (PB.)  
PARTNERSHIP  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
MAHTTA & CO  
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)  

Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
ENIROOF EMB

4461616  03/03/2020

STAR COATINGS & MEMBRANES PVT. LTD.
167/8, (BASEMENT) SONA PRIYA CHAMBER, SARAI JULLENA, NEW FRIENDS COLONY, NEW DELHI-110025

THE PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
I-4/21, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-110089

Used Since :23/12/2003

DELHI

PROTECTIVE COATINGS FOR WATERPROOFING SURFACES OF BUILDINGS [OTHER THAN PAINTS OR OILS]
WATERPROOFING MEMBRANES IN LIQUID CHEMICAL FORM FOR USE IN CONSTRUCTION ADDITIVES (CHEMICAL -)
FOR USE IN WATERPROOFING MASONRY CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS FOR WATERPROOFING ARTICLES OF FABRIC
ADDITIVES (CHEMICAL -) FOR USE IN WATERPROOFING ASPHALT ADDITIVES (CHEMICAL -) FOR USE IN
WATERPROOFING CONCRETE WATERPROOFING CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS FOR ARTICLES OF FABRIC
WATERPROOFING COATINGS [CHEMICAL, OTHER THAN PAINTS] CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS FOR WATERPROOFING
MASONRY CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR WATERPROOFING MASONRY WATERPROOFING COMPOUNDS [OTHER
THAN PAINT] CEMENT-WATERPROOFING CHEMICALS, EXCEPT PAINTS WATERPROOFING CHEMICALS (CEMENT- -),
EXCEPT PAINTS CEMENT-WATERPROOFING PREPARATIONS, EXCEPT PAINTS COATINGS FOR WATERPROOFING
[CHEMICALS] WATERPROOFING PREPARATIONS [CHEMICAL] ADHESIVES FOR WATERPROOFING WATERPROOFING
CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS WATERPROOFING CHEMICALS (TEXTILE- -) TEXTILE-WATERPROOFING CHEMICALS.
ENIROOF SPR

4461618  03/03/2020

STAR COATINGS & MEMBRANES PVT. LTD.
167/8, (BASEMENT) SONA PRIYA CHAMBER, SARAI JULLENA, NEW FRIENDS COLONY, NEW DELHI-110025

THE PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
I-4/21, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-110089

Used Since: 23/12/2003

DELHI

PROTECTIVE COATINGS FOR WATERPROOFING SURFACES OF BUILDINGS [OTHER THAN PAINTS OR OILS]
WATERPROOFING MEMBRANES IN LIQUID CHEMICAL FORM FOR USE IN CONSTRUCTION ADDITIVES (CHEMICAL -) FOR USE IN WATERPROOFING MASONRY CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS FOR WATERPROOFING ARTICLES OF FABRIC ADDITIVES (CHEMICAL -) FOR USE IN WATERPROOFING ASPHALT ADDITIVES (CHEMICAL -) FOR USE IN WATERPROOFING CONCRETE WATERPROOFING CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS FOR ARTICLES OF FABRIC WATERPROOF COATINGS [CHEMICAL, OTHER THAN PAINTS] CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS FOR WATERPROOFING MASONRY CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR WATERPROOFING MASONRY WATERPROOFING COMPOUNDS [OTHER THAN PAINT] CEMENT-WATERPROOFING CHEMICALS, EXCEPT PAINTS WATERPROOFING CHEMICALS (CEMENT- -), EXCEPT PAINTS CEMENT-WATERPROOFING PREPARATIONS, EXCEPT PAINTS COATINGS FOR WATERPROOFING [CHEMICALS] WATERPROOFING PREPARATIONS [CHEMICAL] ADHESIVES FOR WATERPROOFING WATERPROOFING CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS WATERPROOFING CHEMICALS (TEXTILE- -) TEXTILE-WATERPROOFING CHEMICALS.
STARZ CONCHEM INDUSTRIES

4465573 06/03/2020
M/S. STARZ CONCHEM INDUSTRIES
53/2, SFS, PRATAP NAGAR, SANGANER, JAIPUR-302033, RAJASTHAN RAJASTHAN
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Adhesive and bonding agents for admixture with grouts
4532952  16/06/2020  
YOGESH RAMSWARUP JANGID  
PLOT NO. 15, DATTATRAY NAGAR, NEAR VASUDEV BABAJI TEMPLE, DHULE (DHULIA)- 425405, MAHARASHTRA  
Proprietor  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE  
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu  
Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; substances for tanning animal skins and hides; adhesives for use in industry; putties and other paste fillers; compost, manures, fertilizers; biological preparations for use in industry and science
4537240 19/06/2020
PROTECHNIC SKICORP PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as: PROTECHNIC SKICORP PRIVATE LIMITED
25,DAIKHNEE COOPERATIVE HOUSING SOCIETY, METROPOLITAN, KOLKATA 700105, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SKR & TM
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
CHEMICALS AND ADHESIVES.
4537243  19/06/2020
PROTECHNIC SKICORP PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;PROTECHNIC SKICORP PRIVATE LIMITED
25,DAIKHNEE COOPERATIVE HOUSING SOCIETY, METROPOLITAN, KOLKATA 700105, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SKR & TM
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
CHEMICALS AND HOT MELT ADHESIVES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020 Class 1

4537256  19/06/2020
BUGBUL ISLAM MOLLA
PLOT NO 14, GROUND FLOOR, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-1, PANCHKULA
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAM KUMAR
H.NO.347, SECTOR 15, PANCHKULA, HARYANA-134113.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Chemical used in industry, leather, textile, science, photography, agriculture, unprocessed artificial resins, chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesive used in industry
ARCH BIOTECH PVT. LTD
Plot No. A-10/7, MIDC, Butibori, Tah. Hingna, Dist. Nagpur, Maharashtra- 441108, India

Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNIL PURUSHOTTAM ZORE
117, CHITANISNAGAR, MOTHA TAJBAG, UMRER ROAD, NAGPUR-440009.

Used Since : 28/08/2017

MUMBAI
Fertilizers and manures; Chemical and biological products for use in agriculture, Forestry and horticulture; Soil conditioning and regenerating preparations; Plant growth promoting substances and organism; Agricultural and horticultural inoculants all being chemical preparations included in Class 1
4537784  19/06/2020
PEPTECH BIOSCIENCES LIMITED
G-1, 636, RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, CHOPANKI BHIWADI BHIWADI ALWAR RJ 301019 IN
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Fertilizers; Chemicals used in agriculture
4538906  20/06/2020
ANSIO SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
16/2A, BHANDAVARAM PROPERTIES, MADURAVOYAL BYE PASS ROAD, VANAGARAM VILLAGE/MADURAVOYAL,CHENNAI - 600095
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; Fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; Tempering and soldering preparations; Substances for tanning animal skins and hides; Adhesives for use in industry; Putties and other paste fillers; Compost, manures, fertilizers; Biological preparations for use in industry and science
GALAXY LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
B-22, AURANGABAD IND AREA, STATION ROAD MIDC, AURANGABAD-431005
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Chemicals / Intermediates used in API, Specialty Chemicals, Perfumery Chemicals & Cosmetic Chemicals, Active Chemical ingredients for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals and other industry.
GRADDY PHARMACHEM
205+206+207/18, Panoli GIDC, Near Ginni Filament, Panoli-394115, District Bharuch
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INDUS
C/443, B.G. TOWER, O/S. DELHI DARWAJA, SHAHIBAUG ROAD, AHMEDABAD 380004
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Manufacturing of Chemical used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesive used in industry
MR. AMOL CHANDRAKANT KALANTRI
6, Sterling Tower, Beside Hotel Mathura, Dwarka Point, Nashik – 422011
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL D. SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Chemical used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesive used in industry
DIVYA MANGESH KULKARNI PROPRIETOR OF DEEVAM ENTERPRISES
B405, ANTARA, NEXT TO AKRUTI CITY, NEAR YEWALEWADI JAAMA MASJID, YEWALEWADI, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA - 411048
THE TRADEMARKS ACT - 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Adhesives for use in building, Adhesives for the building industry, Adhesives for use in the building industry, Chemical preparations which penetrate through walls, floors and ceilings used for fire prevention in buildings
Bon Organik

4543221  24/06/2020
BONORGANIK APPARELS PRIVATE LIMITED
17/18, BANGLORE INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, CHIKKALSANDRA, UTTARAHALI, MAIN ROAD, BANGLORE-560061 (KARNATAKA)
A BODY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/06/2020

CHENNAI
Carbohydrates used as an Ingredient in Nutraceuticals, Enzymes for use in the Manufacture of Nutraceuticals &
Carbohydrates used as an Ingredient in the Manufacture of Nutraceuticals.
TORIXO TILES
502, SANKALP APPARTMENT, NR SANKALP PLAZA, CANAL ROAD, MORBI 363641, (GUJARAT) INDIA.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI, ADVOCATE
M/S. TRADELINE, "PURVI", JIVAN - ANAND SOCIETY, AMARNATH CHOWK, OPP. RAVI APARTMENT, BEHIND MAHILA COLLEGE, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES, CHEMICAL MATERIALS AND CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS, NATURAL ELEMENTS, STONE, ROCK, ZIRCONIUM, SILICATE, CHINA CLAY, CLAY AND MINERALS INCLUDED IN CLASS-01.
4543438  25/06/2020
RBS POLY ADDITIVES AND STABILIZERS PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. D-2/CH/89, GIDC DAHEJ, Phase 2, Dahej-392130, Bharuch, Gujarat
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agoents address:
DIPESH ANUPKUMAR MISTRY
142, SHANKARNAGAR SOCEITY, PALANPUR PATIYA, RANDER ROAD, SURAT-395005, GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Chemical used in industry, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations, chemical substances, tanning substances, Stabilizers and Polymer Additives Included In Class 1
4543960    25/06/2020

MOHIT SHARMA
FF-14A, Central market, near old bus stand ghaziabad
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGALRAASTA TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LTD
B - 300 , Saraswati Vihar , Pitampura , Delhi - 110034

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Adhesives For Industrial Purposes
Proprietor: WAKDE PRAMOD ASHOK, PROPRIETOR OF HARRISON AGRO TECH
Shop No. 01, Gut No. 60, Mahalpimpri, Aurangabad 401001
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARMESHWAR PRASAD PATEL
near manorama dairy,beside jora talab,Ashok Nagar, Sarkanda, bilaspur,C.G

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; Fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; Tempering and soldering preparations; Substances for tanning animal skins and hides; Adhesives for use in industry; Putties and other paste fillers; Compost, manures, fertilizers; Biological preparations for use in industry and science
4544421  25/06/2020

PRAVEEN AGARWAL
Rau Pithampur Bypass,P.O. Rau,Dist.-Indore(M.P.)Pincode-453331
Sole Proprietary firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI.
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Chemicals (Industrial -) , Stabilisers,Salts [chemical preparations], Chemicals (Industrial -),Agents for washing in a manufacturing process , Bleaching chemicals (Organic- -) , Water treatment chemicals, Waste treatment chemicals, Industrial chemicals & Chemical additives.
GLYRA HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
A-43, MELDI ESTATE, NEAR GOTA RAILWAY OVERBRIDGE, GOTA, AHMEDABAD-382481
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RUSHABH RAJNIKANT SHAH
32, MEWAVALANAGAR TENAMENT, OPP. GAYATRI HOSPITAL, KIRAN PARK ROAD, BHIMJIPURA, NEW VADAJ, AHMEDABAD-380013

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Description: CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOOD STUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY AND MANUFACTURING OF CHEMICAL, INTERMEDIATES, IMPURITIE USED IN INDUSTRY
4544758  25/06/2020
MAHINDRA SUMMIT AGRISCIENCE LTD.
MAHINDRA TOWERS, DR. G M BHOSALE MARG, P K KURNE CHOWK, WORLI, MUMBAI 400018
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TAS&CO.
OFFICE 503, THE CENTRAL, SHELL COLONY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI 400071.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Chemical used in industry, science, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; manures, chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs included in class 1.
4544846  25/06/2020
RUTU BIOSYSTEMS
S. No 271/8, Ingawale Patil Estate, Paud Rd, behind Siddhi lawns, Bhugaon, Pune, Maharashtra 412115
The Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH KHERKAR
Bhate & Ponkshe 12, Venumadhav Apts, 104/7, Off Lane No.14, Prabhat Road, Pune, 411004, M.S, India +91-20-25437021,25437022
 Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Chemicals for use in industry, bacteriological preparations, water-purifying chemicals
SONALI POLYMERS PRIVATE LIMITED
G-1/17 RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, AGRA ROAD, BASSI-303301, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN, INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
M/s IPR House, Advocates 89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2519432, 3649798

AHMEDABAD
CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING AND FIRE PREVENTION COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; SUBSTANCES FOR TANNING ANIMAL SKINS AND HIDES; ADHESIVES FOR USE IN INDUSTRY; PUTTIES AND OTHER PASTE FILLERS; COMPOST, MANURES, FERTILIZERS; BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY AND SCIENCE.
4545933  26/06/2020
CROPGATE CHEMICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 35, HOUSE NO. 884, DARSHANA CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING, SOCIETY, KHADGAON ROAD, AT-LAWA, WADI, NAGPUR, Nagpur, Maharashtra, India, 440023
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGALRAASTA TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LTD
B - 300 , Saraswati Vihar , Pitampura , Delhi - 110034
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Agricultural chemicals
4546077  26/06/2020
LION SPECIALTY CHEMICALS CO., LTD.
3-7 Honjo 1-chome, Sumida-Ku, Tokyo, Japan.
A corporation organized and existing under the laws of Japan.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Industrial chemicals; tensio-active agents; surface-active chemical agents; surface-active compounds.
4546163 26/06/2020
NIKHLESH MANSHANI
1/9, IDGAH KOTHI, DOCTOR'S ENCLAVE, IDGAH HILLS, NEAR WATER FILTER PLANT, BHOPAL (M.P.)
AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE APPLICANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADHESIVES, TILE ADHESIVES INCLUDED IN CLASS 01.
MR. PANKAJ JAIN
M/s Expert Life Science, Near Santosh Vatika, Samadhiya Colony, D-Block, Gwalior- 474001 (M.P.)
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.P. ASSOCIATES ADVOCATE.
320 - Tulsi Vihar, Near S.B.I. Zonal Office, City Centre, Gwalior -474 011 (M.P.).

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry: Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; Fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; Tempering and soldering preparations; Substances for tanning animal skins and hides; Adhesives for use in industry; Putties and other paste fillers; Compost, manures, fertilizers; Biological preparations for use in industry and science
RISHI CROP SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
33, FFD, FIRST FLOOR, NEW DURGA BAZAR, HIMATNAGAR - 383001, DIST.: S.K., GUJARAT-INDIA.

ADDRESS INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Used Since: 01/04/2017

To be associated with:
2239159, 2239163

AHMEDABAD
FERTILIZER
4546523 26/06/2020
RISHI CROP SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
33, FFD, FIRST FLOOR, NEW DURGA BAZAR, HIMATNAGAR - 383001, DIST.: S.K., GUJARAT-INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Used Since: 01/04/2017

To be associated with:
2239159, 2239163

AHMEDABAD
FERTILIZER
4546524  26/06/2020
RISHI CROP SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
33, FFD, FIRST FLOOR, NEW DURGA BAZAR, HIMATNAGAR - 383001, DIST.: S.K., GUJARAT-INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/04/2017
To be associated with:
2239159, 2239163
AHMEDABAD
FERTILIZER
4546525  26/06/2020
RISHI CROP SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
33, FFD, FIRST FLOOR, NEW DURGA BAZAR, HIMATNAGAR - 383001, DIST.: S.K., GUJARAT-INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :07/06/2017
To be associated with:
2239159, 2239163
AHMEDABAD
BIOSTIMULANT
4546526  26/06/2020
RISHI CROP SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
33, FFD, FIRST FLOOR, NEW DURGA BAZAR, HIMATNAGAR - 383001, DIST.: S.K., GUJARAT-INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :11/07/2018
To be associated with:
2239159, 2239163
AHMEDABAD
PLANT GROWTH PROMOTOERS
4546528  26/06/2020
RISHI CROP SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
33, FFD, FIRST FLOOR, NEW DURGA BAZAR, HIMATNAGAR - 383001, DIST.: S.K., GUJARAT-INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since : 04/05/2017
To be associated with:
2239159, 2239163
AHMEDABAD
PLANT GROWTH PROMOTERS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020 Class 1

4546530 26/06/2020
RISHI CROP SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
33, FFD, FIRST FLOOR, NEW DURGA BAZAR, HIMATNAGAR - 383001, DIST.: S.K., GUJARAT-INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2239159, 2239163
AHMEDABAD
FERTILIZER
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020 Class 1

4546645  27/06/2020
VIKAS CROP CARE
202, Corporate Centre, Waghawadi Road, Bhavnagar, Gujarat 364002
MANUFACTURER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Organic chemicals and fertilizers for agriculture and forestry, manure for agriculture, chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, chemical additives to insecticides, chemical additives to fungicides.
4547738  28/06/2020
CISTRONICS TECHNOVATIONS PVT. LTD.
VIRESHWAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NH-8B, NR. POLAR IND., AHMEDABAD BAGODRA ROAD, VILLAGE: KERALA, TA: BAVLA, AHMEDABAD-382220, GUJARAT, INDIA.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARDEEP L MAHIDA
PLOT NO 217/1, SECTOR 4-A, NEAR G-1, GANDHINAGAR
Used Since :14/12/2009
To be associated with:
1906588
AHMEDABAD
CHEMICALS FOR USE IN PESTICIDES, CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR FUNGICIDES AND HERBISIDES, CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE INCLUDED IN CLASS 01.
4547812  28/06/2020
RAJU KAPOOR
S/o Sh. Purshotam Das Kapoor R/o Flat No. 701, Tower No. 8, Star Court, J P Greens Golf Course, Pari Chowk, Greater Noida, Uttar Pradesh-201308
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIKAS MITTAL
FLAT NO.302, PLOT NO.149, SECTOR 6, VAISHALI, GHAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADEHS-201010

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Chemical used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions and preventions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesive used in industry; rock salt
4552102  01/07/2020
VIVEK SINGLA TRADING AS ZOIC PHARMACEUTICALS
PLOT NO. 194, INDUSTRIAL AREA, SECTOR 82, (JLPL) MOHALI (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Chemicals Used In Industry, Science, Photography, Agriculture, Horticulture and Forestry; Manure; Fire Extinguishing Compositions; Tempering Preparations, Chemical Substances for Preserving Foodstuffs; Tanning Substances & Adhesives Used in Industry.
HONEY CRETE

4560378    07/07/2020
SATISH KUMAR
trading as ;PRIYA SALES CORPORATION
HOUSE NO. 23, BASANT VIHAR, NEAR G.C. RESIDENCY
Manufacturer and Merchant
PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TILE ADHESIVES
4561224  08/07/2020
MALHARI TAMANNA WAGHAMARE, TRADING AS HINDUSTAN AGRO FARM SOLUTION.
sole proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV LALASAHEB ATOLE
Dhunal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Fertilizers, Plant growth regulators and organic pesticides.
DECON-R

4561650   08/07/2020
M/S. TULIP DIAGNOSTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
GITANJAILLTULIP BLOCK, DR. ANTONIO DO REGOBAGH, ALTO SANTA CRUZ, PANAJI 403202, GOA
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
LABORATORY REAGENTS; SOLUTION USED FOR DECONTAMINATION OF SURFACES AND INSTRUMENTS IN LABORATORY
4561821  08/07/2020
VIBHA AND SUYASH ASSOCIATES PRIVATE LIMITED
60, LIG, INDRA NAGAR, KANPUR, UTTAR PRADESH – 208026
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAURABH SRIVASTAVA
FLAT NO. D-1602, LOGIX BLOSSOM COUNTY, SECTOR-137, NOIDA - 201 305
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Organic Manure Included in Class 1
4561953  08/07/2020
KCP BIO PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
Door No. 30-284/I/C/1, Santhosima Nagar, Malkajgiri, Secunderabad – 500 056, Ranga Reddy District, Telangana.
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018
Used Since :10/08/2019
CHENNAI
Fertilisers; Chemicals used in agriculture; plant growth regulators for agricultural use
AIROX
4562053  09/07/2020
CENTRAL DRUG HOUSE PVT. LTD.
7/28 VARDAAN HOUSE, MAHAVIR STREET, ANSARI ROAD, DARYAGANJ, NEW DELHI 110002, INDIA
Private limited company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S K SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
A-9/1, ACHARYA NIKETAN, 1ST FLOOR, MAYUR VIHAR-I, DELHI-91
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
chemicals used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemical substances used for preserving foodstuffs
4562315  09/07/2020
ATUL PAHADIA
77 ANOOP NAGAR INDORE MADHYAPRADESH 452001
SINGLE FIRM
Proprietorship Firm

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY INCLUDED IN CLASS 1
4562433   09/07/2020

REVELATIONS BIOTECH PVT LTD
B308, Block B, 3rd Floor, The Platina, Survey No. 136 Gachibowli, Hyderabad-500032, India.
A company incorporated in India under The Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
101, Ivy Terrace, Plot no. 119, Road no. 44, Kavuri Hills, Madhapur, Hyderabad - 500 033, India

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; adhesives for use in industry; biological preparations for use in industry and science; enzymes and chemical preservatives
AGNOFLEX

4562830    09/07/2020
NANORBITAL ADVANCED MATERIALS LLP
C-901 SHIROMANI TOWER, OPP. OCEAN PARK, NEHRUNAGAR CROSS ROAD, SATELLITE ROAD LLP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVAL AND TRIVEDI ASSOCIATES
1204, Satyam 64, Opp. Gujarat High Court, Gate No.2, S.G Highway, Ahmedabad-380060

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Description: Class 1 includes mainly chemical products for use in industry, science and agriculture, including those which go to the making of products belonging to other classes.
CocoBase

4563091   09/07/2020

V.R. RAVIKUMAR
B-11/9, SAF GAMES VILLAGE KOYAMBUDU CHENNAI TAMIL NADU - 600107

THE TRADE MARK ACT - 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Soil for growing; Growing media for plants; Substrates for soil-free growing [agriculture]; Expanded-clay for hydroponic plant growing [substrate]; Soil amendments for agricultural purposes; Soil conditioners for agricultural use; Chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Synthetic fertilizers for agricultural purposes; Fertilisers for agricultural use; Fertilizers for agricultural use; Chemicals used in agriculture
N9 XTS - 18

4564351  10/07/2020
N9 WORLD TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
Unit No. 30, BCIE., Old Madras Road, Bangalore 560 016, INDIA

Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADASTRA IP PVT LTD
B2-1050, Spaze iTech Park, Sohna Road, 122002 Gurgaon Delhi NCR, India

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Chemical products, Antimicrobial agents, Antiviral agents used for the protection against the growth and development of micro-organisms, bacteria and fungi. Chemicals used in industry, Textile finishing chemicals, Textile water proofing chemicals, Waterproofing, chemicals (Textile- -), Textile-impregnating chemicals, Textile-brightening chemicals, Chemicals for treating textile fabrics. Antimicrobial agents
MR. DILIP S. KUNDALE
At Post- Kumbhoj, Tal-Hatkanangle, Dist-Kolhapur- 416111.
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL D. SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Organic Manure, Organic Fertilizer, Bio Fertilizer, Micronutrients, Bio-Nutrients, Vermi Compost Unit, Soil Conditioner, Soil Health Enhancer, and Plant Growth Regulators, Plant Growth Promoter. Fertilizer And Chemical Used In Agricultural, Horticultural And Forestry.
ADVANCE PESTICIDES
Somnath Park, Near Dindori Naka, Panchavati, Nashik-422003
A Registered Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL D. SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Plant Growth Regulator, Fertilizer Used in Agriculture.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020

4565480 11/07/2020
MXB AGRO INPUTS PRIVATE LIMITED
M No - 2146, A/P Wadki, G No - 1559/A, Tal - Haveli, Pune - 412207, Maharashtra
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Fertilizers, Chemical additives for pesticides.
AQ-QUANT

4565500  11/07/2020

PRADYUMAN. B PATEL
F-28, 1ST FLOOR, ROYAL COMPLEX, VALIA CHODKI GIDC, ANKLESHWAR - 393002 GUJARAT.

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.D. & ASSOCIATES
4/5039 NETAJI SUBHASH MARG DARYA GANJ NEW DELHI 110002 INDIA

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Reagent paper strip and Reagent Solution with Colour Comparison chart for analysis of various chemicals, milk, vegetables, foods, water and soil; Chemical Fertilizers; Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.
FRUITOWASH- STAY HEALTHY BY CHOICE
4565527  11/07/2020
NITHIN PAUL
VEETUPARAPPURATHU HOUSE, KARIMPANA P O, N. PALAKUZHA, KOOTHATTUKULAM, ERNAKULAM, PIN- 686662
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AJAY R KAMATH
TC 16/570-1, EVRA-55, Jagathy, Thycaud, PO, Thiruvananthapuram-695014
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS EXCEPT FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND PARASITICIDES
DeHaat NEOBOR

4565807   11/07/2020
GREEN AGREVOLUTION PRIVATE LIMITED
B/83, HOUSING COLONY, LOHIA NAGAR, KANKARBAGH, PATNA, BIHAR, PIN - 800020 IN
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TSIP WORLDWIDE
676, Near: Harmilap Mandir, Janakpuri, Bareilly, Uttar Pradesh, PIN – 243122

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Boron, Boron phosphate, Boron based fertilizer
BloomStix

4565988  11/07/2020

VINAYAK GARG
G F, AM-162, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi, North West Delhi, Delhi - 110088

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :06/06/2019

DELHI

CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING AND FIRE PREVENTION COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; SUBSTANCES FOR TANNING ANIMAL SKINS AND HIDES; ADHESIVES FOR USE IN INDUSTRY; PUTTIES AND OTHER PASTE FILLERS; COMPOST, MANURES, FERTILIZERS; BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY AND SCIENCE
SUBHAM OILS & RESINS PVT. LTD.

4566778  13/07/2020

SUBHAM OILS & RESINS PVT. LTD.
183, BANGUR AVENUE, BLOCK - B, KOLKATA - 700055
PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. CHATTERJEE & ASSOCIATES
349/3, INDIRA GANDHI ROAD, KONNAGAR, HOOGHLY, PIN 712 235, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Used Since: 13/06/2008

KOLKATA

MANUFACTURER OF ALKYD RESIN, SYNTHETIC RESIN, EPOXY RESIN & PHENOLIC RESIN
BATLER

4566902  13/07/2020
DEV TEX FAB
14, NILKANOTH INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY-1, B/H. HARI OM DYEING MILL, VED ROAD, SURAT, GUJARAT

Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
COPYHART, 11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, CHEMICALS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FABRIC OR TEXTILES, CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FABRIC OR TEXTILES, TEXTILE-BRIGHTENING CHEMICALS, TEXTILE-IMPREGNATING CHEMICALS, TEXTILE-WATERPROOFING CHEMICALS, CHEMICAL INTENSIFIERS FOR PAPER, CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PAPER, CHEMICALLY SENSITIZED PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPER, CHEMICALS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PAPER, WASTE WATER TREATMENT CHEMICALS FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES, WASTE WATER TREATMENT CHEMICALS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE, CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT OF WASTE WATER
MADHUKUNJ

4567335  13/07/2020
RAMAWATAR AGARWALA BEING PROPRIETOR OF M/S- SHRI BALAJI INCENSE INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. 502/1156, OGALPADA, P.O. - JANLA, DIST - KHURDA, PIN-752054, ODISHA.

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62, BENTINCK STREET, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 412, KOLKATA 700 069, W.B., INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, CHEMICALS USED IN INCENSE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, CHEMICALS USED IN FRAGRANCE, FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVES USED IN INDUSTRY BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-01.
ARNO

4567673  13/07/2020
SMT. PARITA RICHI KOTADIA TRADING AS FAIR DEAL
4 PLUS COMPLEX-301, SARDAR NAGAR MAIN ROAD, ASTRON CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
JASANI & COMPANY.
216, V. V. COMM. COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, DHEBARBHAI ROAD, RAJKOT-360 001(GUJARAT).

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; Fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; Tempering and soldering preparations; Substances for tanning animal skins and hides; Adhesives for use in industry; Putties and other paste fillers; Compost, manures, fertilizers; Biological preparations for use in industry and science.
SHRIRAM CASTIT

4570422  15/07/2020

DCM SHRIRAM LIMITED

Trading as; DCM SHRIRAM LIMITED

2ND FLOOR, WEST WING, WORLD MARK-1, AEROCITY, NEW DELHI-110037, INDIA

Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LEX CORPUS

SHRIRAM FERTILISERS & CHEMICALS (A UNIT OF DCM SHRIRAM LTD.), 2ND FLOOR, 19, KIRTI MAHAL, RAJENDRA PLACE, NEW DELHI-110008

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

1083643, 1280818, 1309239, 4137474, 4164161

DELHI

Chemical used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry
Proposed to be Used

Mumbai

Chemical Substances, Chemical Materials and Chemical Preparations, and Natural Elements
CALBONET
4570779  15/07/2020
DEVENDRA SIROHI PROPRIETOR OF M/S CROP SOLUTION AGRI CLINIC
POST OFFICE BAJAURA, VILLAGE KALEHLI, TEHSIL BHUNTAR, DISTT. KULLU, KALEHLI, KULLU, (HIMACHAL PRADESH), 175125
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TAJ TRADE MARK
ANAND VRINDAVAN, SANJAY PLACE, AGRA - 282 002 (U.P.) INDIA.
Used Since : 10/05/2020

DELHI
Chemical used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesive used in industry.
ROOTRACK

4570780  15/07/2020

DEVENDRA SIROHI PROPRIETOR OF M/S CROP SOLUTION AGRI CLINIC
POST OFFICE BAJAURA, VILLAGE KALEHLI, TEHSIL BHUNTAR, DISTT. KULLU, KALEHLI, KULLU, (HIMACHAL PRADESH), 175125

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

TAJ TRADE MARK
ANAND VRINDAVAN, SANJAY PLACE, AGRA - 282 002 (U.P.) INDIA.

Used Since : 10/05/2020

DELHI

Chemical used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesive used in industry.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020 Class 1

4572030  16/07/2020  HARSHA KUMAR N G
#4650, 15TH MAIN, VIJAYANAGAR 2ND STAGE, MYSORE, VIJAYNAGAR II STAGE, MYSORE-570017 KARNATAKA INDIA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GIGI JOSEPH K J
48, Opp. Kendriya Sadan,100 Ft Road, Koramangala,Bangalore-560034.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE
AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING AND FIRE
PREVENTION COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; SUBSTANCES FOR TANNING ANIMAL
SKINS AND HIDES; ADHESIVES FOR USE IN INDUSTRY; PUTTIES AND OTHER PASTE FILLERS; COMPOST,
MANURES, FERTILIZERS; BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY AND SCIENCE; INCLUDED IN CLASS 1
COLOUREAX
1402128  28/11/2005
SHRI GURUDEV SINGH
trading as ;SETHI PAINTS INDUSTRIES
C-823, URBAN ESTATE, PHASE-II, FOCAL POINT, LUDHIANA, PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43- B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/1995
DELHI
PAINTS, CEMENT PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, DISTEMPER AND PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST.
3548248  13/05/2017
MOHD. JAMALUDDIN HANAFI SON OF SHRI SHAMSUDDIN HANAFI
Plot No. 20, Janata Nagar (Rakdi), Sodala, Jaipur
Single Firm, Trading as Indian Paints
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEMLATA AGRAWAL
407, Bhavya Tower, Kabir Marg, Banipark, Jaipur 302016
Used Since :01/05/1987
AHMEDABAD
Paints; Warmish; Distemper; Primer for paint purpose; Enamel Pant; paint related items included in class 2.
3762421  23/02/2018
MANISH KUMAR AGRWAL TRADING AS M/S LARK PAINTS
16, VKI COLONY, AGRA ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ)
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PAINTS, VARNISH, PUTTY, WHITE CEMENT BASED WALL PUTTY, EMULSION PAINTS, DISTEMPERS UNDER CLASS 02.
TUFF TEX
3934613 04/09/2018
SH. RAJINDER KUMAR trading as AUDIO GURUS
GALI NO. 1, NEWCOURT ROAD, MANSA PUNJAB
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANSAL & BANSAL ASSOCIATES
204, KRISHNA TOWER-2, PLOT NO. 1, POCKET-7, SEC-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since :06/09/2017
DELHI
PROTECTIVE SURFACE COATINGS (PAINTS), PROTECTIVE SURFACE COATINGS FOR WOOD, SEALING PREPARATIONS (PAINT), TEXTURE PAINTS AND TEXTURE COATINGS (PAINTS)
3934982    04/09/2018
MOHD. SADIQ PROPRIETOR OF M/S. S.S TRADERS
SHOP NO. 22 SHASHTRI MARKET DDA FLAT MATA SUNDRI ROAD, NEW DELHI-110002
An Indian Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
INK CARTRIDGES, INK TONER, FILLED, FOR PRINTERS, FILLED INK CARTRIDGES FOR PRINTERS, TONER CARTRIDGES [FILLED] FOR LASER PRINTERS, EDIBLE INK CARTRIDGES, FILLED, FOR PRINTERS, TONER CARTRIDGES, FILLED, FOR INK} ET PRINTERS, TONER CARTRIDGES, FILLED, FOR LASER PRINTERS, FILLED TONER CARTRIDGES FOR PRINTERS AND PHOTOCOPIERS, TONER CARTRIDGES [FILLED] FOR DOT MATRIX PRINTERS, TONER CARTRIDGES, FILLED, FOR PRINTERS AND PHOTOCOPIERS, PRINTERS AND PHOTOCOPIERS (TONER CARTRIDGES, FILLED, FOR -), PHOTOCOPIERS (TONER CARTRIDGES, FILLED, FOR PRINTERS AND -), INK CARTRIDGES, FILLED, FOR PRINTERS AND PHOTOCOPIERS, SOLID INK CARTRIDGES [FILLED] FOR INK-J ET PRINTERS IN CLASS 2
INDO WEMBLEY
3948272  18/09/2018
INDO WEMBLEY PAINTS PVT. LTD.
2/57, PUNJABI BAGH WEST NEW DELHI-110026
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AJAY SAHNI.
14/55, PUNJABI BAGH ( WEST ) NEW DELHI - 110 026.
Used Since :22/06/2007
DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.2508308
WALMART
3949276  19/09/2018
WALMART APOLLO, LLC
702 SW 8th Street, Bentonville, Arkansas 72716
a limited liability company organized under the laws of Delaware

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS
RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; Preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; Colorants, dyes; Inks for printing, marking and engraving; Raw natural resins; Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art.
3955412  25/09/2018
NARESH KHANDELWAL (Prop.) of SHREE VANDANA ENTERPRISES
B-258, 1Ind FLOOR, LOK VIHAR, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034.
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIV LAW HOUSE.
H-166, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI - 110 018.
Used Since :01/01/2004
DELHI
THINNER AND PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF
WOOD, COLORING MATTERS, DYESTUFFS, MORDENTS, RESINS, METAL IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS
AND DECORATORS INCLUDED IN CLASS 02.
3955413  25/09/2018
NARESH KHANDELWAL (PROP.) OF SHREE VANDANA ENTERPRISES
B-258, IInd FLOOR, LOK VIHAR, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034.
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIV LAW HOUSE.
H-166, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI - 110 018.
Used Since :01/01/2004
DELHI
THINNER AND PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD, COLORING MATTERS, DYESTUFFS, MORDENTS, RESINS, METAL IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS AND DECORATORS INCLUDED IN CLASS 02.
3962175  02/10/2018
M/S. STANVAC CHEMICALS INDIA LTD.
LOWER GROUND, FLOOR 18-19, D-15, SOUTH EXTENSION-2, NEW DELHI-110049
LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since: 12/05/1994
DELHI
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; Preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; Colorants, dyes; Inks for printing, marking and engraving; Raw natural resins; Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED REGISTRATION NO. 2427601
3962176  02/10/2018
M/S. STANVAC CHEMICALS INDIA LTD.
LOWER GROUND, FLOOR 18-19, D-15, SOUTH EXTENSION-2, NEW DELHI-110049
LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :12/05/1994
DELHI
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; Preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; Colorants, dyes; Inks for
printing, marking and engraving; Raw natural resins; Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating,
printing and art
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED REGISTRATION NO. 2427601
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020 Class 2

3962177 02/10/2018
M/S. STANVAC CHEMICALS INDIA LTD.
LOWER GROUND, FLOOR 18-19, D-15, SOUTH EXTENSION-2, NEW DELHI-110049
LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since: 12/05/1994

DELHI
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; Preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; Colorants, dyes; Inks for printing, marking and engraving; Raw natural resins; Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED REGISTRATION NO. 2427601
3962178 02/10/2018
M/S. STANVAC CHEMICALS INDIA LTD.
LOWER GROUND, FLOOR 18-19, D-15, SOUTH EXTENSION-2, NEW DELHI-110049
LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :12/05/1994

DELHI
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; Preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; Colorants, dyes; Inks for printing, marking and engraving; Raw natural resins; Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED REGISTRATION NO. 2427601
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961 , 17/08/2020 Class 2

3962179  02/10/2018
M/S. STANVAC CHEMICALS INDIA LTD.
LOWER GROUND, FLOOR 18-19, D-15, SOUTH EXTENSION-2, NEW DELHI-110049
LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :12/05/1994

DELHI

Paints, varnishes, lacquers; Preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; Colorants, dyes; Inks for printing, marking and engraving; Raw natural resins; Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED REGISTRATION NO. 2427601
3962180  02/10/2018
M/S. STANVAC CHEMICALS INDIA LTD.
LOWER GROUND, FLOOR 18-19, D-15, SOUTH EXTENSION-2, NEW DELHI-110049
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :12/05/1994
DELHI
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; Preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; Colorants, dyes; Inks for printing, marking and engraving; Raw natural resins; Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED REGISTRATION NO. 2427601
SHAIN DAR

3966454  06/10/2018

SHALIMAR COLOURS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
SARMSA KOTHI, JAMAL ROAD, PATNA - 800001, BIHAR, INDIA

COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET, EXHIBITION ROAD, PATNA 800 001, BIHAR, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

PAINTS, WALL PUTTY, LACQUERS, COATINGS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND DETERIORATION, OXIDE COLOURS, CEMENT COLOUR, CEMENT PAINTS, LIQUID PAINTS, DISTEMPERS AND COLOURANTS, ENAMEL PAINTS, INKS FOR PRINTING, MARKING AND ENGRAVING, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS; DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS
3979162   22/10/2018
M/S. STANVAC CHEMICALS INDIA LTD.
LOWER GROUND, FLOOR 18-19, D-15, SOUTH EXTENSION-2, NEW DELHI-110049
LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :12/05/1994
To be associated with:
3916074
DELHI
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; Preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; Colorants, dyes; Inks for printing, marking and engraving; Raw natural resins; Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK LABEL.
MOHAMMED SHOAIB
11-3-186 Mallepally Hyderabad 500001 Telangana
An Indian Citizen

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHETAN KUMAR GIRI
PLANET LEGAL, Chamber No. 801, Lawyers Chambers, Dwarka Court, Sector 10, New Delhi - 110075

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Goods Paints & Varnishes.
AKOOT SHAKTI

3983327    26/10/2018
JYOTI THAKRAL PROPRIETOR OF SHAKTI INDUSTRIES
SUKHPURA CHOWK NEAR POWER HOUSE 1050/4 MEN GALI, RAJINDER NAGAR, ROHTAK HARYANA
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
#463,13TH CROSS,10TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Paints; Agglutinants for paints and for putty
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
SANDEEP KUMAR AGGARWAL
A3/53, sector-3, Rohini, Delhi- 110085

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRINCE
B-2/58 SECTOR -18 ROHINI DELHI 110085

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Paints, Thinner, Coating, Resins
PENTEKO

4470261    12/03/2020
ZAHI GREEN MACHINERIES PRIVATE LIMITED
H/ No 5-4-223, Maniyear Talim, Nearb Baba Funcion Hall, Bidar - 585401, Karnataka
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Paints
VARUNA

4510882  26/05/2020
LA-GAJJAR MACHINERIES PVT. LTD.
ACIDWALA ESTATE, NAGARWEL HANUMAN ROAD, AMRAIWADI, AHMEDABAD - 380 026, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJ YOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

Used Since: 01/01/1980

AHMEDABAD

PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS, DYES; INKS FOR PRINTING, MARKING AND ENGRAVING; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND
POWDER FORM FOR USE IN PAINTING, DECORATING, PRINTING AND ART.
4532269  15/06/2020
LABON PAINTS AND COATINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
Akshay Park Business Center, 1.G, Gokul Road, Hubballi
Manufacturer and Merchant
A company registered under The Companies Act, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SAGARWAL
E 240, SWARNJAYANTIPURAM, NEAR GOVINDPURAM BUS STAND, GHAZIABAD
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PAINTS, LACQUERS, VARNISHES (NOT BEING INSULATING VARNISHES), METAL, WALL AND WOOD FILLERS (PUTTIES), UNDERCOATS FOR PAINTS IN THE FORM OF PRIMERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND DETERIORATION OF WOODS, THINNERS, DISTEMPERS, ACRYLIC WASHABLE DISTEMPER, AND DRY COLORS INCLUDED IN CLASS 2, COLORING MATTERS (NOT FOR LAUNDRY OR TOILET PURPOSES), DYESTUFFS (NOT FOR TOILET PURPOSES), MORDENTS, NATURAL RESINS, METAL IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS AND DECORATORS INCLUDED IN CLASS 2.
4534667  17/06/2020
RAMESHBHAI JASMATBHAI MEGHANI PROPRIETOR OF PAHAL PAINTS
NUTAN ADIVASI AREA, NR. JYOTI PAN, MAVDI BY PASS, MAVDI VILLAGE, RAJKOT-360 004, GUJARAT-(INDIA).
PROPRIETOR OF PAHAL PAINTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYANKA B NAGAR, ADVOCATE
V S CONSULTANCY, H/203 RADHEY RESIDENCY, NR. LALGEBI CIRCLE, SPRING ROAD, HATHIJAN, AHMEDABAD - 382445 - GUJARAT INDIA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVA TIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS, DYES: INKS FOR PRINTING, MARKING AND ENGRAVING; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND
POWDER FORM FOR USE IN PAINTING, DECORATING, PRINTING AND ART INCLUDED IN CLASS -02
4538917   20/06/2020
CHAUDHRY MUBAH SULTAN
3-H, GULBERG III, LAHORE, PAKISTAN
A Pakistani National trading as Sul Shaz Group

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASWAL ASSOCIATES
59 HARMONY APARTMENTS POCKET-1 SECTOR-4 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110078

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS; DYES; INKS FOR PRINTING, MARKING AND ENGRAVING; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND
POWDER FORM FOR USE IN PAINTING, DECORATING, PRINTING AND ART.
4539849    22/06/2020
GRADDY PHARMACHEM
205+206+207/18, Panoli GIDC, Near Ginni Filament, Panoli-394115, District Bharuch
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INDUS
C/443, B.G.TOWER, O/S. DELHI DARWAJA, SHAHIBAUG ROAD, AHMEDABAD 380004
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Manufacturing of Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists.
4540599   22/06/2020
KUMUD SHUKLA TRADING AS SHANU PACKAGERS
301-K, Namak Factory Chauraha, Yashoda Nagar, Kanpur, U.P.- 208011
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA NARAIN MISRA.
36J AIJPURIA BUILDING, S.P.MUKHERJI MARG, DELHI - 110 006.

Used Since :01/04/2006

To be associated with:
2811863

DELHI
HOLI COLOURS, GULAL
4541316  23/06/2020
VASANTKUMAR KARMSHIBAI PATEL
PLOT NO. 58, SARVE NO. - 222, UMA NAGAR, MEGHPAR ((BORICHI), KACHCHH, GUJARAT - 370110
INDIVIDUAL
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
PAINTS, VARNISHES, PIGMENTS, LACQUERS, COLORANTS, DYES, RAW NATURAL RESINS, PAINT REDUCER, THINNER, THICKENERS AND HARDENERS FOR VARNISHES, MINERAL TURPENTINE OIL, PAINT SEALER, WALL AND WOOD FILLERS (PUTTIES), DISTEMPERS AND DRY COLOURS, MORDANTS, EMULSION PAINTS, OIL PAINTS, WOOD COATINGS [PAINTS], WOOD PRESERVING OIL, ENAMEL PAINTS, CREOSOTE FOR WOOD PRESERVATION, DYEWOOD EXTRACTS, WOOD DYESTUFFS, UNDERCOATS FOR PAINTS IN THE FORM OF PRIMERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961,   17/08/2020       Class 2

4541921    23/06/2020
SRP COATINGS & CHEMICALS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
VILLAGE DHADDA, P.O. HAZARA, OLD HOSHIARPUR ROAD, JALANDHAR-144025 (PB.)
A BODY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/06/2020
DELHI
Paint, Thinners & Varnishes.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020 Class 2

4542788 24/06/2020
AMITA SINGH
Block-C, Building No.199, Level 3, Sarvodaya Enclave, New Delhi-110017
NEW APPLICATION
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUKRITI PAREEK
1, BLOCK D MARKET, L5C NEAR HDFC BANK, VASANT VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110057
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD, COLORANTS, MORDENTS, RAW NATURAL RESINS, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS, PAINT ADDITIVES IN THE NATURE OF TINTING COLOURS, PAINT ADDITIVES IN THE NATURE OF INITIATORS, PAINT ADDITIVES IN THE NATURE OF BALANCERS, PAINT ADDITIVES IN THE NATURE OF REDUCERS, PAINT ADDITIVES IN THE NATURE OF BINDERS, PAINT BLOCKS, PAINT CRAYONS FOR MARKING LIVESTOCK, PAINT DRYING COMPOSITIONS, PAINT DRYING PREPARATIONS, PAINT DRYING SUBSTANCES, PAINT FOR ARTISTS, PAINT FOR CONCRETE FLOORS, PAINT FOR INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT AND MACHINERY, PAINT FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF AUTOMOBILES, PAINT FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF CERAMICS, PAINT FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FURNITURE, PAINT MARKERS FOR MARKING LIVESTOCK, PAINT [OTHER THAN INSULATING OR PAINT BOXES FOR USE IN SCHOOL], PAINT PATCHES (REPOSITIONABLE -), PAINT POWDERS, PAINT PREPARATIONS, PAINT PRIMERS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020 Class 2

4544121  25/06/2020
SIGNUM FIRE PROTECTION (I) PVT. LTD.
PH. NO. 6, KH. NO. 202/2, VILLAGE WADHAMANA TALUKA:-HINGNA, NAGPUR - 440023 (M.S.)
COMPANY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARISH T SUMYANI
K K AND CO.,267 BHALDARPURA NEAR CONGRESS BHAWAN,NAGPUR-440018
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
INTUMESCENT PAINT FOR PROTECTION AGAINST FIRE INCLUDED IN CLASS 2
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020 Class 2

4549407  30/06/2020
MAXBEN PAINTS
402-B, CHAIRMAN A.S.K.D. THANGAIA ROAD, SIVAKASI EAST-626 189, TAMIL NADU.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :14/06/2014
To be associated with:
4549406
CHENNAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS; MORDANTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS; ANTI-CORROSIVE PREPARATIONS; DISTEMPERS; ENAMELS FOR PAINTING; LIME WASH; PRIMERS; THICKENERS FOR PAINTS; THINNERS FOR PAINTS; THINNERS FOR LACQUERS; TURPENTINE [THINNER FOR PAINTS]; WHITENASH; EMULSION PAINTS; COATINGS [PAINTS]
Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Paints, varnishes (other than insulating varnish), distempers, preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood, coloring matters other than those for toilet or laundry purposes, metal powders for painters and decorators included in class 2
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020, Class 2

JESONS INDUSTRIES LIMITED
4, Peninsula Tower 1, Ganpatrao Kadam Marg, Lower Parel (West), Mumbai- 400 013

Body Incorporate: Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHREYAS PATEL
12, Mount Unique, 62-A, Pedder Road, Mumbai- 400026

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants, dyes; inks for printing, marking and engraving; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art.
4552153   01/07/2020
MARIGOLD PAINTS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. C-1/10, G.I.D.C ESTATE, VALLABH VIDHYANAGAR - 388120
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUPAM PORWAL
Intellect IPR Consulting F-8 & 9, 1st Floor, Ansal Tower, Opp. Jwala Heri Market, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi - 110063
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
706857
AHMEDABAD
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS, DYES; INKS FOR PRINTING, MARKING AND ENGRAVING; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR USE IN PAINTING, DECORATING, PRINTING AND ART.
4552239  01/07/2020
JATIN KHURANA TRADING AS MAANIT OVERSEAS
123, Leather Complex, Kapurthala Road, Jalandhar - 144021,
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Filled ink cartridges for photocopiers, Filled ink cartridges for printers and photocopiers, Filled ink cartridges for printers, Filled ink jet cartridges, Filled inkjet cartridges, Filled toner cartridges, Filled toner cartridges for laser printers, Filled toner cartridges for printers and photocopiers, Ink cartridges, filled, for photocopiers, Ink cartridges, filled, for printers and photocopiers, Ink for inkjet printers, Ink for printers, Ink for printers and photocopiers, Ink jet cartridges, filled, Ink jet printer ink, Indigo [colorant], Inkjet cartridges, filled, Inkjet printer ink, Inks for printing, Inks for printing, marking and engraving, Inks for use in offset printing, Inorganic pigments, Inks for marking, Printing toner, Printing ink, Printers' pastes [ink], Printers' ink, Screen printing inks, Shoe dyes, Toner, Toner cartridges, filled, Toner cartridges, filled, for ink jet printers, Toner cartridges, filled, for inkjet printers, Toner for photocopiers, Toner cartridges, filled, for laser printers, Toner for photocopiers and printers, Toner for printers, Toner for printers and photocopiers, Toners, Xerographic toner
AMARETZ

4563136  09/07/2020

AMARETZ
B/H Shree Ram Oil Mill, Near I.D Chauhan School Veraval-Talala Road, Veraval.
MRO PRODUCTS
PARTNERSHIP

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Anti-corrosion tape, Anti-corrosive compounds, Anti-corrosion coatings [paints], Anti-corrosion agents, Acrylic coatings [paints], Epoxy coatings, Fire retardant coatings etc.
AVP GOLD

4565670  11/07/2020

PRADDEEP GUPTAA TRADING AS GOLDEN INDUSTRIES INDIA
Plot 90/H/2, IDA Kattedan, Rajendranagar, Hyderabad 500077
HINDU UNDIVIDED FAMILY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPESH PIPALWA
# 115 & 116, First Floor, Model House, Dwarakapuri Colony, Punjagutta, Hyderabad, 500082 Telangana, India.
Used Since: 05/03/2020

CHENNAI

PAINT POWDERS AND OXIDE COLOURS INCLUDED IN CLASS 2.
MAITHAN

4566231  11/07/2020
MAITHAN STEEL & POWER LIMITED
9, AJ C Bose Road, Ideal Centre, Park Street Mallick Bazar Crossing, 6th Floor, Kolkata 700017
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
JEHANGIR GULABBHAI & BILIMORIA & DARUWALLA.
RAJABAHADUR MANSION, 20, AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, (HAMAM STREET), FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
Paints, varnishes, Aluminium Paints, Black Japan, Coatings, Enamel, Thinners, Acrylic Emulsion, Acrylic Dyes, Dyes, Primer, Distemper, Resins, Emulsions
4566813   13/07/2020
MANJU
trading as ; MAHARAJ CHEMICALS
PLOT NO. 27, KHASRA NO - 48/1916, HANUMANT VATIKA, MANDORE ROAD, JODHPUR - 34001
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TCI REGISTRATION SERVICES
TCI REGISTRATION SERVICES A- 207, VIDHYADHAR NAGAR, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since : 05/03/2020
AHMEDABAD
NC SEALER, NC LEACQUER, WATER BASED SEALER, WATER BASS LACQUER, PU CLEAR, OIL PAINT NC THINNERS AND SHINTHETIC THINNER, SOLOVENT COLOUR, WATER BASE COLOUR, ALL TYPE OF WOOD AND IRON POLISH MATERIAL
CASATI
4569316  14/07/2020
SOHANVEER TRADING AS GLOBUS ENTERPRISES
B-30/4219, STREET NO. 7, BEANT PURA, CHANDIGARH ROAD, LUDHIANA (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/07/2020
DELHI
Printing Inks, Ink-jet Printers Ink, Pad Printing Inks & Metallic Printing Inks.
STANROSE
4569430  14/07/2020
RAJAT KUMAR RATHINDRA NATH CHAKRABORTY
Flat No. 102, Block E, Pratiksha C. O. Op. Hsg. Society, Near SBI Bank, Khodaram Baug, Dandi, Boisar West 401501
Individual
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Paints and Surface Coatings
INOVA PAINTS
4570973  15/07/2020
BABLI KUMARI
Ward No. 2,VillTurkiPanapur Bazar, Post Rasauli, Thana Panapur, Turki Saran Bihar 841433
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PAWAN KUMAR PAWAN
A-52, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, NIRMAN VIHAR, DELHI 92
Used Since : 14/07/2020
KOLKATA
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; Preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; Colorants, dyes; Inks for printing, marking and engraving; Raw natural resins; Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art
SIMAX
1143913   17/10/2002
SANJ A JESWANI
SANJAY JASWANI
RAJIV CHADHA
trading as ; S.R. INTERNATIONAL
SATH BHAGWANDAS BHAWAN, AMINABAD ROAD, FATEHGanj, LUCKNOW.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ROMESH CHADHA & CO.
1, ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR ROAD, LUCKNOW - 226 018,
Proposed to be Used
DElHI
SOAPS, WASHING POWDER AND CAKE
TENNIS BOY

1405545  09/12/2005
T.T.N. INTERNATIONAL
trading as; T.T.N. INTERNATIONAL
G-36-A, SHAKARPUR NEAR ARUNA PARK, DELHI-92
Used Since: 01/09/2005
DELHI
FABRIC PERFUME
2740440  20/05/2014
KAPIL MADAN KISHORE MEHRA
trading as ;INSTANT KARMA
405, SRI KRISHNA, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI-(WEST), MUMBAI- 400057, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
URVASHI MOHANLAL NAYAK
2ND FLOOR LAXMI SHOPPING CENTRE, VL ROAD, KANDIVALI (W), MUMBAI - 400 067

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2661128, 2668589, 2740431, 2740432, 2740433, 2740434, 2740435, 2740436, 2740437, 2740438, 2740439

MUMBAI
GOODS PROVIDING FOR SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS SPECIFICALLY RELATING TO ZODIAC SIGNS OF DIFFERENT INDIVIDUAL BASED ON THEIR BIRTH DATES
ROOP ANGEL
3078420   14/10/2015
SANTOSH KUMAR GARG
141, 1st FLOOR, SUNDER NAGAR, NEW DELHI- 110003
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HARPREET OBEROI
81, NATIONAL PARK, LAJPAT NAGAR-4 NEW DELHI-110024
Used Since :14/07/2015
DELHI
CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, COSMETIC PRODUCTS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES, TOILET PREPARATIONS, SHAMPOO, TALCUM POWDER, TOOTH PASTE, BODY OIL, DEODORANTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
3235143  13/04/2016
M/S. V-CARE CHEM PVT. LTD.
271, DEDIYASAN, GIDC -2, MODHERA ROAD, MEHSANA-384002, GUJARAT
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/04/2006
AHMEDABAD
Detergent cake, detergent powder.
subject to restriction of goods for sale in the state of GUJ ARAT only.
3249788  03/05/2016
M/S. RSPL LIMITED
119-121 (PART), BLOCK P & T, FAZALGANJ, KALPI ROAD, KANPUR-208012, U.P.
merchants and manufacturers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/1955
To be associated with:
958863, 3195456
DELHI
Detergent Cake, Detergent Powder, Toilet Soap, Washing Soap, Washing Powder, Toilet Preparations, Bleaching Preparations and Other Substances for Laundry Use; Cleaning; Polishing; Scouring and Abrasive Preparations; Soaps; Perfumery, Essential Oils, Cosmetics, Hair Lotions, Dentifrices
BHAWANI SINGH
trading as; DEVIKA ENTERPRISES
F1/7, LOKNAYAK, VYAS COLONY, SHASTRI NAGAR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN-302016
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JEETAM KUMAR SAINI
G-36, DWAREKA TOWER CENTRAL SPINE VIDHYADHAR NAGAR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN

Used Since: 30/04/2016

AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING & TRADING OF HERBAL MEHENDI POWDER AND MEHENDI CONE, HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, COSMETICS, SKINCARE PREPARATIONS, HERBAL HAIR WASHING POWDER, HAIR REMOVER VAX POWDER, MEHANDI, HERBAL HAIR DYE, AMLA ARITHA SHIKAKAI SOAP HERBAL HAIR OIL AND HERBAL SHAMPOO, AND GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03

3331809 08/08/2016

BHAWANI SINGH
trading as; DEVIKA ENTERPRISES
F1/7, LOKNAYAK, VYAS COLONY, SHASTRI NAGAR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN-302016
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JEETAM KUMAR SAINI
G-36, DWAREKA TOWER CENTRAL SPINE VIDHYADHAR NAGAR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN

Used Since: 30/04/2016

AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING & TRADING OF HERBAL MEHENDI POWDER AND MEHENDI CONE, HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, COSMETICS, SKINCARE PREPARATIONS, HERBAL HAIR WASHING POWDER, HAIR REMOVER VAX POWDER, MEHANDI, HERBAL HAIR DYE, AMLA ARITHA SHIKAKAI SOAP HERBAL HAIR OIL AND HERBAL SHAMPOO, AND GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
KOHINOOR
3542234  04/05/2017
BHUSHAN VIJ TRADING AS MAHAVIR TRADING CO.
SADAR BAZZAR, MUKATSAR, (PUNJAB).
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAi RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :04/05/1990
DELHI
HAIR OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, COSMETICS, DENTIFRICES, PERFUMES
3562627   02/06/2017
MR. SANJEEV KUMAR PROPRIETOR OF EKANSH FRAGRANCE
HOUSE NO-1084/26, GANDHI CAMP, NEAR SABJI MANDI ROAD, ROHTAK-124001, (HARYANA)
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SECTOR-17, ROHINI, NEW DELHI-110089
Used Since :22/12/2009
DELHI
AGGARBATTI, DHOOP & PujAN SAMAGRI.
CABOKI
3796092  04/04/2018
RAJESH KUMAR SINGH
trading as ;YOGRAJ ENTERPRISES
RZ-20, MADAN PURI SAGARPUR, NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE
PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES, BODY CLEANING AND BEAUTY
CARE PREPARATIONS, DEODORANTS AND ANTIPERSPIRANTS, CLEANING AND FRAGRANCING PREPARATIONS,
ESSENTIAL OILS AND AROMATIC EXTRACTS, HAIR PREPARATIONS AND TREATMENTSAND ALL OTHER GOODS
INCLUDED IN CLASS: 3
YOUTH STAR
3804800  13/04/2018
SAHUN KHAN S/O DEENA KHAN
BAIDA KA BAS, DONGRA, TEHSIL- KISHANGARHBAS, DIST- ALWAR (RAJ)
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
FRAGRANCES, ROOM FRAGRANCES, PERFUMERY UNDER CLASS 03.
Femiss

3833349 15/05/2018
H R HYGIENE PRODUCTS PVT LTD
PLOT NO. 1-3, DIAMOND-2, BEHIND MADHUVAN WEIGHT BRIDGE, VILLAGE:- LOTHTDA, RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARDEEP L MAHIDA
PLOT NO 217/1, SECTOR 4-A, NEAR G-1, GANDHINAGAR

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
DAY CREAM, NIGHT CREAM, BODY CREAM, SKIN CREAM, CLEANING SPRAYS, BODY OIL SPRAY, COTTON WOOL AND COTTON SWABS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, COTTON BUDS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
3915408    13/08/2018

OPTIMUS LIFESTYLE PVT. LTD.

B-3, G-2, Shanti Apartments, Near Devashish Business Centre, Bodakdev, Ahmedabad 380 015 in the State of Gujarat within the Union of India.

a company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400018

Used Since :27/09/2017

AHMEDABAD

antiperspirant soap; antiperspirants [toiletries]; balms, other than for medical purposes; bath salts, not for medical purposes; bath preparations, not for medical purposes; beard dyes; cosmetic preparations for baths; cosmetic creams; cosmetic preparations for skin care; deodorant soap; hair lotions; hair spray; hair conditioners; moustache wax / mustache wax; oils for cosmetic purposes; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; pomades for cosmetic purposes; shampoos*; shaving soap; shaving preparations; lotions for cosmetic purposes; sunscreen preparations; soap*; oils for perfumes and scents; hair straightening preparations; oils for toilet purposes; toiletry preparations*

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3915407.
SUN-BRITE
3929491  29/08/2018
J.BALASUBRAMANIAN
trading as ;AYNGHARAN GREENS
CHENDUR ILLAM, NO.30 CHOKKANATHAR NAGAR, 1ST STREET, MADURAVOYAL, CHENNAI-600095.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S R PARATH KUMAR
NEW NO.21, OLD NO.9,IND FLOOR, K R KOIL STREET, WEST MAMBALAM, CHENNAI-600 033
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CLEANING FOAM; CLEANING FLUIDS, FLOOR CLEANING PREPARATIONS; HOUSEHOLD CLEANING SUBSTANCES; DRAIN CLEANING PREPARATIONS; WINDOW CLEANING COMPOSITIONS; WINDSCREEN CLEANING FLUIDS; AUTOMOBILE CLEANING PREPARATIONS; OVEN CLEANING PREPARATIONS; LAVATORY CLEANING COMPOSITIONS; DRY CLEANING PREPARATIONS; VEHICLE CLEANING PREPARATIONS; HAND CLEANING PREPARATIONS; DRY CLEANING FLUIDS; CARPET CLEANING PREPARATIONS, GLASS CLEANING PREPARATIONS, DRY-CLEANING AGENTS FOR STONE, LAUNDRY CLEANING PREPARATIONS, LAUNDRY CLEANING DETERGENTS; LIQUID SOAP FOR DISH WASHING; FURNITURE CLEANERS; OVEN CLEANERS.
BIOFLEX

3930893    30/08/2018
RAJESH KALRA TRADING AS M/S. SURGITECH INNOVATION
A-2, PURSHOTAM GARDEN (BASEMENT), KARNAL-132001, HARYANA
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. Mukherjee Nagar Delhi-9

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices
3931868  31/08/2018
RABIA GREWAL
HOUSE NUMBER 103, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR 28-A, CHANDIGARH
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIHARIKA SHARMA
HOUSE NUMBER 2565, 1ST FLOOR, SECTOR 35-C, CHANDIGARH-160035
Used Since : 23/04/2013
DELHI
COSMETICS, FACE MAKE UP, MAKE UP PRODUCTS, SKINCARE PRODUCTS
FABICARE
3931921  31/08/2018
KAMAL KHATRI
trading as ; BUBBLES WORLD
E 37 TAGORE GARDEN OPPOSITE SANATAN DHARM MANDIR NEW DELHI 110027
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since : 01/04/2008
DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
5TH AVENUE SUNSET

3932315  31/08/2018

L'OREAL
14, rue Royale, 75008, Paris, France
Société Anonyme

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
makeup
MOST & MORE

3934100  03/09/2018

JATINDER KUMAR SHARDA
HOUSE NO. 54, STREET NO - 2, INDIRA BASTI, OPP. DISTRICT LIBRARY, SANGRUR, PUNJAB - 148001

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 833, SECOND FLOOR, NAC MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

COSMETICS AND PERFUMERY PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
3934981  04/09/2018
YAMEEN PROPRIETOR OF M/S. ZAK ENTERPRISES
H. NO. 101 S/F STREET NO. 1, ARAMPARK SHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI-110031
An Indian Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815916

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETICS CREAM MILKS, LOTIONS, GELS AND POWDERS FOR THE FACE, THE BODY AND THE HANDS. SINDOOR, LIPSTICK, MEHANDI POWDER (HENNA), MEHANDI CONE, HERBAL HERMA, LIQUID MEHANDI, MEHANDI PASTE, BLACK & BROWN MEHANDI & MEHANDI OIL, NAIL POLISH, BINDI, DHOOP & AGGARBATI, KAJAL, HAIR OIL, BLEACHING PREPARATION, SUN CARE PREPARATIONS MAKE UP PREPARATIONS, GELS, SPRAY, MOUSSES AND BALMS FOR THE HAIR” STYLING AND HAIR CARE, HAIR LACQUERS, HAIR COLOURING AND HAIR DE COLORANT, PREPARATIONS & AFTER SHAVE LOTION(COSMETIC PRODUCTS) BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, FACIAL CREAMS, BODY LOTIONS, BEAUTY AND BEAUTY CARE PREPARATIONS, SHAMPOOS, DENTIFRICES, TOILETRY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS-03
Maya Gold Active
3935074  04/09/2018
AMIT KUMAR TRADING AS MAYA GRAMODHYOG
Behind New Subzi Mandi, G.T.Road, Sikandrabad, Dist-Bulandshahar (U.P)-203205
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C -102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Laundry detergents, Dishwasher detergents, Detergent soap.
TOIZO

3935181  04/09/2018
KISINISI CORPORATION
437/8/1, JERAM BHAII NI WADI, NEAR SHILP ART, OPP. GANESH DYING, BEHIND SUB-JAIL, KHATODARA, SURAT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMC INTELLECTUAL SERVICES
First Floor, Aaradhna Building, Near Karnataka Bank, Hiramodi Sheri, Udhna Darwaja, Surat - 395002

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY,
ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING,
SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS
3935763  05/09/2018
SUYESH KUMAR
SEC-7 681/49/34 JAYANTIPUR DHOOMANGANJ ALLAHABAD UP 211011
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WalAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :26/07/2016

DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES.
VESSEG
3935943  05/09/2018
ABHIJIT NANDY. TRADING AS: M/S. SOUTHERN MARKETING.
150A, ANANDA PALIT ROAD, KOLKATA-700014, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/04/2003
KOLKATA
COSMETICS, COSMETIC OILS AND TOILETRIES.
ABHINAV DHINGRA
818-I, BRS NAGAR, NEAR SHEETLA MATA MANDIR, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM, PROPRIETOR BEING INDIAN RESIDENT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV MOHIT CHITKARA
2841/31 NASEEB ENCLAVE, AZAD GAS ROAD, HAIBOWAL KALAN, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB

Proposed to be Used
DELI

INTIMATE WASH, PRODUCTS FOR INTIMATE AREAS, MEN'S GROOMING PRODUCTS, SKIN WHITENING CREAMS,
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, TOILET SOAP, SHAMPOO, BEAUTY LOTIONS & CREAMS, PERFUMERY, HAIR OIL,
VANISHING CREAM, COLD CREAM, CLEANSING CREAM, HAND WASH, MOISTURIZER, HAIR CARE PRODUCTS,
CONDITIONER, HAIR TONIC, HAIR CREAM, HAIR SPRAY, HAIR GEL, FACE WASH, DEODORANT, TALCUM POWDER, HAIR
LOTION, ESSENTIAL OILS, SHAVING CREAM, SHAVING GEL, SHAVING FOAM, BEARD BALM, BEARD VITALIZER &
OTHER COSMETICS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word BRAND.
PRACHI MAHAJAN
trading as ;CELESTE VANITY COLLECTIONS
H NO-S 2/133, 2ND FLOOR, OLD MAHAVIR NAGAR, SECTOR-2, TILAK NAGAR WEST DELHI-110018
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETIC, HAIR OILS, SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS.
3940363   10/09/2018

SH. RONAK AGARWAL TRADING AS NA PRODUCTS.

1ST FLOOR, SUNLIT HOSPITALS & RESEARCH CENTRE PVT. LTD., TAPOBON NAGAR, NATIONAL HIGHWAY, SILCHAR, CACHAR, ASSAM-788007.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; Non-medicated soaps; Perfumery, essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions; Non-medicated dentifrices.
62, BENTINCK STREET, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 412, KOLKATA 700 069, W.B., INDIA.
PRAMSH
3941911  11/09/2018
VIPIN MAURYA
J-433/434, J-BLOCK, DAKSHIN PURI, AMBEDKAR NAGAR, DELHI-110062
Sole proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ELUDICATION & ASSOCIATES
E-133, LGF, EAST OF KAILASH, NEW DELHI-110065
Used Since: 01/12/2015
DELHI
SOAPS, COSMETIC SOAP, ALMOND SOAP, BATH SOAP ALOE SOAPS, ALOE VERA GEL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, ALOE VERA PREPARATIONS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, AROMATICS [ESSENTIAL OILS], AROMATICS FOR PERFUMES, AROMATICS FOR FRAGRANCES, CLEANSING MASKS, FACE MASKS, FACE PEEL OFF MASK, BEAUTY MASKS, COSMETIC MASKS, SKIN MOISTURIZER MASKS, FACIAL BEAUTY MASKS, SKINCARE PREPARATIONS, SKIN CREAMS [COSMETIC], SKIN MOISTURISER, SKIN FOUNDATION, SKIN LOTIONS, SKIN CONDITIONERS, HAIR PACK, HAIR MASKS, MHAIR OIL, HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIR WASH, HARI CONDITIONERS, NATURAL OIL FOR HAIRES, ALMOND OIL, COCONUT OIL, SEESAME OIL, ARGON OIL, CASTOR OIL, OLIVE OIL, EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL, PEANUT OIL, SUNFLOWER OIL, SOYBEAN OIL, WALNUT OIL, CINNAMON OIL, NEEM OIL, PENNERMINT OIL, ALMOND MILK FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, OILS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, PERFUME OILS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF COSMETIC PREPARATIONS, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, PERFUMES, EXTRACTS OF PERFUMES, SOLID PERFUMES, LIQUID PERFUMES, OILS FOR PERFUMES AND SCENTS, ROOM PERFUMES IN SPRAY FORM, MASCARA, FACE POWDER, LIPSTIC, CONCEALER, TONER, FACE WATER, FACE TONERS AND ALL OTHER ITEM IN CLASS 3
GLAM ADS

3942015   11/09/2018
AMRISH AGGARWAL
66-A, 3RD FLOOR, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI-110007.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE MONETIC CO.
J-62, GOEL NIWAS, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cosmetics, Perfumes, Body lotion, Skin lotion, Baby lotion, Cold-cream, Facial creams, Body creams, Cosmetic powder,
Body make-up, Body care cosmetics, Massage oils, Cosmetic oils, Eyebrow cosmetics, Colour cosmetics, Lipsticks,
Mehandi (Cosmetics), Cosmetic moisturisers, Eyelashes, Bindi (cosmetics), Nail paint [cosmetics].
3942843    12/09/2018
GAURAV MANCHANDA
38 A, POCKET 1, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE 1, CHILLA SARODA KHADAR, PATPARGANJ, EAST DELHI-110091
PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices
CENTO

3943985   13/09/2018
SUNIL KUMAR TRADING AS CENTO PRODUCTS (INDIA)
52, Ambey Garden, Libaspur, Delhi-110042
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. M. GUPTA & CO.
262, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, CRIMINAL SIDE, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI - 110 054.
Used Since :01/04/1995
DELHI
Cosmetics and petroleum jelly
SUPER ANMOL 93

3943986   13/09/2018
SUNIL KUMAR TRADING AS CENTO PRODUCTS (INDIA)
52, Ambey Garden, Libaspur, Delhi-110042
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. M. GUPTA & CO.
262, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, CRIMINAL SIDE, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI - 110 054.
Used Since :01/04/1995
DELHI
COSMETICS AND PETROLEUM JELLY
3944394    13/09/2018
AL-TAIBA PERFUMERY PRIVATE LIMITED.
29A, ZAKARIA STREET, 1st FLOOR, KOLKATA-700073, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Perfumes, Incense Sticks, Dhoop, Toiletries, Deodorants, Cosmetics and Essential Oils.
3944876  14/09/2018
NARESH KUMAR BHORIA TRADING AS SHIVAM TRADING.
ASANDH ROAD, NEAR ANEJA PETROL PUMP, PANIPAT-132103, HARYANA.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
3944985  14/09/2018
MANOJ KUMAR TRADING AS MOUJ INTERNATIONAL
1/12, BHAGAT SINGH CHOWK BEHIND JAGAT RASTORANT, HISAR,HARYANA-125001
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHAWANA
T-2385 FAIZROAD OPP. HOTEL JAGGI PALACE KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI-110005
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FRAGRANCE PRODUCTS FOR PERSONAL USE NAMELY PERFUME, COLOGNE, SCENTED BODY LOTION AND MOISTURIZING CREAM, BODY OIL, BODY POWDER, FACIAL MASK, SHAMPOO, NON-MEDICATED TOILET PREPARATION AFTER SHAVING CREAMS & LOTION, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SKIN CARE AND FOUNDATION MAKE UP, NAIL ENAMELS, MEHENDI, PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
AEROSOL
3945100    14/09/2018
SAMAYUN NABI
trading as ; AEROSOL INDUSTRIES
BHOLANATHPUR, P.O. KADAMTALA, P.S. SUTI, DIST. MURSHIDABAD, PIN-742224, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
SOAPS, DETERGENTS, BLEACING PREPARATIONS, CLEAMING PREPARATIONS, PERFUMERY, TOILET WATER,
AFTERSHAVE, COLOGEN, ESSENTIAL OILS, POLISHING, MASSAGE PREPARATIONS NOT FOR MEDICALS USE,
DEODORANTS AND ANTIPOSPRIRANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR THE CARE OF THE SCALP AND HAIR, SHAMPOOS AND
CONDITIONERS, HAIR COLOURANTS, HAIR STYLING PRODUCTS, HAIR LACQUERS, HAIR MOUSSES, HAIRGLAZER,
HAIR PREPSERVATION TREATMENTS, HENNA, ROSE OIL, TOOTHPASTES, MOUTHWASH, NOT FOR MEDICAL USE,
PREPARATIONS FOR THECARE OF THE MOUTH AND TEETH, NON MEDICATED TOILET PREPARATIONS, HANDWASH,
DISH WASH, BATH AND SHOWER PREPARATIONS, SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, OILS, CREAMS AND LOTIONS FOR THE
SKIN, SKIN REFRESHERS, LIPSTICKS, LIQUID SINDUR, PREPARATIONS FOR CLEARING TOILETS, PREPARATIONS FOR
CLEANING FABRICS, SCOURING PREPARATIONS, BALMS, COLOUR REMOVING, SHOE POLISH, CREAMS, WINDSCREEN
CLEANING LIQUIDS, SHAVING PREPARATIONS, PRE-SHAVE AND AFTERSHAVE PREPARATIONS, DEPILATORY
PREPARATIONS, SUN-TANNING AND SUN PROTECTION, PREPARATIONS COSMETICS, MAKE UP AND REMOVING
PREPARATIONS, PETROLEUM JELLY, LIP CARE PREPARATIONS, TALMCMUM POWDER, FACIAL PACKS.
3945667  14/09/2018
GOLDY HANS
House No. 138, Lal Kurti Bazar, Firozpur Cantt., Firozpur, Punjab
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHAV BHARTI
#404, GH-14, MDC, Sec 5, Panchkula, Haryana
Used Since :20/08/2018
DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION
3945985  15/09/2018
AJEET KUMAR VASHISHTA
32 MALVIYA NAGAR, HARIDWAR ROAD, VIRBHADRA, RISHIKESH, DEHRADUN, UTTRAKHAND
ACTIVE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL DAHAPUTE
Office No 403, 4th floor, Pinnacle Pride, Opp. Cosmos Bank, Tilak Road, Sadashiv Peth, Pune 411030

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
ANISH JAIN TRADING AS ARIHANT PERFUMERY
5598, GALI NO.-0, KOLHAPUR ROAD, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI-110007.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
LOYAL 'S
3946473  16/09/2018
MANGALRAJ PUROHIT
564 3rd Floor, Chowk Kishan Ganj Teliwara, Near Ajad Market, sadar bazar, North Delhi-110006
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS
3/112, GROUND FLOOR, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETICS, (NON-MEDICATED), KAJAL, NAIL POLISH, LIPSTICK, EYELINER, EYE SHADOW, MASCARA, SINDOOR (VERMILLION), LIP GLOSS, BEAUTY CREAMS, NAIL POLISH REMOVER, MAKE-UP CREAMS AND LOTIONS, SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, HAIR COLORS, HAIR WAX, SHAMPOO, COMPRESSED, MAKE UP PREPARATIONS, LIP BALM, LIP GEL, LIP GUARD, LIP SALVE, ROSE WATER, BLEACH CREAM AND POWDERS FACE WASHY HAND WASH, SOAPS PERFUMES, DEODORANTS, ESSENTIAL OIL, HAIR LOTIONS DENTIFRICES,
SCALP EXPERT
Priority claimed from 04/04/2018; Application No.: 714832018; Switzerland
3947182  14/09/2018
THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY
One Procter & Gamble Plaza, Cincinnati Ohio 45202, United States of America
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Ohio
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Soaps; perfumery; essential oils; cosmetics; hair lotions; dentifrices; preparations for the cleaning, care and beautification of the skin, scalp and hair; hair styling preparations; hair tinting, bleaching, dyeing and coloring preparations.
3947760    17/09/2018
NASIR ANSARI
FLAT 103, PEARL HARBOUR APARTMENTS, MAZAGON, MUMBAI - 400010
AN INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
Office No.3, Krishna Castle, A-1 Ground Floor, Fitwala Road, Elphinstone, Mumbai - 400013. Opp. Saidham
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADHESIVES FOR AFFIXING FALSE HAIR, ADHESIVES FOR AFFIXING FALSE EYELASHES, ADHESIVES FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, AFTER-SHAVE LOTIONS, AIR FRAGRANCING PREPARATIONS, AIR FRAGRANCE REED DIFFUSERS, ALMOND OIL, ALMOND SOAP, ALMOND MILK FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, ALOE VERA PREPARATIONS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, AMBER [PERFUME], ANTI-PERSPIRANT SOAP, ANTI-PERSPIRANTS [TOILETRIES], AROMATICS [ESSENTIAL OILS], ASTRINGENTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, BABY WIPES IMPREGNATED WITH CLEANING PREPARATIONS, BADIAN ESSENCE, BALMS, OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, BASES FOR FLOWER PERFUMES, BASMA [COSMETIC DYE], BATH SALTS, NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, BATH PREPARATIONS, NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, BEARD DYES, BEAUTY MASKS, BERGAMOT OIL, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS [DECOLORANTS] FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, BREATH FRESHENING SPRAYS, BREATH FRESHENING STRIPS, BREATH FRESHENING PREPARATIONS FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE, CAKES OF TOILET SOAP / CAKES OF SOAP, CLEANSERS FOR INTIMATE PERSONAL HYGIENE PURPOSES, NON MEDICATED, COLLAGEN PREPARATIONS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR BATHS, COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR EYELASHES, COSMETIC KITS, COSMETIC PENCILS, COSMETIC CREAMS, COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN CARE, COSMETIC DYES, COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SLIMMING PURPOSES, COSMETICS FOR ANIMALS, COSMETICS, COSMETICS FOR CHILDREN, COTTON SWABS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES / COTTON STICKS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, COTTON WOOL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, DECORATIVE TRANSFERS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, DEGREASERS, OTHER THAN FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING PROCESSES, DENTAL BLEACHING GELS, DENTIFRICES, DENTURE POLISHES, DEODORANT SOAP, DEODORANTS FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR FOR ANIMALS, DEPI-LATORY PREPARATIONS / DEPI-LATORIES, DEPI-LATORY WAX, DRY SHAMPOOS, EAU DE COLOGNE, ESSENTIAL OILS OF CEDARWOOD, ESSENTIAL OILS OF LEMON, ESSENTIAL OILS / ETHEREAL OILS, ESSENTIAL OILS OF CITRON, ETHEREAL ESSENCES, EXTRACTS OF FLOWERS [PERFUMES], EYE-
WASHES, NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, EYEBROW COSMETICS, EYEBROW PENCILS, FALSE EYELASHES, FALSE NAILS, FUMIGATION PREPARATIONS [PERFUMES], GAULTHERIA OIL, GEL EYE PATCHES FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, GERANIOL, GREASES FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, HAIR LOTIONS, HAIR DYES / HAIR COLORANTS, HAIR WAVING PREPARATIONS / WAVING PREPARATIONS FOR THE HAIR, HAIR SPRAY, HAIR CONDITIONERS, HAIR STRAIGHTENING PREPARATIONS, HELIOTROPINE, HENNA [COSMETIC DYE], HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, HYDROGEN PEROXIDE FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, INCENSE, IONONE [PERFUMERY], JASMINE OIL, JAVELLE WATER / POTASSIUM HYPOCHLORIDE, J OSS STICKS, LAVENDER WATER, LAVENDER OIL, LIP GLOSSES, LIPSTICK CASES, LIPSTICKS, LOTIONS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, MAKE-UP PREPARATIONS, MAKE-UP REMOVING PREPARATIONS, MAKE-UP, MAKE-UP POWDER, MASSAGE, MASSAGE GELS, OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, MASSAGE CANDLES FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, MINT ESSENCE [ESSENTIAL OIL], MINT FOR PERFUMERY, MOUTACHE WAX / MUSTACHE WAX, MOUTHWASHES, NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, MUSK [PERFUMERY], NAIL VARNISH / NAIL POLISH, NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS, NAIL ART STICKERS, NAIL VARNISH REMOVERS / NAIL POLISH REMOVERS, NAIL GLITTER, NEUTRALIZERS FOR PERMANENT WAVING, OILS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, OILS FOR PERFUMES AND SCENTS, PASTES FOR RAZOR STROPS, PERFUMERY, PERFUMES, PETROLEUM JELLY FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, PHYTOCOSMETIC PREPARATIONS, POMADES FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, POTPOURRIS [FRAGRANCES], PUMICE STONE, ROSE OIL, SACHETS FOR PERFUMING LINEN, SAFROL, SCENTED WATER, SCOURING SOLUTIONS, SHAMPOOS, SHAVING STONES [ASTRINGENTS], SHAVING SOAP, SHAVING PREPARATIONS, SKIN WHITENING CREAMS / CREAM FOR WHITENING THE SKIN, SOAP, SOAP FOR FOOT PERSPIRATION, SUN-TANNING PREPARATIONS [COSMETICS], SUNSCREEN PREPARATIONS, TALCUM POWDER, FOR TOILET USE, TEETH WHITENING STRIPS, TERPENES [ESSENTIAL OILS], TISSUES IMPREGNATED WITH COSMETIC LOTIONS, TISSUES IMPREGNATED WITH MAKE-UP REMOVING PREPARATIONS, VAGINAL WASHES FOR PERSONAL SANITARY OR DEODORANT PURPOSES
3947849  18/09/2018
SHALINI SINGH
GANGAPURAM NAINI 150/1 NAINI ALLAHABAD
PROP
PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, NON MEDICATED COSMETICS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
BRIH

3947866  18/09/2018
VISHAKHA SOMANI
502, Tower No. 15, Commonwealth Games Village, Patparganj, Near Akshardhaam
Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRUTI MUNJAL
37, Pocket-2, Jasola, New Delhi-110025

Proposed to be Used
DELI

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices
3947867  18/09/2018  
VISHAKHA SOMANI  
502, Tower No. 15, Commonwealth Games Village, Patparganj, Near Akshardham  
Indian Citizen  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
SHRUTI MUNJAL  
37, Pocket-2, Jasola, New Delhi-110025  
Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.
3948822  18/09/2018  
SMT. MEENAKSHI BHARDWAJ PROPRIETOR OF M/S ORYN INDIA  
223/B, RAJGURU NAGAR, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.  
INDIVIDUAL  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.  
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).  
Used Since :10/04/2018  
DELHI  
SOAP, BATH SOAPS, BEAUTY SOAP, FACE WASH, BODYWASH, COSMETICS, SKIN CREAMS, BODY LOTIONS, HAIR  
LOTIONS, FACIAL LOTIONS, BEAUTY LOTIONS, SUNSCREEN LOTIONS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR OILS, HAIR  
CREAMS, HAIR LOTIONS, SHAMPOOS, HAIR CONDITIONERS AND BATH OILS.
LAKHANI AYAZ HARUNBHAI
"MANPASAND",

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

HAIR OIL, SHAMPOO, HANDWASH, HAIR CREAM, HAIR DYE, HAIR LOTION, HAIR MEHENDI, ROSE WATER, PERFUMES
LOVE HOME AND PLANET

3950688   20/09/2018
UNILEVER PLC
Port Sunlight, Wirral, Merseyside England CH62 4ZD, United Kingdom
A company organised and existing under the laws of United Kingdom.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Detergents; preparations and substances, all for laundry use; fabric conditioning preparations, fabric softeners; bleaching preparations; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; stain removing preparations; soaps; soaps for brightening textiles; preparations for washing clothing and textiles by hand; laundry starch; wipes impregnated with preparations and substances for cleaning and polishing; room fragrances and air fresheners.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020 Class 3

3951488 21/09/2018
ASHISH JAIN trading as EXIM INDIA COSMETICS COMPANY
PLOT NO. 1723, MIE PART 2, BAHADURGARH, HARYANA-124507
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since: 14/12/2007

DELHI
HENNA HAIR DYSES, HENNA BASED HERBAL HAIR COLORS, NATURAL HENNA POWDER, HERBAL HENNA, INDIGO POWDER, HAIR BLONDER BLEACHING LIGHTNING POWDER, HAIR CREAM COLORS, HAIR COLOR DEVELOPERS, HAIR STRAIGHTNERS, HAIR CURLERS, HAIR WAX, HAIR GELS, HAIR FIXERS, SHAMPOOS AND HAIR CONDITIONERS, BODY SPAS, BODY & HAIR MASSAGE OILS, FACIAL BLEACHES, HAIR REMOVERS, AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS, FACIAL KITS AND OTHERS COSMETICS
3952478  22/09/2018
UTTERSTOCK LIFESTYLE PRIVATE LIMITED
H NO-D-64, SHASTRI NAGAR, SHASTRI, GHAZIABAD
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CS PARVEEN KUMAR
T-9, 3rd Floor, Master Complex, Sector-5, Noida, Uttar Pradesh, 201301, India
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
NURAH
3953548  24/09/2018
SHYAM SUNDER
trading as; INDUS COSMECEUTICALS
79, INDUSTRIAL AREA, SHOGHI, SHIMLA, HIMACHAL PRADESH.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETICS GOODS
3953735  24/09/2018
NIRANJAN MANDAL
trading as ; THAKUR CHEMICALS
VILL - KANKRISOL, P.O.& P.S.- CHAKULIA, DIST- EAST SINGHBHUM, JHARKHAND- 832301
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
IDEAL TRADE MARK SERVICES.
18, N.S. ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since : 02/01/2017
KOLKATA
WASHING & DETERGENT POWDER AND CAKES.
3955263  25/09/2018
MUKESH KUMAR PARIHAR TRADING AS SHOBHA MEHANDI CENTRE AND GENERAL STORE
PLOT NO.B- 633, OPP WATER TANK, JDA COLONY, PALDI MEENA, AGRA ROAD, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN - 302031
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/01/1997

AHMEDABAD
MEHNDI, MEHNDI POWDER, HENNA, MEHNDI CONE, BURGUNDY MEHNDI, HERBAL HENNA, HAIR DYE, HAIR
COLOR, HAIR CREAM, HENNA READY PASTE, NON MEDICATED COSMETICS, NON MEDICATED DENTIFRICES,
PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS UNDER CLASS 3.
3955349  25/09/2018
MRS. TEJASWINI ABHAY GAIKWAD TRADING AS: TEJASWINI PHARMA
102, MANGALA PRASAD SOCIETY, NEAR SAI SERVICE CENTRE, GANESHWADI, PANCHAPAKHADI, THANE (W)- 400602, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HERBAL HAIR OIL (NON-MEDICATED), BEAUTY CARE PREPARATIONS
MYESSENCE
3955356  25/09/2018
HAPPLIFE PERSONAL CARE PVT LTD
B 1402 Ahuja Clubbe Life, Eksar Roar, Borivali West, Mumbai 400092
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPEIRA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI, AHMEDABAD 380006
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices
3955461  25/09/2018
GUDDU GUPTA TRADING AS M/S. LEELA COSMETICS
E-253-A, GALLI NO.-12, KHAJOORI KHAS, DELHI-110094
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since: 01/03/2006
DELHI
Cosmetics products, sindoor (liquid powder and stick), kumkum, lipstick, lip gloss, kajal, eye liner, mascara, nail polish, nail remover, makeup cream, mehandi, hair oil and body lotion
RED SHINE INCENSE STICKS

3955711  25/09/2018
COLOURS INTERNATIONAL GROUP
A 39 AMRAPALI LEISURE VALLEY GREATER NOIDA SECTOR 1, 201301
COLOURS INTERNATIONAL GROUP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PERFECT SERVICE GROUP
OFFICE NO. 87, AGRAWAL CHAMBER 1, VEER SAVARKAR BLOCK, SHAKARPUR , NEW DELHI 110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF INCENSE STICKS(AGARBATTI)
VIVE

3956504  26/09/2018

HUNTER AMENITIES (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD
81-85 Malcolm Road, Braeside Victoria, 3195, Australia.
a limited company.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cosmetics, toiletries, make-up, skin soap, shower and bath gel, cosmetic preparations for baths, body lotions, body
creams, lotions for cosmetic purposes, beauty masks, beauty creams, body and beauty care cosmetics, hand cream, face
cream, cleansers for care of the skin, toners for care of the skin, skin moisturiser, exfoliants for face and body, non-
medicated skin care preparations, sun block preparations, sun creams, hair care lotions and creams, hair shampoo, hair
conditioner, non-medicated scalp treatments, personal deodorants, perfume, eau de cologne, scented body spray,
aromatherapy oils, oils for cosmetic purposes, none of the foregoing being hair colorants.
3956737    26/09/2018
SAVITA SHARMA (TRADING AS : SAATVIK CREATION)
A2/235, JANAK PURI, IIIrd FLOOR, NEW DELHI-110058
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUPTA ITPC AND ASSOCIATES
S-85, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices, cosmetic preparations for skin care & hair care, beauty care products including in class 3
3956784  26/09/2018
YATHART HANS
House No. 138, Lal Kurti Bazar, Firozpur Cantt., Firozpur, Punjab
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHAV BHARTI
#404, G H-14, MDC, Sec 5, Panchkula, Haryana
Used Since: 15/08/2018

DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
DIAMOND TEJ AS
3958090   27/09/2018
M/S HVM NETWORK PVT. LTD.,
395, SHAHPUR JAT, NEW DELHI-110049
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN (ADVOCATE)
C/O. CAPITAL REGISTRATION SERVICE, 145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110088
Used Since :01/06/2006
DELHI
SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
RIVER VEDA

3958493  28/09/2018

WORLD ORGANICS LIMITED
411 Redoubt Road, Totara Park, Auckland 2019, New Zealand
a company organized and existing under the laws of New Zealand

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cosmetics; skin care products (non-medicated); soaps; hair lotions; haircare products; essential oils; perfumery; cleaning preparations; makeup
3959343   28/09/2018
WALMART APOLLO, LLC
702 SW 8th Street, Bentonville, Arkansas 72716
A limited liability company organized under the laws of Delaware

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS
RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; Laundry detergent powder; Dishwashing cleaner; Floor & Toilet Cleaner; Glass and Household Cleaner; Incense Sticks; Hair treatment items and accessories; Hair wash; Deodorants; Face care items; Baby Care items; Bodywash; Handwash; Aroma (crafts & Decor); detergent liquids; Laundry detergent bar; Air care products.
CLEARAKNE
3959750  29/09/2018
LYRA LABORATORIES PVT LIMITED
Buranwala, Baddi District Solan H P
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cosmetics
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK / LABEL
VINOR

3959828   29/09/2018

VISHWAS VERMA
B - 231, 3RD FLOOR, DERAVAL NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110009
SOLE APPLICANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUPAM PORWAL
Intellect IPR Consulting F-8 & 9, 1st Floor, Ansal Tower, Opp. Jwala Heri Market, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi - 110063

Proposed to be Used

DELI

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS, NON-MEDICATED HAIR LOTIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES.
VINOR
3959830  29/09/2018
VISHWAS VERMA
B - 231, 3RD FLOOR, DERAVAL NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110009
SOLE APPLICANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUPAM PORWAL
Intellect IPR Consulting F-8 & 9, 1st Floor, Ansal Tower, Opp. Jwala Heri Market, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi - 110063
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS, NON-MEDICATED HAIR LOTIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES.
OLWIN
3960608  30/09/2018
JITENDER KUMAR
D 520, MS1,2ND FLOOR, LAJPAT NAGAR,SECTOR 4, SAHIBABAD, GHAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADESH-201005
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PROTECTUALS
95-D, SHIVAM ENCLAVE (OPPOSITE CBS), VIVEK VIHAR, SHAHADARA NEW DELHI 110032
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BLEACH CREAM, MASSAGE CREAM, FACIAL GEL, FACE PACK, ROSEWATER, ASTRINGENT, CLEANSING MILK,
LIPSTICK, NAIL PAINT, MEHANDI, FACIAL KIT, SINDOOR.
Priority claimed from 02/04/2018; Application No. : 87859859 ;United States of America
3961765  01/10/2018

J 3 TIGER, LLC
21841 Wyoming, Oak Park, Michigan, United States of America, 48237
A company incorporated under the laws of United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
J-29, 3rd Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Used Since :01/01/2010

To be associated with:
3810617

DELHI

Hair care preparations, hair styling preparations, non-medicated skin care preparations; baby health and beauty aid products, namely, shampoo, conditioning shampoo, liquid bath soap, baby powder and baby corn starch, conditioning hairdress, after shampoo conditioner, oil, lotion, detangling spray, cream oil lotion, petroleum jelly and moisturizing hairdress lotion

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION
SOFT & PRECIOUS

3961766   01/10/2018

J 3 TIGER, LLC
21841 Wyoming, Oak Park, Michigan, United States of America, 48237
A company incorporated under the laws of USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
J-29, 3rd Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Used Since: 21/05/1991

To be associated with:
3810617
DELHI

Hair care preparations, hair styling preparations, non-medicated skin care preparations; baby health and beauty aid products, namely, shampoo, conditioning shampoo, liquid bath soap, baby powder and baby corn starch, conditioning hairdress, after shampoo conditioner, oil, lotion, detangling spray, cream oil lotion, petroleum jelly and moisturizing hairdress lotion.
3962098 02/10/2018
MAHUA MAZUMDER
84, MAIN ROAD, KALIANIBAS, NONACHANDANPUKUR, KOLKATA - 700122
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, aromatics [essential oils]
3962185  02/10/2018
SANJAY JAIN
Mohkampur Industrial Complex, Phase-1, Delhi Road
Propreitor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AALOK KANSAL, ADVOCATE.
50, CHATANYA PURAM, NAUCHANDI GROUND, MEERUT, (U.P.).
Used Since :10/02/1997
DELHI
Roli and Rangoli
FLAWLESS BEAUTY

3963765   04/10/2018
RAJESH KUMAR TANEJA
WARD NO 21, MOOLCHAND ROAD, SAMASTIPUR, BIHAR 848101
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
205, CHANDRALOK COMPLEX, BIRHANA ROAD, KANPUR 208001, UP

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
HAND WASH, BATH SOAP, SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, HAIR GEL, SHAVING CREAM, GULAB JAL, PERFUMERY, FACE WASH, FACE PACK, UBTAN, CLEANSING GEL, FACIAL WIPES, HAIR REMOVING CREAM, TELCOM POWDER, NAIL COLOUR, LIP COLOUR, KAJAL, MASCARA, EYELINER, COSMETICS, FACE MASK, BODY SCRUB, FACE CREAM, HAIR COLOUR, BEARD OIL AND WASH, FACE SERUM, HAIR SERUM
HIRACE

3964350 04/10/2018
SH. ABHAY KUMAR SINGH PROPRIETOR OF M/S HIRACE CLEANING PRODUCTS
STREET NO. 3, NEW SAMRAT COLONY, GIASPURA, DHANDARI KALAN, LUDHIANA-141014, PUNJAB.

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHELU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :04/07/2018

DELHI

SOAPS AND DETERGENTS.
JOY
3964801   05/10/2018
DABUR INDIA LIMITED
8/3, ASAF ALI ROAD, NEW DELHI-110002.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AIR FRESHENER, ROOM FRESHENER
SHARDA HEALTHCITY LIMITED.
6TH FLOOR, SHARDA HOSPITAL, PLOT NO.-32-34, KNOWLEDGE PARK-III, GREATER NOIDA, GAUTAM BUDDHA NAGAR,
U.P.-201306.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

SKIN CARE COSMETICS AND SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, COSMETICS AND HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETIC
PURPOSES, TOOTH POWDER AND PASTE, DENTIFRICE, ESSENTIAL OILS, SOAPS, SHAMPOO, CREAMS, BLEACHING
PREPARATION PERFUMERY.
ADOR SOLUTIONS
3965979   06/10/2018
SUMITA DEY PROPRIETOR OF ADOR SOLUTIONS
284, BELITIOUS ROAD, AASHIANA 1ST FLOOR, HOWRAH-711101
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since :07/12/2017
KOLKATA
Automobile polish; car polish; polishing preparations
MAA GAYTRI
3967175  08/10/2018
SUMAN KUMAR S/O. SH. AJAY KUMAR SAH
C/o. SH. AJAY KUMAR SAH WARD NO. 05, GWALPARA, MADHEPURA- 852115 BIHAR
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEGHA HARSHWAL (ADVOCATE)
56-A, Ganesh Vihar, Model Town, Jagatpura Road, Malviya Nagar, Jaipur-302017, Rajasthan
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
INCENSE STICKS (AGARBATTI) IN CLASS 03.
ARROM

3968423  09/10/2018
DESRUPTION DIGITAL PRIVATE LIMITED
C-8, SECOND FLOOR, KALINDI COLONY RING ROAD NEW DELHI-110065
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBHASH BHUTORIA
D 905, Basement, New Friends Colony, new Delhi 110025
Used Since: 07/10/2017

DELHI
Perfumery Essential Oils, Floral Water, Incense, Fragrances, Aloe Vera gel for cosmetic purposes, Cosmetics; aromatic oils; Bleaching Preparations and Other Substances for Laundry Use; Cleaning, Polishing, Scouring and Abrasive Preparations; Soaps; Hair Lotions;
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020  Class 3

3968761  09/10/2018
MR. JITENDRA SINGH (TRADING AS M/S SHANTI AROMATICS)
E-3, KAVI NAGAR INDUSTRIAL AREA, GHAZIABAD-201002
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUPTA ITPC AND ASSOCIATES
S-85, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices, essential oils, fragrances including in class 3 used the mark as shown as in the representation
PARI FASHION
3970563  11/10/2018
SATRUGHAN PASWAN
E-617, BUDH NAGAR, INDERPURI CENTRAL, DELHI-110012, INDIA
PROPRIETOR-SATRUGHAN PASWAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETICS.
3972267  12/10/2018
PRADEEP KUMAR MISHRA
SANKHO, NANDIPADA, KEONJHAR-758022 ODISHA
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
U & URS

3974293   15/10/2018
RAJU AGARWAL
PLOT NO. 99-100, ECOTECH EXTN. GREATER NOIDA (U.P.), INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA (U.P)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning polishing scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices.
ELCO PURE GLYCERINE

3975304  16/10/2018

LUXMI COSMETICS
Tangra Industrial Estate Phase II, 45, Radhanath Chowdhury Road, Plot 39C, Kolkata - 700 015, West Bengal, India.
An Indian Partnership firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

Used Since :31/12/2011

KOLKATA
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations, soaps, essential oils, bath and shower preparations, skin care preparations, oils, creams and lotions for the skin, cleansing gel for the face, cleansing cream for the face, shaving preparations, pre-shave and after shave preparations, depilatory preparations, sun tanning and sun protection preparations, cosmetics, make-up and make-up removing preparations, petroleum jelly, lips care preparations, talcum powder, cotton wool and cotton sticks for cosmetic use, cosmetic pads, pre moistened cosmetic tissues or wipes, pre moistened or impregnated cleansing pads, beauty masks, facial packs, bleaching preparation and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, perfumery, hair lotions, dentifrices, shampoo, shower gels, hair conditioner, skin lotions, skin creams, hair colorants, hair dyes, skin whitening and fairness creams, deodorants, lipsticks

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF WORDS “PURE GLYCERINE”.
3976842   17/10/2018
GAURAV SINGH PROP OF KHADI NATURAL HEALTHCARE
703-704, SHAHPURI TOWER, C-58, COMMUNITY CENTER, JANAKPURI, DELHI-110058
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOAP, SHAMPOO, HAIR CONDITIONER, BODY WASH, BUBBLE BATH, FACE WASH, HAIR OIL, MASSAGE OIL, ESSENTIAL OIL, BATH OIL, MOISTURIZER, ANTI WRINKLE CREAM, CREAMS, FACE CREAM, MASSAGE CREAM (NON MEDICATED), EYE GEL, HAND CREAM, FOOT CREAM (NON MEDICATED), CLEANING MASK FOR THE FACE, FACE PACKS, FACE SCRUB (NON MEDICATED), LIP BALM, HENNA FOR COSMETIC PURPOSE, HAIR COLOURING PREPARATIONS, MASSAGE GEL OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE, BODY SCRUB, FACIAL SCRUBS, HAND SCRUBS, BATH SALT, TOOTHPASTE
ROSARY
3977035  18/10/2018
SAMEER KHAN
FLAT No.1001, Block G2C, Golf Link Residency, Sector 18 B, Dwarka, New Delhi-110078.

INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIVESH JHA
1/11, SULAHKUL VIHAR, 1st FLOOR, OLD PALAM ROAD, DWARKA, NEW DELHI 110078

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FACE PACK, ROSE WATER, GLYCERIN, BLEACHING CREAM, HAIR SHAMPOOS, HAIR CONDITIONER, HERBAL COSMETICS, COSMETICS AND TOILET PREPARATIONS, HAIR OILS, HERBAL HAIR OILS, COOL HAIR OILS, HAIR REMOVING CREAMS, HAIR CREAM AND HAIR LOTIONS, BODY LOTION, BODY WASH, HAIR CARE, FACE CREAM, MASSAGE CREAM, SHIKAKAI POWDER AND OTHER PREPARATIONS MADE FROM SHIKAKAI AND REETHA, MEHENDI, MEHENDI CONE, HERBAL MEHENDI, HERBAL COLOR, HAIR DYE, HENNA, HENNA COLOR, SHAVING PREPARATION, PERFUMES, DENTIFRICES INCLUDING TOOTHPASTE AND TOOTHPOWDER, DEODORANTS AND ANTIPERSPIRANTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3,
AAULOK
3977214  18/10/2018
SURENDER
# 18, Floor 3A, Shatabdi Puram, Govind Puram, Ghaziabad - 201013, U.P., INDIA (Behind Gaur Homes)
Indian national and Proprietor of A A Enterprises
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SR4IPR PARTNERS
sr4ipr Partners, # 546, Park Avenue, Sector - 4, VAISHALI, Distt. - Ghaziabad - 201010, (NCR - Delhi) - INDIA
Used Since :05/10/2018
DELHI
Soaps, perfumery, cosmetics, essential oil, hair lotion, and dentifrices included in class 03
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020  Class 3

3977419  18/10/2018
AAKRITI CHAUHAN
SA-10, AVAS VIKAS, ROORKEE, Haridwar, Uttarakhand- 247667
Bleaching Preparations and Other Substances for Laundry Use, Cleaning, Polishing, Scouring and Abrasive Preparation Soaps, Perfumery, Essential Oils, Cosmetics, Hair Lotions, Dentifrices
Natural
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching Preparations, Cleaning, Polishing, Cosmetics, Scouring and Abrasive Preparations
ZEAM
3977466  18/10/2018
KUNAL BHASIN TRADING AS BHASIN INTERNATIONAL
HOUSE NO-2667, ST. NO-3, KISHORE NAGAR, TAJPUR ROAD, LUDHIANA-141008 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/10/2018
DELHI
Perfumeries, Cosmetics & Beauty preparations.
3977474   18/10/2018
M/S. HIMTAJ MEDICARE
244, PATPARGANJ INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110092
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2014
DELHI
mehandi, henna, herbal mehandi, herbal henna, black mehandi, burgundy mehandi, herbal colors for hair, herbal color cream, natural hair color, herbal shampoo, mehandi oil, mehandi cone and fast henna
NURANI BABA DANT MANJAN

3977909 19/10/2018

SUBHASH CHANDA
366 BRAHMPURI MUZAFFARNAGAR UTTAR PRADESH 251002

PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

TOOTH CLEANING POWDER, BAAL SAAF POWDER
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020 Class 3

F-KLIN
3978220 19/10/2018
FIDES INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
84/246-1, AFIM KOTHI, G.T. ROAD, KANPUR 208003, UTTAR PRADESH
A Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
APPLY MARK
466, WESTERN WING, TIS HAZARI COURTS, DELHI-110054.
Used Since: 27/05/2014

DELHI
DETERGENT POWDER, DETERGENT CAKES, SOAPS, DISH WASH SOAP, LIQUID SOAPS, LIQUID BLUE, FLOOR CLEANER, TOILET CLEANER
BODY & BATH

3978341  20/10/2018
S P INTERNATIONAL.
307/1/129, SHAHZADA BAGH, DELHI-110035.
PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

COSMETICS AND HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES INCLUDING NAIL POLISH AND REMOVER, NAIL GLITTER, FACE PACK, LOTION, SOAPS & SHAMPOO, BLEACHING PREPARATION & PERFUMERY, LIP CARE, LIPSTICK, MASCARA, FACIAL PACK, KAJAL, BINDI, BLUSHER, EYE LINER, EYE SHADOW IN POWDER AND LIQUID FORM, PENCIL FOR LIPS, EYES AND EYE BROWS, LIP GLOSS AND COMPACT POWDER(COSMETICS), ESSENTIAL OIL, HAIR OIL & GEL, HAIR COLOUR & DYE, DEODORANT, FRAGRANCES AND PERFUMERY PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
3979688  22/10/2018
HUNTER AMENITIES (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD
81-85 Malcolm Road, Braeside Victoria, 3195, Australia.
A limited company.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurugon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cosmetics, toiletries, make-up, skin soap, shower and bath gel, cosmetic preparations for baths, body lotions, body
creams, lotions for cosmetic purposes, beauty masks, beauty creams, body and beauty care cosmetics, hand cream, face
cream, cleansers for care of the skin, toners for care of the skin, skin moisturiser, exfoliants for face and body, non-
medicated skin care preparations, sun block preparations, sun creams, hair care lotions and creams, hair shampoo, hair
conditioner, non-medicated scalp treatments, personal deodorants, perfume, eau de cologne, scented body spray,
aromatherapy oils, oils for cosmetic purposes, none of the foregoing being hair colorants.
ACNE WIN

3980599  23/10/2018

MD. SHAHID RAHMAN

trading as; MOON FORMULATION

V.P.O. KALA AMB, TEHSIL, NAHAN DISTT-SIRMOUR H.P-173030

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES

S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

SOAP, FACE WASH, CREAM PREPARATION AS PER CLASS-03

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ACNE.
FIRENZI

3980677   23/10/2018
SUMITSU APPAREL PRIVATE LIMITED.
PLOT NO.-324, PHASE-IV, UDYOG VIHAR, GURGAON, HARYANA-122016.
BODY INCORPORATE.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :18/07/2006

DELHI
COSMETICS AND HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES INCLUDING NAIL POLISH AND REMOVER, NAIL GLITTER, FACE PACK, LOTION, SOAPS & SHAMPOO, BLEACHING PREPARATION & PERFUMERY, LIP CARE, LIPSTICK, MASCARA, FACIAL PACK, KAJAL, BINDI, BLUSHER, EYE LINER, EYE SHADOW IN POWDER AND LIQUID FORM, PENCIL FOR LIPS, EYES AND EYE BROWS, LIP GLOSS AND COMPACT POWDER (COSMETICS), ESSENTIAL OIL, HAIR OIL & GEL, HAIR COLOUR & DYE, DEODORANT, FRAGRANCES AND PERFUMERY PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
3981458  24/10/2018
RIGHTWAY INFOCOM PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO 2B, ROHINI APARTMENT, HATIGAON ROAD, SEWALI PATH, GUWAHATI, KAMRUP(M), ASSAM 781038
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANDEEP GUPTA
363, Aggarwal Modern Bazar, C-33, Lawrence Road, Delhi-110035.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
3983071   25/10/2018
MANOJ KUMAR
Post Sua Wala, Vill Harpur, Sherkot, Tehsil Dhampur, Bijnor, UP, 246747
Prop.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEVKOHLI
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Detergent powder, soaps, liquid detergent, hand wash, tiles Cleaner, toilet cleaner, glass cleaner, wood Cleaner, car wash, dish wash,floor cleaner, phenyl, liquid blue, room freshener, hair oils, essential oil, agarbatti, dhoopbatti, etc.
SANTOSH INDUSTRIES ROYAL

3984732   27/10/2018
SUNDER PAL SINGH PROPRIETOR OF M/S. SANTOSH INDUSTRIES
M-12,HARI NAGAR ,NEW DELHI-110064
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Ageents address:
ABC REGISTRATION SERVICES
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO.4, DELHI - 110 009.
Used Since :01/04/2016

DELHI
Furniture Polish,Floor Polish, Footwear Polish ,shining preparations [polish],polishing wax, Wax Car-Bike Polish.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION
ACLEAN

3985000   27/10/2018

SHYAMAL SINGH
House No.166, Street 31, Molarband Extension Badarpur Delhi- 110044
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVINDER NEGI
D1/25, Mansa Ram Park, Uttam Nagar, New Delhi-110059
Used Since :17/07/2018

DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations Under Class 3
DHANADHAN
4060385  18/01/2019
Javed Abdul Gaffar Memon trading as M/s. Memon Detergents
C-40/A, Sardar Udyog Nagar, Ajwa Road, Vadodara - 390019
Manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKAR & PARKAR
333 NARSI NATHA STREET,GROUND FLOOR,ROOM NO.12,KATHA BAZAR,MUMBAI 400 009,INDIA.
Used Since :09/01/2019
To be associated with:
2426405
AHMEDABAD
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Detergent cake, detergent powder, liquid soap, liquid
detergent, toilet soap, bathing soap, shampoos, cleaning powder and dish wash-bar, cleaning, polishing, scouring and
abrasive preparations; non-medicated soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions and dentifrices
DEIKO

4430056  04/02/2020
VISION MULTI SERVICES
F-1, H. No. 12, Ahmedabad Palace Road, Opp. Noor Masjid Road, Bhopal in the State of Madhya Pradesh within the Union of India.
a partnership firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400018

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; creams for leather; oils for cleaning purposes; polishing creams;
polishing wax; waxes for leather; scouring preparation; stain removers; windscreen cleaning liquids; windshield cleaning
liquids; shampoo; soap; washing preparations; polish for furniture and flooring; shoe polish
NIMIZOL

4434282    07/02/2020
JAC OLIVOL PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
285, B. B. GANGULY STREET, KOLKATA - 700 012, WEST BENGAL
An Indian Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA. P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Floor Cleaner, Preparations for Cleaning and Polishing.
MARSHION

4435252  09/02/2020

BHARAT MARWAHA
WZ-768, TIHAR VILLAGE, TILAK NAGAR, NEW DELHI -110018

INDIVIDUAL TRADING AS Chhavi Creation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMIT KUMAR,
Q-96, VIKAS VIHAR, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110059.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Hair Colour, Hair Gel, Hair Wax, Lipstick, Foundation, Face Powder, Blusher, Eye Shadow, Eye Liner, Concealer, Primer,
Lip Balm, Lip Gel, Compact, Body Glitter, Kajal, Lip Liner, Nail Polish, Nail Art, Nail Paint, Remover, Mascara, Lotion,
Creams, Face Pack, Liquid Toilet Soap, Shampoo, Telcum Powder, Hair Remover, Body Spray, Makeup Remover Lotion,
Makeup Fixer, Deodorants, Moisturising Liquid Soap, Essentail Oils, Bath Oils, Bath Soap, Kum-Kum, Bindi, Mehandi and
Perfumery included in Class-03
LES LAB LSK LLP
322/A, KHATA NO 3/2, AMBLIPURA VILLAGE, IBLUR JUNCTION, BANGALORE LLP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
YASH HINESHKUMAR MEHTA
19, CHINUBHAI TOWER, BESIDES H.K. COLLEGE, OPP.HANDLOOM HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009.
Used Since: 28/01/2020

CHENNAI
FACE WIPES, SKIN CARE, FACE CARE OR COSMETIC PRODUCTS
HEMRATNA
4445222  18/02/2020
AKSHAR PHARMACY
SURVEY NO. 245, PLOT NO.11/C, REPUTE FOODS GATE ROAD, SHAPAR (VERAVAL)-360024, DIST:- RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARDEEP L MAHIDA
PLOT NO 217/1, SECTOR 4-A, NEAR G-1, GANDHINAGAR
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HAIR OIL, HAIR LOTION, HAIR GEL, SHAMPOO, FACIAL CREAM AND COSMETIC PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
SIBU BEAUTY

4448137    20/02/2020

ARJUN KHANNA
Plot No. 6, Gurukul Industrial Area, Sector-38, Saras Khwaja, Faridabad-121003
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.S. ASSOCIATES
I-116, SOUTH CITY-II, GURGAON-122002 HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4448133

DELHI
Cosmetics, Soaps, perfumeries, Hair oil, hair lotions, essential oils
4448508  20/02/2020
MAHENDRA SINGH, PROPRIETOR OF PINK CITY HERBS
BUS STAND, JHUPELAW-306104, TEHSIL SOJAT CITY RAJASTHAN
proprietorship and trader

**Address for service in India/Attorney address:**
HARSH MARWAHA
245, OPPOSITE LIBERTY SHOWROOM, MAIN MARKET, RAJA PARK, JAIPUR-302004 RAJASTHAN INDIA
Used Since : 18/02/2020

AHMEDABAD
MEHANDI
4448509  20/02/2020
MAHENDRA SINGH, PROPRIETOR OF PINKCITY HERBS
BUS STAND, JHUPELAW-306104, TEHSIL SOJAT CITY RAJASTHAN
proprietorship and trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARSH MARWAHA
245, OPPOSITE LIBERTY SHOWROOM, MAIN MARKET, RAJA PARK, JAIPUR-302004 RAJASTHAN INDIA
Used Since : 18/02/2020

AHMEDABAD
MEHANDI
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020

VIOTOL TRADING LLP
520 G/F Rajpur Khurd Vill Chhatarpur New Delhi South West Delhi - 110068, Delhi
Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (B.K.), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cosmetics.
subject to the mark should be used as represented
BLACK ARZ

4449972  21/02/2020
OMPARKASH DUTTA TRADING AS BALA JI FRAGRANCE
MCB-2-6-06173, STREET NO.24, PARTAP NAGAR, BATHINDA (PB.)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Dhoop (Incense), Incense Sticks (Aggarbatti), Incense Cones & Hawan Samagree (materials put into the fire during prayers) & Perfumery.
MG8

4450387 22/02/2020

YASH JAIN
BK-74, Shalimar Bagh
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL BANSAL
H-34, LGF, SOUTH EXTENSION PART-I, NEW DELHI-110049

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Hair Spray, Hair Dyes, Hair Colorants, Hair Conditioners, Hair Lotions, Hair Straightening Preparations, Hair Waving Preparations, Hair Creams, Hair Oils, Hair Remover, Shaving Cream, Shaving Gel, Shaving Foam, Cosmetics Cream, Skin Whitening Cream, Polishing Wax, Polishing Creams, Shampoos, Jelly for Cosmetics purposes, Ointments, serums, perfumes / fragrances, soaps, creams, lotions, powder, moisturizer, mineral oils, facial cleaners, face wash, in Class 3
NIMSON YEAH

4450844    22/02/2020
SONIA CHADHA TRADING AS M/S. NIMSON INTERNATIONAL
A-41, DSIDC, Narela Industrial Park, Narela, Delhi 110040
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDEEP BISHT
B-7, ASHADEEP BUILDING, 9-HAILEY ROAD, NEW DELHI-1

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1957737, 4450844

DELHI
herbal cosmetics, bath salts, shampoos, conditioners, creams, essential oils, hair oils, soaps, hair lotions and colorants,
talcum powders, bleaching preparations, cleaning preparations, scrubbing preparations, beauty masks, cosmetic kits,
cotton wools for cosmetic purpose, eyebrow pencils, eye lashes
4451095  24/02/2020
MANAN MUKESH SHAH
25, Anupam Society, Jetalpur Road, Vadodara, Gujarat, 390007
PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

After-shave lotions, air fragrance reed diffusers, air fragrancing preparations, almond oil, almond soap aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes, amber [perfume], antiperspirant soap, antiperspirants [toiletries], aromatics [essential oils], balms, other than for medical purposes, bases for flower perfumes, bath preparations, not for medical purposes, bath salts, not for medical purposes, beard dyes, body paint for cosmetic purposes, cake flavourings [essential oils] / cake flavorings [essential oils], cakes of toilet soap / cakes of soap, cosmetic preparations for baths, cosmetic preparations for skin care, cosmetics, deodorant soap, deodorants for human beings or for animals, eau de Cologne, essential oils / ethereal oils, essential oils of cedarwood, essential oils of citron, essential oils of lemon, ethereal essences extracts of flowers [perfumes], flavourings for beverages [essential oils] / flavorings for beverages [essential oils], food flavourings [essential oils] / food flavorings [essential oils], hair conditioners, hair dyes hair spray, henna [cosmetic dye], herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes incense, ionone [perfumery], jasmine oil, lavender oil, lavender water, lotions for cosmetic purposes, make-up removing preparations, massage candles for cosmetic purposes, mint essence [essential oil] mint for perfumery, moustache wax / mustache wax, mouthwashes, not for medical purposes musk [perfumery], oils for cosmetic purposes, oils for perfumes and scents, perfumery, perfumes potpourris [fragrances], rose oil, shaving preparations, shaving soap, soap for foot perspiration sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics], sunscreen preparations, terpenes [essential oils]
4451303 24/02/2020
SH. SUNIL KUMAR THUKRAL PROPRIETOR OF S. P. PERFUMERY CO.
C-130, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, DELHI-110033.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJITI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETICS AND HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES INCLUDING NAIL POLISH AND REMOVER, NAIL GLITTER, FACE PACK, LOTION, SOAPS & SHAMPOO AND CONDITIONER, BLEACHING PREPARATION & PERFUMERY, LIP CARE, LIPSTICK, MASCARA, FACIAL PACK, KAJAL, BINDI, BLUSHER, EYE LINER, EYE SHADOW IN POWDER AND LIQUID FORM, PENCIL FOR LIPS, EYES AND EYE BROWS, LIP GLOSS, CREAM AND COMPACT POWDER(COSMETICS), ESSENTIAL OIL, HAIR OIL & GEL, HAIR COLOUR & DYE, HAIR SPRAY, DEODORANT, FRAGRANCES AND PERFUMERY PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
4451342  24/02/2020
MADHU DEEPAK KASAT
trading as; CROWING GLORY BEAUTY CENTRE
14, AUM, SHANKAR NAGAR, OFF GANGAPUR ROAD, NASHIK 422013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HAIR REMOVING WAX FOR COSMETIC PURPOSE.
TAPATI DATTA, TRADING AS: TAPATI HARBAL PHARMACEUTICALS
VILL.: NO. KALIGHAT ROAD, P.O: GURIAHATI, DIST.: COOCHBEHAR, PIN-736101, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Proposed to be Used

AMLA OIL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, AROMATHERAPY OIL, AROMATHERAPY PREPARATIONS, AROMATIC ESSENTIAL OILS, AROMATIC OILS FOR THE BATH, AROMATICS [ESSENTIAL OILS], AROMATHERAPY OILS, AROMATIC POTPOURRIS, BODY OIL, ESSENTIAL OILS, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR AROMATHERAPY, ETHERIC OILS, HAIR OIL, MASSAGE OILS AND LOTIONS.
PHACE CLS4 RENOU

4453599   25/02/2020

GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
B/2, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai - 400 026

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Soaps, Shampoos, Sunscreen For Cosmetic Use, Perfumery, Essential Oils, Body Powder, Cosmetics, Sunscreen creams, Sunscreen gels, Sunscreen lotions, Anti-Aging Creams, Hair Lotion, Skin Care Preparations, Skin Creams, Skin Gels, lotions for cosmetic use, Face Wash, Moisturizer Lotions
PHACE FCR12 RENOU

4453600  25/02/2020

GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
B/2, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai - 400 026

BOD INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Soaps, Shampoos, Sunscreen For Cosmetic Use, Perfumery, Essential Oils, Body Powder, Cosmetics, Sunscreen creams, Sunscreen gels, Sunscreen lotions, Anti-Aging Creams, Hair Lotion, Skin Care Preparations, Skin Creams, Skin Gels, lotions for cosmetic use, Face Wash, Moisturizer Lotions
PHACE MOS15 RENOU

4453601   25/02/2020
GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
B/2, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai - 400 026
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Soaps, Shampoos, Sunscreen For Cosmetic Use, Perfumery, Essential Oils, Body Powder, Cosmetics, Sunscreen creams, Sunscreen gels, Sunscreen lotions, Anti-Aging Creams, Hair Lotion, Skin Care Preparations, Skin Creams, Skin Gels, lotions for cosmetic use, Face Wash, Moisturizer Lotions
PHACE DSP30 RENOU

4453602   25/02/2020
GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
B/2, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai - 400 026
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Soaps, Shampoos, Sunscreen For Cosmetic Use, Perfumery, Essential Oils, Body Powder, Cosmetics, Sunscreen creams, Sunscreen gels, Sunscreen lotions, Anti-Aging Creams, Hair Lotion, Skin Care Preparations, Skin Creams, Skin Gels, lotions for cosmetic use, Face Wash, Moisturizer Lotions
4453840  26/02/2020
PRAVIN KUMAR PROPRIETOR PODDAR AND PODDAR CO
JAMGAON BALUACHAK JAGDISHPUR BHAGALPUR - 812005
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJU PRASAD, ADVOCATE
C/O AJIT KUMAR, GALI NO.3, SIDHESHWAR NAGAR, BEHIND MAHANT HIGH SCHOOL, EAST MAINPURA, DEVI ASTHAN, GPO, PATNA 800 001, BIHAR, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
TOILET CLEANER, PHENYL BLACK, PHENYL WHITE, HANDWASH
S-TONE

4454119  26/02/2020
SHAGUNS COSMETICS INDIA LLP
001/05, SHEETAL, BOLESHWARI ROAD, CHAWARE COMPLEX, BOLINJ, VIRAR, THANE 401303.
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JEENAL UPADHYAY
22, Kalyan Blgd, K.M.Zaveri Road, 2nd floor, 33/34, Mumbai-400004, Maharashtra
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COSMETICS.
Soclin

4454756  26/02/2020
MRS. JAYASHREE D. NIRMAL
A - 23 & 24, Industrial Estate, Station Road, Kopargaon, Dist - Ahmednagar - 423603
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL D. SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cleaning Preparations For Household, Industrial, Professional And Automobile Use, Powders And Liquids For Cleaning Metals, Marble, Crockery, Glass And Various Objects, Perfuming Preparation For The Atmosphere.
MR. ABDUL MUHAMMAD ABDUL MATIN EKKERI TRADING AS:- M/S AME BEAUTY
FLAT 903, 9TH FLOOR, B WING, SHALINA HEIGHTS, MILLAT NAGAR 2, BHIWANDI, THANE-421302, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H.R. GUPTA & COMPANY
OPP. THE PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE, OFF. NO. 790, S.M. ROAD, ANTOP HILL, MUMBAI - 400037
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EYE COSMETICS, MAKE-UP, NATURAL COSMETICS, ORGANIC COSMETICS, COSMETICS FOR SUN TANNING, HAIR COSMETICS, BODY CARE COSMETICS, BEAUTY SOAP, BEAUTY LOTIONS
4454848 26/02/2020
VIBHU ESSENTIAL OILS LLP
31, Karishma Apartments, IP Extension, Patparganj, Delhi-110092
Active
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YASH SAMPAT
31 Karishma Apartments IP Extension, Patparganj
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Essential Oils including Sandalwood Oil, Lemongrass Oil, Citronella Oil, Eucalyptus Oil, Palmarosa Oil, Ginger Oil, Sandalwood Powder, other Essential Oils and Essential Oil based products
4455407  27/02/2020
KHOJATI HERBAL
176-86, HIRJI KORSHE HOUSE, NULL BAZAR, MUMBAI SUBURBAN, MAHARASHTRA, 400003
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :21/03/2018

MUMBAI
TOOTH CARE PREPARATIONS; TOOTH PASTE, TOOTH POWDER AND DENTIFRICES.
4455409  27/02/2020
KHOJATI HERBAL
176-86, HIRJI KORSHE HOUSE, NULL BAZAR, MUMBAI SUBURBAN, MAHARASHTRA, 400003
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :19/02/2018
MUMBAI
TOOTH CARE PREPARATIONS; TOOTH PASTE, TOOTH POWDER AND DENTIFRICES.
4455411  27/02/2020
KHOJATI HERBAL
176-86, HIRJI KORSHE HOUSE, NULL BAZAR, MUMBAI SUBURBAN, MAHARASHTRA, 400003
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/01/2002
MUMBAI
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS; HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; HAIR OILS, LOTIONS, GELS AND BALMS; PERFUMES, PERFUMERY, BLENDED PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, ATTARS, TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; DEODORANT AND ANTIPERSPIRANTS; SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS (NON-MEDICATED).
4455726  27/02/2020
KAMLA TRADING AS: BALAJI INDUSTRIES
VPO BHAWTHARI SHEORAYANKABAS, DISTRICT JUNJUNU (RAJASTHAN)- 333029
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.
A1/140, SECTOR-6, ROHINI DELHI - 110085
Used Since :01/03/2017
AHMEDABAD
WASHING POWDER, SOAPS, DETERGENT POWDER, TOILET CLEANER
subject to the mark should be use as represented
VIDERMA

4455804  27/02/2020
VIVEK SINGLA TRADING AS ZOIC PHARMACEUTICALS
PLOT NO. 194, INDUSTRIAL AREA, SECTOR 82, (JLPL), MOHALI (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELI
Cosmetics, Shampoo, Nail Polish, Beauty Lotions, Creams, Dentifrices, Perfumery, Hair Oil, Vanishing Cream, Cold Cream, Cleansing Cream, Foundation Cream, Hand Wash, Eau De Cologne, Shaving Cream, After Shave Lotion, Hair Remover, Moisturizer, Laundry Blue, Fabric Softner, Hair Care Products, Conditioner, Hair Tonic, Hair Cream, Hair Spray, Gel, Face Wash, Eye Liner, Deodorant, Mouth Washes, Talcum Powder, Lipstick & Hair Lotion.
4456398  27/02/2020
KRISHNA PAL SINGH BEING PROPRIETOR OF M/S- SAWAN INDUSTRIES.
VILLAGE - KHAMAR, POST OFFICE - BISHNUPUR, PIN CODE - 700135, NORTH 24 PARGANAS, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.

Used Since: 01/01/1996

KOLKATA
MEHANDI, KUMKUM, HAIR OIL, HAIR DYE AND OTHER COSMETICS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-03.
Mark should be read as a whole.
KRISHNA PAL SINGH BEING PROPRIETOR OF M/S- SAWAN INDUSTRIES.
VILLAGE - KHAMAR, POST OFFICE - BISHNUPUR, PIN CODE - 700135, NORTH 24 PARGANAS, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62, BENTINCK STREET, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 412, KOLKATA 700 069, W.B., INDIA.

Used Since: 01/01/1996

KOLKATA

MEHANDI, KUMKUM, HAIR OIL, HAIR DYE AND OTHER COSMETICS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-03.
4456667  27/02/2020
RAMESHWAR LAL MEWARA - M/S. SANAY INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. 23, MADHAV NARAYAN NAGAR, SOJAT, SOJAT CITY, PALI, RAJASTHAN-306104
single firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
SONI & SONI - 2ND FLOOR SANGH MITRA, OPP. KESHAV BAGH, ASOPALAV LANE, Nr. SHIVRANJANI CROSS ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD-380015, GUJARAT INDIA.
Used Since: 27/01/2020
AHMEDABAD
HENNA & HENNA BASED PRODUCTS ONLY.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020 Class 3

SATYEN SRIVASTAVA
B-2/316, SECTOR A, JANKIPURAM, LUCKNOW 226021
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
205, CHANDRALOK COMPLEX, BIRHANA ROAD, KANPUR 208001, UP

Proposed to be Used
DELI
SOAP, HAND WASH, BATH SOAP, SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, HAIR GEL, SHAVING CREAM, GULAB JAL, PERFUMERY, FACE WASH, FACE PACK, UBTAN, CLEANSING GEL, HAIR REMOVING CREAM, TELCOM POWDER, KAJAL, MASCARA, EYELINER, COSMETICS

subject to the mark should be use as a whole
G-GLINT

4456965  28/02/2020
M/S BIOSHINE HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO. B-4/41-B, MODEL COLONY, YAMUNA NAGAR-135001, HARYANA.
(A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY’S LAW)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/01/2020
DELHI
COSMETICS AND PERFUMERY, LIP BALMS [NON-MEDICATED], PETROLEUM JELLY FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES,
SOAP, BATH SOAPS, BEAUTY SOAP, FACE WASH, BODYWASH, SKIN CREAMS, SUN CREAMS, BODY LOTIONS, HAIR
LOTIONS, FACIAL LOTIONS, BEAUTY LOTIONS, SUNCARE LOTIONS, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR OILS, HAIR CREAMS,
SHAMPOOS, HAIR CONDITIONERS AND BATH OILS AND TALCUM POWDERS.
4457221  28/02/2020
MR SHEIKH HUSSAIN SHEIKH RAHIM TRADING AS M/S ALISBA WEAVING POINT
Bindra Plaza, Kadbi Square, Near Lamba Petrol Pump, Nagpur - 440 002
Indian National

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SOURAV P. GHOSH

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cosmetics, Organic cosmetics, Beauty care cosmetics, Multifunctional cosmetics, Moisturisers [cosmetics]
subject to the mark should be used as represented
ELEVATE AYURVEDA

4457364  28/02/2020
SANGHVI BEAUTY & TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
Sanghvi House, 105/2, Shivaji Nagar, Pune-411005.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961,  17/08/2020     Class 3

FASAHAT ALI URF SALIM KHAN PROPRIETOR OF GRACE UP.
DALPATPUR MILAK, JHANDEY WALI, MURADABAD, U.P.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Hand Wash, Floor Cleaner, Toilet Cleaner, Glass Cleaner, Hair Conditioner, Hair Gel, Shampoo, Dish Wash, Tiles Cleaner, Rose Water, Car Polish included in Class 3.
BHARAT TECHNO ENTERPRISES
Door No. 295 A, Bharat Techno Enterprises, Irumbuzhi PO, Anakkayam, Manjeri, Malappuram - 676509
Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RANJITHKUMAR D
No.C-1, 5th Block, 1st-floor, Pari Salai, Mogappair East, Chennai-600037

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
4459735  02/03/2020

GHONIYA MITESH HASMUKHBHAI
VILLAGE: DEVCHADI, TA. GONDAL, DIST. RAJKOT - 360311, GUJARAT
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
INCENSE STICKS, JOSSE STICKS, PERFUMERY, PERFUMES, ITRA (PERFUME); AMBERGRIS (PERFUME); OILS; PERFUMED SOAPS; PERFUMED POWDER; NATURAL PERFUMES; BLENDED PERFUMES; COLOGNES, PERFUMES AND COSMETICS; EXTRACTS OF FLOWERS (PERFUMES); BODY DEODORANTS (PERFUMERY); PERFUMES, FRAGRANCES AND INCENSE; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS, NON-MEDICATED HAIR LOTIONS; AROMATICS (ESSENTIAL OILS); ESSENTIAL OILS; AROMATIC OILS; SCENTED OILS USED TO PRODUCE AROMAS WHEN HEATED; LOBAN (SUBSTANCE USED DURING WORSHIP FOR FRAGRANCE); SCENTED WOOD; SCENTED WATER; INCENSE AND INCENSE CONES; DHOOP (INCENSE)

subject to the mark should be use as represented
Moistgold

4461484  03/03/2020
BRINTON HEALTHCARE LTD.
S. No. 55/2, Hissa No. 6/603, Brinton House, Near Indian Oil, Kharadi, Taluka Haveli, Pune-411 014.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MOISTURISING LOTION, MOISTURISING CREAM, SUNSCREEN LOTION, SOAPS, SHAMPOOS, ESSENTIAL OILS,
COSMETICS, SKIN CREAMS, SKIN GELS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020  Class 3

UV Gold

4461485  03/03/2020  
BRINTON HEALTHCARE LTD.
S. No. 55/2, Hisa No. 6/603, Brinton House, Near Indian Oil, Kharadi, Taluka Haveli, Pune-411 014.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MOISTURISING LOTION, MOISTURISING CREAM, SUNSCREEN LOTION, SOAPS, SHAMPOOS, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, SKIN CREAMS, SKIN GELS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020 Class 3

4462867 04/03/2020
NR AROMAS.
454, RAMBAGH, RATLAM 457001, MP.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069
Used Since: 01/04/2010
MUMBAI
PERFUMES, ALOCOHOL FREE ROLL ON PERFUME, ATTARS, BODY SPRAY, DEODORANT, ANTI PERSPIRANTS, EAU DE PERFUME, INDUSTRIAL PERFUMES, ROOM SPRAY, AIR FRESHENER, SOAPS, DETERGENTS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, CLEANING PREPARATIONS; PERFUMERY, TOILET WATER, AFTERSHAVE, COLOGNE; ESSENTIAL OILS; AROMATHERAPY PRODUCTS, NOT FOR MEDICAL USE; MASSAGE PREPARATIONS, NOT FOR MEDICAL USE; PREPARATIONS FOR THE CARE OF THE SCALP AND HAIR; SHAMPOOS AND CONDITIONERS; HAIR COLOURANTS; HAIR STYLING PRODUCTS; TOOTHPASTE; MOUTHWASH, NOT FOR MEDICAL USE; PREPARATIONS FOR THE CARE OF THE MOUTH AND TEETH; NON-MEDICATED TOILET PREPARATIONS; BATH AND SHOWER PREPARATIONS; SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; OILS; CREAMS AND LOTIONS FOR THE SKIN; SHAVING PREPARATION; PRESHAVE AND AFTERSHAVE PREPARATIONS; DEPILATORY PREPARATIONS; SUN-TANNING AND SUN PROTECTION PREPARATIONS; COSMETICS, MAKE-UP AND MAKE-UP REMOVING PREPARATIONS; PETROLEUM JELLY, LIP CARE PREPARATIONS; TALCUM POWDER, COTTON WOOL, COTTON STICKS, COSMETIC PADS, TISSUES AND WIPES; PRE-MOISTENED OR IMPREGNATED CLEANSING PADS, TISSUES OR WIPES, BEAUTY MASKS FACIAL PACKS, HOUSEHOLD LAUNDRY, DETERGENT PREPARATIONS, SHOWER GEL, BATH PREPARATIONS, TALCUM POWDER, AGARBATTI, DHOO BATTI, SHAMPOO, LOTION, CREAMS, SCRUBS, HAIR OIL, SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, FACE CARE PREPARATIONS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, SUN CARE AND PROTECTION PREPARATIONS, PRE SHAVE, AFTER SHAVE, SHAVING PREPARATIONS, OTHER COSMETIC OR PERSONAL TOILET PREPARATIONS, HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, FACE PACK, NAIL POLISH AND MAKE UP PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-03.
4463041  04/03/2020
SAADEVSUKADEVGADHAVE
AT POST-KAUTHALI,TAL-PANDHARPUR,DIST-SOLAPUR,PIN-413304
CALLISTOPUREAGARBATTI
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV PRITAM GANGURDE
C-17,SADGURUPARK,NR.RAMMANDIR,NIWARA SOC.AREA,BALAJINAGAR,PUNE-411043
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AGARBATTI,DHOOP AND ESSENTIAL OILS
NIRUMALA

4463062    04/03/2020
M/s JBB AND SONS; Proprietor NILESHBHAI J ERAMBHAI THUMMAR
3rd Floor,d-304,Indralok Residency,Nr,Fire Station,Mota Varachha,Surat,Gujarat-394101 India

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARPREETSINGH BANKER
'SATGURU HOUSE' Opp.VIKAS GRUH, Nr. SHANDILYA COMPLEX, PALDI, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT, INDIA. PIN:- 380007

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Hairspray; Hair lotions *; Hair shampoos; Hair cosmetics; Hair balms; Hair preparations and treatments; Hair removal and shaving preparations; Gels, sprays, mousses and balms for hair styling and hair care; Perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions;
INVERT FRAGRANCES
4463780  05/03/2020
ROMI DUGGAL
HOUSE NUMBER 5/490, STREET NUMBER-2, NEAR HDFC BANK, INDIRA COLONY, SONIPAT-131001
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISHAL GAMBIH
HOUSE NO.207/15, MASHAD MOHALLA, SONIPAT-131001.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Perfumes
MAN SQUARE

4464804    06/03/2020

PANKAJ MISHRA

134, UNITED INDIA APARTMENTS, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE 1, DELHI - 110091

GROOMING AND LIFESTYLE PRODUCTS

Proprietor

Proposed to be Used

DELI

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, BEARD WASH, BEARD BALM, BEARD AND HAIR POMADE, BEARD & HAIR COLOUR, MUSTACHE, BEARD & HAIR WAX & CREAM, OILS, SHampoos AND CONDITIONERS, FACE SCRUBS, MASK & CLAY HAIR SCRUBS, MASK & CLAY, BEARD & HAIR & FACE SPA OILS, SCRUBS, CREAM, LOTIONS, SPF CREAMS, SKIN CARE AND BODY CARE ITEMS, AFTER SHAVE AND PRE SHAVE LOTIONS AND PREPARATIONS, BODY GEL AND SHOWER GELS, BEARD OIL, FACE WASH, SHAMPOO, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS PREFERABLY HAIR OIL, LOTION, CREAM, GEL FOR BEARD, AND DENTIFRICES
4465112  06/03/2020
EMMBROS OVERSEAS LIFESTYLE PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot 296, Industrial Area, Phase 2, Panchkula - 134113, Haryana
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHAITAN & CO.
1105, ASHOKA ESTATE (11TH FLOOR), 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI.
Used Since :01/01/2020
DELHI
ALL COSMETICS OF HAIR, SKIN, BODY, SOAPS, HAIR OILS, MAKEUP
ROOPBAHAR

4465616  06/03/2020
SUKESH KUMAR SINGH
C/o Jaleshwar Singh, Village- Dhorpur, PO-Panditpur, Saran, Bihar-841224
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM WORKING AS PATLIPUTRA BEAUTY CARE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRINCE KUNAL
MILAN LANE, BEHIND SBI BANK, KANKARBAGH, MAIN ROAD

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Cleaning and Cosmetics preparations, Cosmetics essential Oils, Hair Oils, Hair Lotions, Almond Oil, Bath Preparations,
Aromatic Essential Oils, Cosmetic Oils, Cosmetic Creams, Face Creams, Face Packs, Dry Shampoos, Deodorants Soaps
as included in class 3
4467761  09/03/2020
NEOMI PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
C/9, BASEMENT, SATYAM SHOPPING CENTRE M G ROAD, GHATKOPAR EAST MUMBAI MUMBAI CITY,
MAHARASHTRA- 400077
THE TRADEMARK ACT - 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cleaning preparations; Cleaning fluids; Cleaning foams; Dry-cleaning preparations; Dry cleaning fluids; Cleaning and polishing preparations; Cleaning, scouring and abrasive preparations; Non-medicated cleansing preparations; Cleansing masks; Toilet preparations *; Non-medicated toiletries; Douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries]; Soaps; Industrial soaps; Skin soaps; Body soaps; Perfumed soaps; Bath soaps; Perfumery; Adhesives for cosmetic purposes; Aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; Balms, other than for medical purposes; Cosmetic creams; Cosmetic kits; Cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; Cosmetics; Cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; Breath freshening strips; Breath freshening sprays; Preparations for cleaning dentures; Dental bleaching gels; Dentifrices *; Denture polishes; Perfumery and fragrances; Amber [perfume]; Musk [perfumery]; Scented water; Toilet water; Make-up; Eyebrow pencils; Eyebrow cosmetics; Cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; Make-up powder; Make-up removing preparations; Mascara; Nail care preparations; Nail art stickers; Cosmetic pencils; Decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; Almond soaps; Antiperspirant soap; Cakes of toilet soap; Deodorant soap; Soap *; Non-medicated bath powders; Non-medicated bath preparations; Skin care preparations; Sun-tanning preparations; Sunscreen preparations; Perfumed talcum powder; Beard dyes; Hair spray; After shave lotions; Alum stones [astringents]; Depilatory wax; Non-medicatted grooming preparations, other than animal washes; Cosmetics for animals; Almond oil; Essential oils of cedarwood; Oils for perfumes and scents; Scented wood; Laundry preparations; Bleaching soda; Bleaching salts; Shoe cream; Shoe polish; Shoemakers' wax; Carbides of metal [abrasives]; Corundum [abrasive]; Diamantine [abrasive]; Emery paper; Emery cloth; Silicon carbide [abrasive]; Tripoli stone for polishing; Tailors' and cobbler's wax; Hand cleaners; Hand moisturizers; Hand lotions; Hand soaps; Hand cleaning preparations; Hand masks for skin care; Liquid soaps for hands, face and body
4467807  09/03/2020
PANKAJ TRIPATHI
Pachari Kala, Gauri, Siddharthnagar, Uttar Pradesh-272153
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RATTAN LAL
98/12, JAWAHAR NAGAR, LUDHIANA-141 002 (PUNJAB)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Dhoop, Dhoop Sticks, Agarbathi, Dhoop Cones, Hawan Samagri, Incense Sticks, Incense Dhoop, Loban, Perfumery as included in Class 3.
Condition to use the mark as whole as represented in the form of application.
4468058    10/03/2020
OBARAM MALI, PROPRIETOR OF M/S. M.D. INTERNATIONAL
BAKALE BUILDING, BAKALE GALLI, GANESH PETH, HUBLI, DHARWAD- 580020, KARNATAKA, INDIA
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CLEANING PREPARATIONS, FLOOR CLEANING PREPARATIONS, HAIR CARE AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS, COSMETIC SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS BEING TOILETRIES, BODY DEODORANTS [PERFUMERY], BODY SPRAYS USED AS PERSONAL DEODORANTS AND FRAGRANCES, HAND CLEANERS, LIQUID SOAPS FOR HANDS AND FACE, ROOM FRAGRANCING PREPARATIONS, ROOM PERFUME SPRAYS, ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, LIQUID SOAPS, PERFUMED SOAPS, BATH SOAPS
subject to the mark should be use as represented
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020   Class 3

SHANTAM GARG
Plot No.104, 7/157-A, Vrindavan Appartment, Swaroop Nagar, Near Little Floks School, Kanpur (U.P.), India.

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA TRADE MARK BUREAU
SA-17/130 M-M-3 (M.I.G.-3) ASHOK VIHAR COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Hand Wash, Dishwash, Toilet Cleaner, Glass Cleaner, Liquid Detergent, Hand Sanitizer, Washing Powder, Detergent Cake, Soap, Shampoo, Floor Cleaner, Room Freshener, Body wash, Face Wash, Conditioner, Cosmetics, Hair Oil, Bath Soaps, Agarbatti
4470232  12/03/2020
M/S. FRESIO HERBALS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO-1782, MUKUT NAGAR, OPP. BOB VADODARA IN MANJUSAR VADODARA. GJ 391775 IN
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RICHA GOYAL, FCS, LLB
302A, INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE, MAJURA GATE, RING ROAD, SURAT - 395007
Used Since :13/11/2019
AHMEDABAD
INCENSE STICKS, HAWANSAMAGRI, DHOOP, HAIR OIL, MEHNDI, COSMETICS, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, DENTIFRICES, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, WASHING SOAP, WASHING POWDER, DETERGENT POWDER, DETERGENT CAKE, BATH SOAP, LIQUID SOAP, CLEANING POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PERPARATIONS ; PERFUMERY, SHAMPOO, SHAVING CREAM
4471034  13/03/2020
BESURE HEALTHCARE PVT LTD THROUGH AJESH KUMAR GARG (DIRECTOR) ATIN S. GARG (DIRECTOR)
OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, B - 257, PHASE-1, NEW DELHI, SOUTH DELHI, DELHI - 110020
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P.C. TRADE MARK
OFFICE NO. 380- III, G.S.C. SECTOR-29, NOIDA, G.B. NAGAR, (U.P.)
Used Since :18/10/2005
DELHI
SOAPS, SHAMPOOS, FACE WASH, TALCUM POWDER, FACE CREAMS, DETERGENT BAR, DETERGENT POWDER, WASHING BAR, LOTIONS AND COSMETICS ITEM.
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4471124  13/03/2020
SUPER KOL COMMERCE PRIVATE LIMITED
1st Floor, Jer Mansion, B- Block, Vaman Pundalik Varde Marg, Bandra (West), Mumbai - 400050 IN
Company incorporated under the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYANKA DATTA BHOSLE
Qyuki Digital Media Private Limited, 2nd Floor, Hari Niwas, 30th Cross Road, Off S V Road, Bandra (West). Mumbai - 400050

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Deodorant for human beings
I 2 U

4472550  14/03/2020
JOGENDER SINGH RANA
KU-95, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-110088
AN INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOAPS & DETERGENTS, PERFUMERY & COSMETICS.
4504923   19/05/2020
PANKAJ SHARMA
Ranjana cosmochem, Uttranchal Colony Phase1 Gas godam room K usumkhera Haldwani Distt. Nainital, Uttrakhand -263139
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIJAY KUMAR GUPTA
S-99,SECOND FLOOR SUNDER BLOCK SHAKARPUR DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Hand wash, cleaning item,&nbsp;Personal care products including soaps, essentials, oils, bath and shower preparations, skin care preparations oils, creams and lotions for the skin, cleansing cream for the face, shaving preparations, Pre-shave and after shave preparations, sun tanning and sun protection preparations, cosmetics, petroleum jelly, Beauty masks, cleaning, polishing, perfumery, hair lotions, shower gels, skin lotions, hair colorants, skin whitening and fairness creams, deodorants, Talcum deodorants, Talcum powder
4518670  03/06/2020
ZHIPENG QIU
A- 54, Sector - 64, Noida, Gautam Budha Nagar, Uttar Pradesh-201301.

INDIVIDUAL NAME

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELI

SOAPS INCLUDING SKIN AND BODY SOAPS; BODY WASH; LIQUID SOAPS; FACE WASH; ALL PURPOSE HOUSEHOLD
CLEANING PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED
DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY
USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, COTTON SWABS, DETERGENTS, SHAMPOO,
HAIR GELS, SHAVING PREPARATIONS, PRESHAVE AND AFTER SHAVE PREPARATIONS, DEPILATORY PREPARATIONS,
SUN TANNING AND SUN PROTECTION PREPARATIONS, COSMETICS, MAKE-UP AND MAKE-UP REMOVING
PREPARATIONS, PETROLEUM JELLY, LIP CARE PREPARATIONS, TALCUM POWDER, COTTON WOOL, COTTON STICKS,
COSMETIC PADS, TISSUES OR WIPES, PRE MOISTENED OR IMPREGNATED CLEANSING PADS, TISSUES OR WIPES,
BEAUTY MASKS, FACIAL PACKS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE,
CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, PERFUMERY, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES,
SHAMPOO, SHOWER GELS, HAIR CONDITIONER, SKIN LOTIONS, SKIN CREAMS, HAIR COLORANTS, HAIR DYES, SKIN
WHITENING AND FAIRNESS CREAMS, DEODORANTS, TALCUM POWDER, LIPSTICKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
DuFresh

4524954  09/06/2020
DUBOND PRODUCTS (INDIA) PVT LTD.
C - 3 / 1001, Anushruti Tower, Nr. J ain Temple, Opp New Your Tower, Thaltej Ahmedabad
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUNIT JUNEJA, ADVOCATE
C-164, SOMESHWAR PARK-3, NEAR SUN N STEP CLUB, DRIVE - IN-ROAD, THALTEJ, AHMEDABAD - 380054

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Manufacturing of Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, polishing, cleaning, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps,foaming hand soap, hand wash,hand sanitizer,face wash, body wash,cleansing gel, hand wash, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions and dentifrices. Furbishing, washing, polishing preparations and substances, cosmetics and cosmetic kits; essential oils; dentifrices, beauty masks, moisturizers, astringents, cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes and for skin care, eye make-up, depilatories, eyebrow pencils, eyelashes, hair dyes, lipsticks, false finger nails, hair sprays, mascara, hair colorants, make-up preparations, nail polishes, and varnishes and sun-tanning preparations, nail-care preparations, shaving preparations and after-shave lotions in Class 3
4525124   09/06/2020
SH. LOKESH GARG PROPRIETOR OF KAMESH MULTI ESTATE.
291, F.I.E. PATPARGANJ INDUSTRIAL AREA, EAST DELHI-110092.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CLEANING PREPARATIONS, WASHING SOAPS, DETERGENT POWDER AND CAKE, SOAPS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
4533458    16/06/2020
AZHAR ALI TRADING AS SUNRISE MULTI TRADE ENTERPRISE
NASATRA, PO- NASATRA, BONGAIGAON, ASSAM, PIN-783384, INDIA.
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHARATIYA TRADE PROTECT BUREAU
DEY LODGE, 1ST FLOOR, NAJRUL SARANI, ASHRAM PARA, SILIGURI-734 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
DETERGENT CAKE, DETERGENT POWDER, SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND
OTHER CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OIL,
COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
RITU PROP. OF MANAN INDUSTRIES
SHOP NO.5, NEAR MULTI SPECIALITY HOSPITAL, SAIDPURA, TEH-DERABASSI, SAS NAGAR, MOHALI, PUNJAB-140603

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M-10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, AZADPUR, DELHI-110033.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
WASHING POWDER.
4534826    17/06/2020  
TRURADIX NUTRACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED  
PLOT NO:244, SECON FLOOR,BESIDE CORPORATION BANK,VIVEKANANDHA NAGAR, KUKATPALLY,HYDERABAD - 500072  
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
NEWTON REGINALD  
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031  
Proposed to be Used  
CHENNAI  
Natural perfumery; Natural essential oils; Natural oils for cleaning purposes; Natural musk; Cosmetic preparations; Tooth paste; Soap *
4534865    17/06/2020
GANGA PRODUCTS
No: 09, 5th Cross, Subramanyapura Main Road, Kadirenahalli, Bangalore - 560 070, Karnataka, India
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
Vitto Patents and Trade Marks, Unit: 2F, 2nd floor, #32, Hextrapoint, Bull Temple Road, Basavanagudi, Bangalore-560004.
Used Since :12/06/2010
CHENNAI
Incense Sticks
4535009  17/06/2020
KIRAN SAINI
P.O BEHRAM SARISHTA, VILLAGE BHUNDIAN, BHOGPUR, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB - 144201
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJKUMAR
#4, BALA JI PHASE 2, ZIRAKPUR, MOHALI, PUNJAB
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
4535033  17/06/2020
RUDRAKSH NARULA
45, NORTH AVENUE, PUNJABI BAGH WEST, NEW DELHI-110026
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HAND WASH, LIQUID CLEANSER, CLEANSING AGENT, CLEANSERS, FLOOR CLEANER, LIQUID GLASS AND SURFACE
CLEANER, DISH WASHER, LIQUID DISH WASH, DETERGENT, SOAP, FACE WASH, SHAMPOO, BLEACHING
PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE
PREPARATIONS
4535036  17/06/2020
RUDRAKSH NARULA
45, NORTH AVENUE, PUNJABI BAGH WEST, NEW DELHI-110026
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HAND WASH, LIQUID CLEANSER, CLEANSING AGENT, CLEANSERS, FLOOR CLEANER, LIQUID GLASS AND SURFACE CLEANER, DISH WASHER, LIQUID DISH WASH, DETERGENT, SOAP, FACE WASH, SHAMPOO, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS
4537208  19/06/2020
RAMESH KUMAR TRADING AS SHIV SHAKTI ENTERPRISES
NEETA BHAWAN BESIDE PRABHAT KABAR PRESS, KOLAKUSMA, DIST.- Dhanbad – 828109 , JHARKHAND
STANDARD TRADE MARK
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SKYLINE CORPORATE LAW HOUSE LLP
CN-8/2,SIDCO GLOBAL TOWER,UNIT NO.1501,15TH FLOOR,SECTOR-V,SALT LAKE,KOLKATA 700 091,WEST BENGAL,INDIA
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MANUFACTURER OF INCENSE STICKS .
SAURABH KUMAR
F-5, MAIN ROAD, KALKAJI, NEW DELHI-110019
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BESTONE CONSULTANCY
Office No. 320, 3RD Floor, Vardhman Tower, Preet Vihar, Delhi-110092.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; HAND WASHES, SHAMPOOS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
UNCLE BROWN

4537249  19/06/2020
SAURABH KUMAR
F-5, MAIN ROAD, KALKAJI, NEW DELHI - 110019
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BESTONE CONSULTANCY
Office No. 320, 3RD Floor, Vardhman Tower, Preet Vihar, Delhi-110092.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; HAND WASHES, SHAMPOOS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
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4537250   19/06/2020
SAURABH KUMAR
F-5, MAIN ROAD, KALKAJI, NEW DELHI-110019
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BESTONE CONSULTANCY
Office No. 320, 3RD Floor, Vardhman Tower, Preet Vihar, Delhi-110092.

Proposed to be Used

DELI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; HAND WASHES, SHAMPOOS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
LADY BROWN

4537251  19/06/2020
SAURABH KUMAR
F-5, MAIN ROAD, KALKAJI, NEW DELHI-110019
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BESTONE CONSULTANCY
Office No. 320, 3RD Floor, Vardhman Tower, Preet Vihar, Delhi-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; HAND WASHES, SHAMPOOS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
4537944   19/06/2020
TRENT LIMITED
Bombay House, 24, Homi Mody Street, Mumbai 400001
A company existing under the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO
Khaitan & Co, One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4537937

MUMBAI
Skincare and body care products; facial cleansing cream; facial toner; face scrub; face wash; anti wrinkle cream; day and night creams; hand and nail lotions; body lotions; body butter; liquid hand wash; shower gel; soap; shampoos; creams; scrubs; hair oil; cleaning, polishing and other make-up/beauty care products; perfumery; essential oils; cosmetics.
4538185  19/06/2020
RATTANLAL NARAIN DAS WADHWA, TRADING AS: RATTAN SOAP WORKS
SECTION 25, OPP: VENUS CINEMA, ULHASNAGAR - 421004, DIST. THANE.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRISH MOHANLAL CHAWLA
OFFICE NO.2, 1ST FLOOR, HIRA MARRIAGE HALL BUILDING, NEHRU CHOWK, ULHASNAGAR-421002.
Used Since :01/04/1982
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES, TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS, NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMES, BODY DEODARANTS, PERSONAL DEODARANTS, ANTI-PERSPIRANT DEODORANTS, ROLL-ON DEODORANTS, BODY SPRAYS USED AS PERSONAL DEODORANTS AND AS FRAGRANCES, ROOM PERFUMES IN SPRAY FORM, AROMATICS FOR FRAGRANCES, WASHING SOAPS, WASHING POWDER, DETERGENT POWDER, DETERGENT SOAPS, LAUNDRY SOAPS, TOILET CLEANERS, LIQUID SOAPS, LAUNDRY LIQUIDS, LIQUID HANDWASH, DISHWASH BARS, DISHWASH LIQUIDS, DISHWASH GELS, WASHING-UP LIQUIDS, SHAMPOOS AND CONDITIONERS, COSMETIC MOISTURISERS, BATH AND SHOWER GELS, SHAVING GELS, FLOOR CLEANERS, FLOOR CLEANING PREPARATIONS, GLASS CLEANERS, CAR SHAMPOOS, AUTOMOBILE, TYRE, GLASS AND WHEEL CLEANING PREPARATIONS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 392965 AND 572222
4538574    20/06/2020
TRILOK SINGH GARI
V.P.O :- Sesam, Via :- Khoor, Dist - Sikar, Rajasthan - 332023
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :08/06/2017
AHMEDABAD
Cleaning preparations, Floor cleaning preparations.
4538584  20/06/2020
MAHADEO JAGANNATH LOKHANDE
5/1,EKTA SOCIETY,DHANGARBABA TEMPLE,NEAR GAYATRI BEAUTY PARLOUR, THERGAON,PUNE-411033
THE REDMEN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV PRITAM GANGURDE
C-17,SADGURU PARK,NR.RAM MANDIR,NIWARA SOC.AREA,BALAJI NAGAR,PUNE-411043
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COSMETICS, bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations ,nonmedicated soaps, perfumery, essential oils, nonmedicated, cosmetics, nonmedicated hair lotions, nonmedicated dentifrices
4538589  20/06/2020
SURBHI MAHESHWARI, PROPRIETOR, KRISHVI SUPPLEMENTS
35/2 Gram Pidambar Mhow, Indore, Madhya Pradesh
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BEAUTY CARE PREPARATIONS, COSMETICS, BABY CARE PRODUCTS (NON-MEDICATED -), SHAMPOO, HAIR CONDITIONER, HAND WASHES, LIQUID HAND WASH, LIQUID BATH SOAP, SHOWER GEL, COSMETIC GELS, LIP CARE PREPARATIONS, LIP SALVES, BEAUTY SOAP, BODY LOTION, FOOT POWDER, NON-MEDICATED, CREAM, SOAP, HAIR OIL, TOOTH PASTE, PERFUME, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, INCENSE STICKS, WASHING SOAPS, DETERGENT CAKE, DETERGENT POWDER, LIQUID DETERGENT, FLOOR CLEANERS; TOILET CLEANERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
4538592   20/06/2020
DHRITI RAINA INVESTMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
F-2 BHULOK AASHIANA APARTMENT, GH-7 SECTOR 46, FARIDABAD-121001, HARYANA
Indian Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Aromatics [essential oils], Perfumes, Perfumery, Air fragrance reed diffusers, Potpourris [fragrances], Essential oils,
Massage oils and lotions, Soaps, Shampoos, Cosmetics, Skin care preparations, Hair care preparations, Stain removers,
Liquid soap for washing dishes
4538657 20/06/2020
BAJRANG CHEMICALS
Vinova Nagar, Salempur Road, Sadabad Hathras, Uttar Pradesh - 281306
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANKUR VERMA
C/o. Legal Brothers, S6, Shree Krishna Complex, Sharma Market, Sector 5, Noida, Uttar Pradesh-201301.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
WASHING POWDER, WASHING SOAP, DETERGENT POWDER AND DETERGENT CAKE, LIQUID SOAP
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4538779 20/06/2020
M/S. NATURA HERBALS
PLOT No. 82, SECTOR 01, POCKET B, DSIDC, BAWANA, DELHI
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOAPS; PERFUMERY; COSMETICS; ESSENTIAL OILS; HAIR LOTIONS; HAND CLEANSERS (NON-MEDICATED); SKIN CLEANSERS
JATIN, PROPRIETOR OF M/S BALAJI ENTERPRISES
LAL SARAK, 139/5, NEAR UNIQUE SCHOOL, HANSI, HISAR, HARYANA, 125033

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN (ADVOCATE)
C/O. CAPITAL REGISTRATION SERVICE, 145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110088

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS AND DENTIFRICES
4539136 20/06/2020
SRINIVAS.M
NO.548/2-3, DODDAGOLLARAHATTI, KODIGEHALLI ROAD, MAGADI MAIN ROAD, BANGALORE - 560091
Manufacturing as PANCHAJANYA ENTERPRISES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Hand washes
4539249   21/06/2020
SHOPPERS STOP LIMITED
Umang Towers, 5th Floor, Off Link Road, Malad West, Mumbai- 400064, India
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAGAR CHANDRA & ASSOCIATES
S-227, Panchshila Park, New Delhi - 110017
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2714330
MUMBAI
“Hand Washes; Non-medicated hand wash; Hand cleaning preparations; Hand cleaners”
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4539285  21/06/2020
RUCHA DATTATRAYA BAPAT
C-24, UTKARSHNAGAR, GADITAL, HADAPSAR, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA-411028
Dealing in Hand Made organic soaps and allied products
Individual
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SOAPS, BODY WASH, LIQUID SOAP FOR BODY WASHING, BODY SCRUB, FACE WASH, FACE PACKS, LIP BALM, BODY BUTTER, BODY LOTION, MOISTURIZER, BODY MIST, ATTAR, FOOT SCRUBS, BATH BOMBS, SHAMPOO, HAIR CREAM, HAIR COSMETICS
4539332  21/06/2020
SATISH KUMAR
TIBA DANA SHER GALI NO 4, WARD NO 6 NEW NAV BHARAT SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, 12 QUARTER ROAD,
HISAR, HARYANA
E-Commerce
KUMUD ENTERPRISES
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETICS AND HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES INCLUDING NAIL POLISH AND REMOVER, NAIL
GLITTER, FACE PACK, LOTION, SOAPS & SHAMPOO, BLEACHING PREPARATION & PERFUMERY, LIP CARE, LIPSTICK,
MASCARA, FACIAL PACK, KAJAL, BINDI, BLUSHER, EYE LINER, EYE SHADOW IN POWDER AND LIQUID FORM, PENCIL
FOR LIPS, EYES AND EYE BROWS, LIP GLOSS AND COMPACT POWDER(COSMETICS), ESSENTIAL OIL, HAIR OIL & GEL,
HAIR COLOUR & DYE, DEODORANT, FRAGRANCES AND PERFUMERY PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
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4539340 21/06/2020
DHEERAJ JINDAL (TRADING AS BHAGWANTI TRADERS)
H. NO.4, NAL BANDWALI GALI, CITY THANA ROAD, HISAR-125001 (HARYANA)
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH LOHAN
A-181-B, Sector-20, Noida

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETICS
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4539436  21/06/2020
VINAY VIJAYVERGIYA
A-1, SECTOR-J, ALIGANJ LUCKNOW-226024
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHUTOSH SHARMA
4/205, RAJNI KHAND, SHARDA NAGAR, L.D.A COLONY LUCKNOW

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
All Kinds of Perfumes, Perfumery Goods, Cosmetics, Eau de cologne; Eau de parfum; Eau de toilette; Deodorants; Fragrances; Attar; Scents; Floral Water; Cosmetics, hair lotions, essential oils, dentifrices, toothpastes, soaps, detergents, washing powders, bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, laundry blue, dhoop, agarbathi, hawan, samgiri, camphor & other articles of worship, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, polishes shoe wax, shoes cream and other preparations for shoe cleaning and polishing, Natural And Synthetics Essential Oils.
4539463  20/06/2020
AKASH AGARWAL PROPRIETOR OF BIMLA ENTERPRISES
T 76A/24, DR SURESH CHANDRA BANERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700010, WEST BENGAL
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SWATI R JAIN
18E444, ICICI BANK LANE, CHOPASANI HOUSING BOARD, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, PIN 342008
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
SOAPS, DETERGENT, WASHING POWDER, TOILET SOAP, WASHING SOAPS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS,
PERFUMERIES, TOILETRIES
4539476    21/06/2020
SUBHASH SHARMA TRADING AS M/S MANHAR INDUSTRIES
GROUND FLOOR HOUSE NO. 80-81, GIRDHAR ENCLAVE, GT ROAD, SAHIBABAD, GHAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADESH
A Proprietorship concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Soaps, Perfume and Cosmetics Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, shampoos and dentifrices deodorants, room fragrancing preparations and sanitary preparations being toiletries
4539580   22/06/2020
SONI RUSHIT SANJAY
trading as ;SAVON VILLE
582/B/2, SECTOR - 8, NEAR SHIV TEMPLE, GANDHINAGAR - 382007, GUJARAT - INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.D.PATEL & CO.
207, 2ND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA COMPLEX, OPP. TEN ACERS, O/S RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380022, GUJARAT-INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SOAP, LIP BALM, BODY LOTION, BODY SCRUB, BODY BUTTER INCLUDING IN CLASS – 03.
4539652  22/06/2020
MOHIT SAINI
HOUSE NO 248 GALI NO 3 SHALIMAR VILLAGE NEW DELHI 110088
SUPMENZ
sole proprietor

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Manufacturing of cosmetic products like Hand cleaner, Hand wash, Hand rub, Face wash all type of moisturizer creams, hair oils etc.
4539750  22/06/2020  
SANGHARSH LIFECARE PRIVATE LIMITED  
A-502, Solitaire Corporate Park, Nr. Divya Bhaskar House, S.G. Highway, Makarba, Ahmedabad - 380051, (Gujarat)  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
JAY D. SHAH, ADVOCATE  
A-601, RATNAMANI TOWER, JODHPUR CROSS ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD- 380 015, (GUJARAT)  
Used Since : 08/05/2020  
To be associated with:  
4539749  
AHMEDABAD  
SANITARY PREPARATIONS BEING TOILETRIES, NONMEDICATED TOILET PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, HAIR CARE AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS, BATH AND SHOWER PREPARATIONS, FACE WASH (COSMETIC), SKIN CARE COSMETICS, HAIR OIL, BATH OIL, BABY OIL, PERFUMERY, PRE-SHAVE AND AFTERSHAVE PREPARATIONS, COSMETIC CREAMS AND LOTIONS FOR FACE AND BODY CARE, DEODORANTS, COSMETICS, MAKE-UP PREPARATIONS, MAKE-UP REMOVERS, LIP CARE PREPARATIONS; TALCUM POWDER, COSMETIC POWDER, HAND CLEANERS, HAND GELS BABY WIPES, WIPES IMPREGNATED WITH SKINCARE AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS.
SQINFUL
wrapped up with goodness.

4539843  22/06/2020
DARSHANA VIRAL MEHTA
A-803, Kalpavruksh Garden - 1, Link Road, 90 Feet Road, Mahavir Nagar, Kandivali (West), Mumbai - 400067
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SACHIN BAJIRAO MHASKE
FLAT NO.407, B WING, MANORAMA APARTMENT, ANAND NAGAR, MAJASWADI, JOGESHWARI(EAST), MUMBAI-400060.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices, Handmade Soaps, Essential Oil, Perfumes and Wipes
4539847  22/06/2020
GRADDY PHARMACHEM
205+206+207/18, Panoli GIDC, Near Ginni Filament, Panoli-394115, District Bharuch
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INDUS
C/443, B.G.TOWER, O/S. DELHI DARWAJA, SHAHIBAUG ROAD, AHMEDABAD 380004

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Manufacturing Of Bleaching Preparations And Other Substances For Laundry Use; Cleaning, Polishing, Scouring And Abrasive Preparations; Soaps; liquid soap, Hand washes, Perfumery, Essential Oils, Cosmetics, Hair Lotions; Dentifrices; Pooja And Hawan Samagree (Materials Used For Offering Prayers In Front Of Fire Perfumery Articles, Incense Stick, Cosmetics Included In Class 03.)
4540054   22/06/2020
IRG IMPEX
SHOP NO - 05, GROUND FLOOR, NAWAB BUILDING, 107/109, JANJIKAR STREET, NEXT TO CHAKALA, MUMBAI - 400003,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COSMETICS, ESSENTIAL OILS, PERFUMERY AND FRAGRANCES
ROHAN SAHNI PROPRIETOR OF BIO LOVE
228 HAKIKAT NAGAR, DELHI-110009.

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PURVI & ASSOCIATES
18-A, GALI NO.7, PRATAP NAGAR, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-1, DELHI-110091

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; Cosmetics for the use on the hair, Eye makeup, Skin, eye and nail care preparations; Bindi (cosmetics); Cosmetic creams, lotions and other preparations for sun tanning, Cosmetic Soaps, Shampoos and conditioners, Gels for cosmetic purposes, Hair oils, Perfumery, essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions, Cosmetic Preparations For Baths, Make-Up, Facial makeup, Make Up Remover, Cosmetic facial packs, Facial preparations [cosmetic], Herbal Extracts For Cosmetic Purposes, Kumkum, Talcum powders, Wax for removing body hair; Room perfume sprays; Cosmetics in the form of oils, Massage oils and lotions, Skin and body topical lotions, creams and oils for cosmetic use, Oils for cleaning purposes, Perfume oils for the manufacture of cosmetic preparations, Polishing wax; Shaving gels, Shaving creams, After shave lotions; Mouth [Breath] Fresheners Not For Medical Use, Mouthwashes, Mehendi (Cosmetics), Herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes, Baby wipes, Baby wipes for cosmetic use, Wipes incorporating cleaning preparations, Cologne impregnated disposable wipes, Spectacle wipes impregnated with a detergent, Disposable wipes impregnated with cleaning chemicals or compounds for industrial and commercial use

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE PARIS
4540143  22/06/2020
THAKUR DAS S/O TEJ PAL SINGH
2/19 2ND, UDAY VIHAR, NEAR SHANTI SAROVAR, RAMGHAT ROAD, ALIGARH - 202001, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL KUMAR SAHUWALA
84 B OLD DHAN MANDI, SRI GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations non-
medicated soaps perfumery, essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions non-medicated
dentifrices
4540305  22/06/2020
MR. AMOL CHANDRAKANT KALANTRI
6, Sterling Tower, Beside Hotel Mathura, Dwarka Point, Nashik - 422011
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL D. SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIO HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices
4540313    22/06/2020
SADHANA SINGH
PLOT NO-1775, HSIIDC INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PHASE-1 SECTOR-38, RAI, DISTT, SONIPAT HARYANA:131029
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4159578
DELHI
Fragrances; Perfumery, fragrances and incense, other than perfumes for personal use; Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020 Class 3

4540315  22/06/2020
KARANVIR SINGH
HOUSE NO. 4360 E BLOCK AERO CITY JUBLIEE SQUARE MOHALI PABHAT SAS NAGAR (MOHALI) PUNJAB - 140603
THE TRADEMARK ACT - 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cosmetics; Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; Cosmetic preparations; Cosmetic lotions; Hair oil; Oils for hair conditioning; Oil baths for hair care; Oil baths for hair care for cosmetic use; Oil baths for hair care for cosmetic purposes; Hair care preparations consisting of organic coconut virgin oil and coconut virgin oil; Perfumery, essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions
4540455    22/06/2020
SHRI GANESHA GLOBAL GULAL PRIVATE LIMITED
Sardar Patel Timber Market, Industrial Area, Bhanpuri, Raipur- 492001, Chhattisgarh
A Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
No.23, Hari Prem, 2nd floor, Behind Asha Sweets, CMH Road, Indira Nagar 1st Stage, Bangalore-560038.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pooja Samagree (Materials Used For Offering Prayers In Front Of Fire); Incense Sticks; Hawan Samagree (Materials Put Into The Fire During Prayers); Kumkum; Sandal Powder (Cosmetics), Gulal (Colour Powder), Colouring Preparations For Cosmetic Purposes; Cheek Colours; General Purpose Cleaning, Polishing And Abrasive Liquids And Powders; Chemical Drain Cleaners In Powder Form;
4540456  22/06/2020
SHRI GANESHA GLOBAL GULAL PRIVATE LIMITED
Sardar Patel Timber Market, Industrial Area, Bhanpuri, Raipur- 492001, Chhattisgarh,
A Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
No.23, Hari Prem, 2nd floor, Behind Asha Sweets, CMH Road, Indira Nagar 1st Stage, Bangalore-560038.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pooja Samagree (Materials Used For Offering Prayers In Front Of Fire); Incense Sticks; Hawan Samagree (Materials Put Into The Fire During Prayers); Kumkum; Sandal Powder (Cosmetics), Gulal (Colour Powder), Colouring Preparations For Cosmetic Purposes; Cheek Colours; General Purpose Cleaning, Polishing And Abrasive Liquids And Powders; Chemical Drain Cleaners In Powder Form;
4540458  22/06/2020
SHRI GANESHA GLOBAL GULAL PRIVATE LIMITED
Sardar Patel Timber Market, Industrial Area, Bhanpuri, Raipur- 492001, Chhattisgarh
A Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
No.23, Hari Prem, 2nd floor, Behind Asha Sweets, C M H Road, Indira Nagar 1st Stage, Bangalore-560038.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pooja Samagree (Materials Used For Offering Prayers In Front Of Fire); Incense Sticks; Hawan Samagree (Materials Put Into The Fire During Prayers); Kumkum; Sandal Powder (Cosmetics), Gulal (Colour Powder), Colouring Preparations For Cosmetic Purposes; Cheek Colours; General Purpose Cleaning, Polishing And Abrasive Liquids And Powders; Chemical Drain Cleaners In Powder Form;
AWDHESH KUMAR (PROPRIETOR) OF M/S VIMA CHEMICALS AND MAURIYA TRADERS
URRA, DISTT - BAHRAICH - 271855, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTATIONS FOR LAUNDRY USE; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS, HAND WASH, CLEANERS, FLOOR CLEANERS, LIQUID NEEL, TOILET CLEANER, DETERGENT CAKE, DETERGENT POWDER, BARTAN WASH, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR OIL, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES, DHOPPA BATTI, AGARBATTI AND HAWAN SAMIGIRI INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
4540619    22/06/2020
ASAMA BISWAS
Shankar Apartment, Moulana Azad Road, PO - Nabapally, PS - Barasat, 24 PGS (N), Kol-126
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAURABH SRIVASTAVA
FLAT NO. D-1602, LOGIX BLOSSOM COUNTY, SECTOR-137, NOIDA - 201 305
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
LIQUID DETERGENT, HANDWASH LIQUID, DISHWASH LIQUID, FLOOR CLEANER, TOILET CLEANER, BATHROOM
CLEANER, FACE WASH, MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANER, WASHING POWDER, DETERGENT SOAP, ESSENTIAL OILS,
COSMETICS, PERFUMES, BATH SOAP INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
JULIA CO., LTD.
5F DAE WON B/D, 228, HWAGOK-RO, GANGSEO-GU, SEOUL, KOREA (Pincode: 07679)
Company incorporated as per laws of Republic of Korea
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
R.K. DEWAN & CO. 1271 & 1272, 12th Floor, Aggarwal Cyber Plaza - II, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, New Delhi - 110 034, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cosmetics.
4540703  22/06/2020
JIGNESH HARGOVINDJI JOSHI
3RD FLOOR, O-301, GARDEN PARADISE, OPP NIL KANTH BUNGLOWS, B/H DPS SCHOOL, BOPAL-GHUMA, AHMEDABAD GUJARAT - 380058
PROPRIETOR OF THE AD PUNDIT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIKHA NILES DHANUKA
B-702,DOMAIN HEIGHTS, NR. BAKERI SONNET, SHYAMAL CROSS ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD-380015, GUJARAT.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, CLEANING AND FRAGRANCING PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
4540788  22/06/2020

VALARAM
GREEN CHEM, #314, 1st FLOOR, HULYARAMMA TEMPLE ROAD, MAGADI ROAD, MACHOHALLI, BANGALORE-560091, KARNATAKA, INDIA
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
No.43, Medavakkam Tank Road, 1st Floor, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Soaps, Perfumery, Essential oils, Cosmetics, Hair lotions, Dentifrices, Hand washes, Hand cleansers, Hand creams, Hand gels, Hand cleaners [hand cleaning preparations]
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020

ANKIT SANCHETI TRADING AS EXQUISITE PHARMA
A-8, MADHAV BHUVAN, 86-88, N. M. JOSHI MARG, OPP. WESTERN RAILWAY WORKSHOP, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI 400 013, STATE - MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DILIP C. SAROJ
ZHANNA MUKADAM CHAWL, NIKLAW WADI, OLD NAGARDAS ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400 069.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
WASH / CLEANER FOR AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS MAINLY VEGETABLES AND FRUITS, ORGANIC BASED CLEANING LIQUID SOLUTION FOR WASHING OF FRUITS, VEGETABLES AND FOOD PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
4541225  23/06/2020

UGAN CHOUDHARY
169, Ashoka Enclave- 3 Sector- 35, Faridabad- 121003 (Haryana)
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NITIN SHARMA
D-101, Shyam Park Ext., Sahibabad, Ghaziabad, U.P. - 201005

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Serums for cosmetic purposes, Facial cream, Body cream, Face creams, Face wash, Hair oil, Baby oil, Massage oil,
Essential oils, Bath oil, Almond oil, Fragrances, Hair conditioner, Hair lotion, Body lotion, Dentifrices, Cleaning
preparations, Polish, Polishing preparations, Bleaching preparations, Perfume, Liquid perfumes, Abrasive preparations,
Shampoo, Hair shampoo, Soap, Bath soap, Soap products, Industrial soap, Hair dye, Cosmetic dyes, Laundry preparations
for attracting dyes, Toiletries, Toilet cleaners, Washing preparations, Washing-up detergent, Tooth cleaning preparations,
Cosmetics, Cosmetic preparations, Abrasive cloth, Tooth powder, Face powder, Cosmetic powder, Baby powder, Refill
packs for body cleansing product dispensers, Laundry powder, Henna powders, Washing powder, Dyes (Cosmetic), Hair
dyes, Laundry preparations for attracting dyes.
ALPESHBHAI M. DHOLARIYA PROPRIETOR OF DHOLARIYA ENTERPRISE
445, RAJESHWARI SOCIETY, CANAL ROAD, KAMREJ, SURAT, GUJARAT - INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

DETERGENT POWDER, DETERGENT CAKE, WASHING SOAP, WASHING POWDER, LIQUID SOAP INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020 Class 3

4541618 23/06/2020
KRUPI KALPESH SONI - M/S. HINAKSH CHEMICAL.
409, DHANRATN VILLA, RANG MAHAL ROAD, KHEDKAR FALIYA WADI, VADODARA, GUJARAT-390001
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
SONI & SONI - 2ND FLOOR SANGH MITRA, OPP. KESHAV BAGH, ASOPALAV LANE, NR. SHIVRANJANI CROSS ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD-380015, GUJARAT INDIA.
Used Since: 01/06/2020

AHMEDABAD
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicatd dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
4541647    23/06/2020
NIKHIL SAVLANI
4/1 St Nr Mahadev Temple, Hansraj Nagar, Bedi Naka, Rajkot - 360001.
Manufacturer of Incense Sticks
Individual
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Incense Sticks and other Fragrant Oils and Perfumes
4541779  23/06/2020
DHARMENDRA V SANGANI
A/40, AKSHAR ROW HOUSE, B/H PRAMUKH DARSHAN SOC. CHHAPRBHATH, AMROLI, SURAT - 394107
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRASHANT KOMAL KUMAR KULSHRESTHA
204, Trade House Ring Road, Surat-395002.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices as included in class 3.
4541842    23/06/2020
LIFETIME WOOD HOME DECOR THROUGH ITS PROPRIETOR MR. ANKIT TANDON
4/2429, Shivangi Colony, New Mangal Nagar, Link Road, Saharanpur
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M & M ADVOCATES AND CONSULTANTS
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR NEW POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cleaning, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps, bleaching preparations; detergents; preparations for laundry use; all-purpose cleaners; perfuming preparations for the atmosphere
4542805  24/06/2020
HARSHIT LALITBHAI KOTAK
KHODIYAR BHAVAN, SAKHIYA NAGAR-4, AIRPORT ROAD, RAJKOT - 360007
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK KAKKAD
SHRI RAM DHARAM NAGAR SOCIETY MAIN ROAD NEAR STERLING HOSPITAL 150 FEET RING ROAD RAJKOT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
INCENSE STICK AND PERFUME INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020

PRATEEK RANJAN
KUNDU HAWELI ASHOK VIHAR PHASE-II, NEW PALAM VIHAR ROAD, NEAR HP PETROL PUMP GURUGRAM, Gurgaon, Haryana-122001
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHALU
3857, FIRST FLOOR, STREET NO.10, KANHAIYA NAGAR, DELHI-110035

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, detergent cake, detergent powder, toilet soap, washing soap, washing powder, cosmetics, blue, cleaning powder, laundry preparations and toilet preparations included in Class 3
THAPAR CHEMWAX PVT LTD
THAPAR BUILDING, 482, ASOLA, FATEHPUR BERI, NEW DELHI, DELHI- 110030, INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B. KAUSHIK & ASSOCIATES
D-248, 101, ABHISHEK BUSINESS CENTRE LAXMI NAGAR NEW DELHI 110092

Used Since: 11/09/2019

To be associated with:
4291810

DELHI
Perfumes, Body deodorants, Cosmetics, Brilliantine, Petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes, Cold Cream, Facial gels (cosmetics), Make-up Kits, Hair removing cream, Foundation, Powder compacts (cosmetics), Face wash, Facial creams, Shampoo, Hair gel, Talcum powder, Face scrubs (non-medicated), Face packs, Face packs (cosmetic), Shaving cream, Shaving gel, After shave lotions, Hair oil, Lipsticks, Floral water, Nail polish, Scented oils, Fragrances, Lip gloss, Lip protectors (cosmetic), Lip balm, Cleansing milk, Cosmetic massage creams, Mascara, Hand washes, Hair color, Soap, Eye liner, Spot remover, Cuticle removers, Nail enamel remover, Eye makeup remover, Nail polish remover, Make-up remover, Gel nail removers, Nail varnish removers, Nail polish removers, Nail polish removers, Nail enamel removers, Nail polish removers (cosmetics), Eye makeup remover, Hair color removers, Make-up removers, Cleansing foam, Cleaning foam, Foam bath, Shaving foam, Bath foam, Shower foams, Shaving foams, Bath foams, Foam bath preparations, Foam cleaning preparations, Body cleansing foams, Pre-shave foams, Skin cleansing foam, Foaming bath gels, Foaming bath liquids, Bath and shower foam, Shower and bath foam, bath foams (non-medicated), Foams for the bath, Cosmetic foams containing sunscreens, Foam for use in shaving, Foams for use in shaving, Foams for use in the shower, Cleaning preparations in the form of Foams, and other product covered in Class-3.
4543561  25/06/2020
VR MEGAMART
GALA NO. B06A, C/O VIPUL OCTROI CENTER, TARE COMPOUND, BEHIND HOTEL KRISHNA RESTOBAR, OPP. DAHISAR CHECK NAKA, DAHISAR EAST, MUMBAI- 400068, MAHARASHTRA
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DILIP C. SAROJ
ZHANNA MUKADAM CHAWL, NIKLAW WADI, OLD NAGARDAS ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400 069.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
4543642   25/06/2020
R C PLASTO TANKS AND PIPES PVT. LTD.
Plot No. D/2-A, Hingna MIDC Industrial Area, Nagpur - 440028

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVKAR ASSOCIATES
317, 3rd Floor, Shekhar Central Building, AB Road, Palasia Square Indore- 452 001 (M.P.) India

Used Since : 01/01/1981

Mumbai
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use: cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.
4543869   25/06/2020
PRATEEK RANJAN
KUNDU HAMELU ASHOK VIHAR PHASE-II, NEW PALAM VIHAR ROAD, NEAR HP PETROL PUMP GURUGRAM, Gurgaon, Haryana-122001
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHALU
3857,FIRST FLOOR, STREET NO.10, KANHAIYA NAGAR, DELHI-110035
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, detergent cake, detergent powder, toilet soap, washing soap, washing powder, cosmetics, blue, cleaning powder, laundry preparations and toilet preparations included in Class 3
4543887   25/06/2020
GATRA HERBAL INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
H NO. 2409, KUMHAR PARA BARADWARI, PO. SAKCHI, JAMSHEDPUR, PURBA SINGHBHUM, JHARKHAND - 831001
PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. CHATTERJEE & ASSOCIATES
349/3, INDIRA GANDHI ROAD, KONNAGAR, HOOGHLY, PIN 712 235, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Used Since :02/06/2020

KOLKATA
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
4543946  25/06/2020
MITESHKUMAR RAMESHBHAI RUPARELIYA.
9 - Poll Star Complex, Jagannath Chowk, Opp. Sai Nagar Community Hall, Kalawad Road, Rajkot - 360007
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER OF HAIR OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, SHAMPOOS AND HAIR GELS
4543956    25/06/2020
MR. SANJAY KHIMESRA TRADING AS WORLD WIDE WHOLESELLER
2/20, RAJENRA PARK, 4TH FLOOR, STATION ROAD, GOREGAON (WEST), MUMBAI-400 104
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS. 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COSMETICS
BAJRANGI
2/1A UG1 RAJENDRA NAGAR SECTOR 2, SAHIBABAD, GHAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADESH - 201005
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS
4544133   25/06/2020
PINKI DEVI
4C/2, Chhedi Singh ka Purwa, Barra-2, Kanpur Nagar, Barra, Uttar Pradesh- 208027
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGALRAASTA TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LTD
B - 300, Saraswati Vihar, Pitampura, Delhi - 110034

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Detergents, Household detergents, Household cleaning substances, Floor cleaning preparations, Dishwashing preparations
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4544282  25/06/2020
NAVEEN RASTOGI
87/84, ACHARYA NAGAR, BHANNANA PURWA, KANPUR, UTTAR PRADESH
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
205, CHANDRALOK COMPLEX, BIRhana ROAD, KANPUR 208001, UP
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
INCENSE STICK, AGARBATTI, DHOOPBATTI, DHOOP CONE, DHOOP STICK, HAWAN SAMAGRI, PooJ AN SAMAGRI, AROMATIC EXTRACTS
Proposed to be Used

DELI

NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS.
Ms. Aditi Aggarwal
H.No.12/293, Hanuman Gali, Sheesh Mahal Chowk, Karnal - 132001
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANJUSHREE
The Startup Zone, No.5b, 2nd floor, 10th Cross, RMV Extension, Sadashivanagar, Bangalore-560080
Used Since :01/02/2020

DELHI
amber [perfume], antiperspirant soap, antiperspirants [toiletries], aromatics [essential oils], astringents for cosmetic purposes, bath salts, not for medical purposes, bath preparations, not for medical purposes, beauty masks, bleaching salts, bleaching preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes, cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes, non medicated, collagen preparations for cosmetic purposes, cosmetic preparations for baths, cosmetic preparations for eyelash, cosmetic kits, cosmetic pencils, cosmetic creams, cosmetic preparations for skin care, cosmetic dyes, cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes, cosmetics, cosmetics for children, decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes, depilatory wax, douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries], dry shampoos*, eyebrow cosmetics, eyebrow pencils, false eyelashes, gel eye patches for cosmetic purposes, greases for cosmetic purposes, hair lotions*, hair dyes / hair colorants, hair straightening preparations, henna [cosmetic dye], lip glosses, lipstick cases, lipsticks, lotions for cosmetic purposes, make-up preparations, make-up removing preparations, make-up, make-up powder, mascara, massage gels, other than for medical purposes, nail varnish / nail polish, nail care preparations, nail art stickers, nail glitter, oils for cosmetic purposes, perfumes, shampoos*, soap*, toiletry preparations*
4544898    25/06/2020
MOUNIKA MADDURI PROPRIETOR OF NORTHWOOD
FNO:31010, T3, NIKOO HOMES, BHARATIYA CITY, THANISANDRA, BANGALORE 560054
THE TRADEMARK ACT - 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Cosmetics; Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated
dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing,
scouring and abrasive preparations
4545122   26/06/2020
AKSHAY SONI PROPRIETOR OF NORI INDUSTRIES
IIIND FLOOR, 1056, GALI HIRA NAND, MALIWARA, NAI SARAK, North Delhi, Delhi, 110006
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEHA SINHA ADV.,
B-9, 2ND FLOOR, HOUSING SOCIETY SOUTH EXTN PART-I, NEW DELHI-110049
Used Since :15/03/2020
DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING OR ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; DRAIN AND SINK
CLEANING PREPARATIONS; TOILET CLEANERS; HAND WASH, DISH WASH, DETERGENTS; ALL-PURPOSE CLEANERS;
LIMESCALE REMOVERS, RUST REMOVERS, STAIN REMOVERS; GREASE REMOVERS; DECALCIFYING AND DESCALING
PREPARATIONS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE; CLEANING.
4545132   26/06/2020
HRMED PRODUCTS LLP
304 3rd Floor AGCR Enclave, Near Karkarduma Court,Delhi-110092
Limited Liability Partnership
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SWATI R JAIN
18E444, ICICI BANK LANE, CHOPASANI HOUSING BOARD, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, PIN 342008
Proposed to be Used
DELI
Oils For Cosmetic Purposes, Non-Medicated Cosmetics, Perfumery, Essential Oils, Cosmetic Preparations For Skin Care, Toiletry Preparations
4545357  26/06/2020
M/S AROMA EXPORTS THROUGH ITS PROPRIETOR Mr. ANUJ MITTAL
53, NEHRU NAGAR AGRA 282002 UP IN
THROUGH ITS PROPRIETOR Mr. ANUJ MITTAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANUJ ASHOK
41, JAIPUR HOUSE MARKET, AGRA-10.
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices
4545404    26/06/2020
RAMESH KUMAR K
4/633 GEETHAM HOUSE, NEITHARAKODE VENGODI P O, ELAPPULLY II, ELAPPULLY-I, PALAKKAD, KERALA-678622
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
PLOT NO.62-63, KHASRA NO.103-104, RAJPUR KHURD EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110068

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
4545475  26/06/2020

SHIHABUDHEEN K
KOOLATH VEED, PATTIKKAD (VIA), MANNARMALA POST, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, KERALA-679325, INDIA

Sole Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MUKUL KUMAR
C/o LansiPs, D-3/1304, The Legend, Sushant Lok-3, Sector-57, Gurugram, Haryana-122022

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

NON-MEDICATED HAND WASH; LIQUID SOAP FOR DISH WASHING; CAKES OF SOAP FOR BODY WASHING; WASHING POWDER; BAR SOAP, DETERGENTS; FLOOR CLEANING PREPARATIONS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES.
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4545526 26/06/2020
SIBI M K
17/735 VARKKAD ROAD, PUTHUPPRIYARAM, MUTTIKULANGARA, PALAKKAD, KERALA-678594
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
PLOT NO.62-63, KHASRA NO.103-104, RAJPUR KHURD EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110068

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations, Non-medicated dentifrices, Perfumery, essential oils, Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
4545555  26/06/2020
DHANVANTARI SHODH SANSTHAN PVT. LTD
B/15, DIAMOND SQUARE, B/S NAVJIVAN PRESS ROAD, OFF ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT 380014 IN
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RUSHVI N SHAH
25, Jain Society, Near Pritam Nagar Akhada, Ellisbridge-380006, Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDabad
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices
Megenta
4545682    26/06/2020
LAXMI SHANKER
98, M LIG, Arra Bingawa, KDA Coloney, Galla Mandi, Naubasta, Kanpur, 208021, Uttar Pradesh
Proprietor of Aanvi Enterprises, Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRA SEN DWIVEDI
2/667, Gajia Khera, Shuklaganj, Unnao, U.P.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices
4545738  26/06/2020
DR. ROHINI SOMNATH PATIL
BHAGYSHREE BUNGLOW, PLOT NO.107, LANE NO.4, KOREGAON PARK, PUNE - 411001
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDYADHAR GOPAL KULKARNI
15 Shri Shankar Nagari Co-operative Housing Society, Near Vanaz Company Pune 411038
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ORGANIC SKIN CARE PRODUCTS SUCH AS COSMETICS, LOTIONS, ESSENTIAL OILS ETC.
Proposed to be Used

DELHI

COSMETICS, TOILET PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, CREAMS, SHAMPOOS, FACEWASH, SUN CREAM, AND HAIR PRODUCTS; ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
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4545763 26/06/2020
CINY KARTHIKEYAN
KARTHIKA 3 147, KOTTARKAVU MAVELIKARA PO, ALAPPUZHA-690101
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEMARK
2/A-1, KESLEY CHS, RAM NAGAR, BORIVALI WEST, MUMBAI- 400092

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
SMRITI SAHAY PROPRIETOR OF SMRITI SAHAY
B 602, LOTUS CHSL, FOREST STREET,HIRANANDANI, POWAI-400076
THE TRADE MARK ACT - 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cosmetics; Organic cosmetics; Skincare cosmetics; Lip cosmetics; Facial gels [cosmetics]; Skin masks [cosmetics]; Soap *; Soap products; Hand soap; Cream soap; Bath soap
4545771   26/06/2020
KINGPHISHER SMART AGRO PRIVATE LIMITED
H.NO - 166, NEAR POWERGRID SOUTH EKAWANA PO - SOUTH EKAWANA UDWANTNAGAR - BHOJPUR ARA(BIHAR) - 802210
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Soap *; Hair oil; Cleaning foams; Floor cleaning preparations; Household cleaning preparations; Face powder;
Hairwashing powders; Tooth powders; Tooth powder; Detergent soap; Dish detergents; Soaps and detergents; Face
cream; Lip cream; Nail cream; Skin cream; Hand cream; Hair cream; Body cream
LY10 COSMETICS PRIVATE LIMITED
Tulsi Milestone, opposite of Mahagujarat Hospital, Nadiad, Kheda, Gujarat-387002

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOPAL RUKIYA KADAWAT
G.R. Kadawat & Associates,Charhate Building Flat o.4, 2nd floor, Rajendra Nagar,Near BSNL Office,Navi Peth, Pune-411030.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Soaps, Perfumes and Cosmetics preparations included in class 3
4545827    26/06/2020
GORAN PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
GIDC - 1, BHAVNAGAR ROAD, SIHOR (GUJARAT)
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JASANI & COMPANY.
216, V. V. COMM. COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, DHEBARBHAI ROAD, RAJKOT-360 001(GUJARAT).
Used Since :11/04/2000
To be associated with:
983758, 3034128
AHMEDABAD
Toothpaste, Dentifrices, Toilet Preparations, Hair Tonics, Oils & Lotions, Shampoos, Shampoo Powder & Soaps, Skin Care Cream included in Class-3.
GORAN PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
GIDC - 1, BHAVNAGAR ROAD, SIHOR (GUJARAT)
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JASANI & COMPANY.
216, V. V. COMM. COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, DHEBARBHAI ROAD, RAJKOT-360 001(GUJARAT).
Used Since :11/04/2000
To be associated with:
917485, 983758, 3034128
AHMEDABAD
Toothpaste, Dentifrices, Toilet Preparations, Hair Tonics, Oils & Lotions, Shampoos, Shampoo Powder & Soaps, Skin Care Cream included in Class-3.
4545836    26/06/2020
MR. GUNVANTBHAI R GORASIYA TRADING AS M/S. VIJAY CHEMICALS
176, KALATHIYA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-2, DIAMOND NAGAR, KAMREJ ROAD, SURAT.
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE KESAVI
S-14, Heta Complex, Nr. L. P. Savani School, Honey Park road, Adajan, Surat-395009, Gujarat(India)
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Detergents And Washing powder
4546054   26/06/2020
ASIAN PAINTS LIMITED
6A SHANTI NAGAR, SANTA CRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI - 400055
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
QUEST IP
122/104, SILVER OAKS APARTMENTS, DLF PH-1, GURGAON - 122 002
Used Since :28/05/2020
MUMBAI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; perfumery, essential oils; bleaching preparations and other
substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; Preparations for cleaning toilets and
floors; preparations for cleaning fabrics; bleaching preparations for household purposes; wipes impregnated with
cleaning agents; non-medicated soaps, surface cleansers, cleansers and washes; liquid hand and body cleansers.
SAFERRA
The whiff balm

4546150  26/06/2020
M.D. ENTERPRISE (PROPRIETOR: MOUSUMI DAS)
33/33, B.T. Road, Kolkata-700117, West Bengal
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJ ASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS
KIMIRICA HUNTER INTERNATIONAL LLP.
Level - 6, Brilliant Solitaire, Scheme-78, Part-2, Vijay Nagar, Indore (M.P.)
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP) through Partner

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cosmetic preparations, Cosmetic kits, Cosmetics, Herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes.
4546482    26/06/2020
KETAN BABUBHAI UNDHAD
At - Dholva Road, Krushnapara, Vadiya, Amreli - 365480
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DHRUVAL KUMAR D. BALADHA
DDB & Co.,605, Sanskar Heights, Nr. Umiya Circle, 150 Feet Ring Road, Rajkot-360004.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, sunscreens, dentifrices included in class 3.
4546567  26/06/2020
NEHIL ASHWINBHAI KAKADIYA TRADING AS M/S. UTQ BEAUTY
19/20, SHANTIVAN SOCIETY, L.H ROAD, VARACHA, SURAT-395006
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Ageents address:
KRUNAL VINUBHAI HIRAPARA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, SKIN CARE COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
AMAR SURESH DESHMUKH
Nagonyachiwadi, Post. Golatgaon, Taluka & District Aurangabad.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R. MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.
SARIKA ASTHANA, PROPRIETOR OF RAGHAV SWADESHI VASTU ABHIKARAN

Bhagwat Kripa, Sanwad Nagar, Indore (M.P.) Pincode-452001

Sole Proprietary firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAKESH SONI.

4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Cleaning preparations, Floor cleaning preparations, Hand cleaning preparations, Glass cleaning preparations, cosmetics, household cleaning preparations, carpet cleaners with deodorizer, all-purpose cleaners, floor cleaning preparations, cleaning agents and preparations, Soap & Detergent, floor cleaning preparations, & toilet cleaner. Cosmetics, aromatic essential oils, bath soap, bath powders for cosmetic purposes, bath lotion, baby body milk, bath soap, body and beauty care cosmetics, cosmetic preparations for hair care, cosmetic preparations for skin care colognes, perfumes and cosmetics, cold cream, soap, herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes, incense sticks, Pujan Samagri, washing powder, soap & detergent.
R.S. OVERSEAS (INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM)
SHOP NO 5-1-26, RIICO SHOPPING CENTRE, ROAD NO 1 D, VISHWAKARMA INDUSTRIAL AREA, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN, 302032
Partnership firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJASTHAN REGISTRATION CENTER
14-B, GOVIND MARG, ADARSH NAGAR, JAIPUR-302004 RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Cosmetics in class 03.
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4547027  27/06/2020
Clow & Armstrong
Clow & Armstrong Grnd Flr, 5, Ramani Chatterjee Road, Kolkata, West Bengal, 700029
A Partnership firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
17/9 WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110 008.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Face Wash; Non medicated hand wash; Non medicated soaps; Non-medicatd cosmetics and toiletry preparations;
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations;
Sanitary preparations being toiletries; Bath preparations, not for medical purposes; Chemical cleaning preparations for household purposes; Deodorant soap; Cakes of toilet soap / cakes of soap included in class 03.
LEBRO

4547230    26/06/2020
RAVINDER PAL SINGH
HNO. 4, NEW RAJA GARDEN, BASTI BAWA KHEL, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB-144021
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARAN KHANNA
1ST FLOOR, SOHAL COMPLEX, SEHDEV MARKET, JALANDHAR PUNJAB-144001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cleaning preparations, Detergents other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical purposes, Washing preparations, Soap
4547251    27/06/2020
MR. PERUMAL SAMY RAJAGOPAL TRADING AS, M/S. VENUGOPAL SOAP PRODUCT
NO. 1/148, K. MADATHUPATTI, THAYILPATTI, SIVAKASI (VIA), VIRUDHUNAGAR-626 128
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LAKSHMI
9, II FLOOR, AMARAVATHY FLATS, SECOND MAON ROAD, CIT COLONY, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600004.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
DETERGENT CAKE, DETERGENT POWDER, DETERGENT LIQUID, DISHWASH CAKE, DISHWASH POWDER, DISHWASH LIQUID, FABRIC CONDITIONER, TOILET CLEANER AND OTHER PRODUCTS.
MR. PERUMAL SAMY RAJAGOPAL TRADING AS, M/S. VENUGOPAL SOAP PRODUCT
NO. 1/148, K. MADATHUPATTI, THAYILPATTI, SIVAKASI (VIA), VIRUDHUNAGAR-626 128
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S LAKSHMI
9, II FLOOR, AMARAVATHY FLATS, SECOND MAON ROAD, CIT COLONY, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600004.

Used Since: 09/11/2018

To be associated with:
3266805, 4201118, 4201119

CHENNAI
DETERGENT LIQUID.
4547503   27/06/2020
MR. SAGAR SATISH DESHPANDE TRADING AS: ALTRON INDUSTRIES
853- B, SHANIWAR PETH, OPP. NEW ENGLISH SCHOOL, SATARA - 415002, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ROOM FRESHENERS, HOUSEHOLD CLEANING PREPARATIONS
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4547743 28/06/2020

Zeo Fresh
Plot No. 101/1/1, G.I.D.C., Sector-28, Gandhinagar-382028

Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:

Mahesh Shobhit

Proposed to be Used

Ahmedabad

Toilet and Urinal Bowl Cleaner, Floor Cleaner, Glass Cleaner, Liquid Detergent, Detergent Soap, Detergent Powder, Dishwash Liquid, Handwash Liquid (Non-Medicated), Bleaching preparation and other substance for laundry use, Preparation for Perfuming or fragrancing (Non-Medicated), Perfumery, Air Perfumes (Non-Medicated), Air fresheners (Non-Medicated) and Room Fresher (Non-Medicated)
4548006  29/06/2020
PRIYA
585, LAXMIPURAM, SEMBARAMBAKKAM, CHENNAI - 600123
DETERGENT CAKE, POWDER, LIQUID
Proprietor
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
DETERGENT CAKE, SOAP, WASHING POWDER
4548104  29/06/2020
MMESMMERR BEAUTY AND CARE PVT. LTD.
A/903, JAI AMBE SOCIETY SAI NAGAR SAI NAGAR, VASAI WEST VASAI WEST 401202 MAHARASHTRA PALGHAR PRIVATE LIMITED (msme)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AVNISH SHARMA
1ST FLOOR, HOUSE NO G-50, OLD NO. G-29, LAXMINAGAR, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
Abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices
4549277  30/06/2020
VIGNESH MURUGAN
NO. 6, CHELLAMANI HOUSE, SHANKAR NAGAR MAIN ROAD, CHROMEPET, ALANDUR, KANCHEEPURAM, TAMIL NADU - 600044.
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUNAL KHANNA & CO.
45/11, EAST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110008
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; Nonmedicated soaps; Perfumery, essential oils, nonmedicated cosmetics, nonmedicated hair lotions; Nonmedicated dentifrices included in class 3.
SONANI MAYURKUMAR
502-B, FIFTH FLOOR, SHUKAN RESIDENCY, MOTA VARACHHA, SURAT-394101

COSMETICS
PROPRIETOR

Ahmedabad

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices
4549324  30/06/2020
SANGHVI BEAUTY & TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
Sanghvi House, 105/2, Shivaji Nagar, Pune-411005.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV LALASAHEB ATOLE
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3538136
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES.
Aquaklin

4549436  30/06/2020
MEHUL SOLANKI
499, Rasta Peth, Parmar Residency, 2 floor, Flat No. 3, Near Kem Hospital, Opp. Avatar Meher Baba Center, Maharashtra, Pune 411011.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
C/o SunBrio IPR Pvt Ltd, 1202/28 2nd floor BHAGYODAY, Apte Road, Shivajinagar, Pune 411004, Maharashtra, India.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Hand washes, Washing preparations, Floor cleaning preparations, Toilet cleaners, Washing liquids, Liquid laundry detergents and Dishwashing liquid.
**Blanza Nail Polish**

4549487   30/06/2020

MR. SANJAY SINGH TRADING AS. MOHIT COSMETICS
Gaia No 105, Mangalam Indl. Estate, Bhoidapada, Gokhiware Gaon Sativali Road, Agarwal Naka, Valiv, Vasai (East), Dist. - Palghar, Maharashtra

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S A ASSOCIATES
B-303, MAHESH SMRUTI CHS, NEXT TO SAI HOMES, BEHIND ATMARAM PARK, KOLWADI, DONGARPADA, VIRAR WEST - 401303, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Manufacturer of Nail Polish, Lipstick, Eye Liner, Compact, Mascara, Remover, and Cosmetics Products Included In Class 03.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020  Class 3

4549488  30/06/2020
SHWETA BHUTANI
32/5, MAIN MARKET, RANI BAGH, NEW DELHI-110034
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIVNATH KUMAR ADVOCATE
719-A, WESTERN WING, TIS HAZARI COURT, NEW DELHI-110054.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cleaning Preparation Dhoop, Agarbatties, Incense Sticks, Hawan Samagiri, Mehandi, and Perfumery included in class 3.
आँजणा

4549543  30/06/2020
MR. SHANKERBHAI DURGARAM PATEL
139, Bhavana Park-1, Godadara Naher, Godadara, Surat.-395010, Gujarat
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INDUS
C/443, B.G.TOWER, O/S. DELHI DARWAJA, SHAHIBAUG ROAD, AHMEDABAD 380004

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Manufacturer Of Detergent Soaps, Toilet Soap, Laundry Soap, Waterless Hand Soap, Bar Soap, Hand Soap, Bath Soap And Washing Powder In Class 03
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020

AZENA HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
BLDG NO- 1, RCC, GALA NO-113, 1ST FLOOR, ARIHANT COMPOUND, OPP.KOPAR BUS STOP, PURNA VILLAGE,
BHIWANDI- 421302, DIST. THANE

SMALL ENTITY, MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REKHI VISHAKHA A SINGH
A-903, JULIAN APLS, BHAKTI PARK, NEAR IMAX THEATRE, WADALA(EAST), MUMBAI-400037.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

COSMETICS, SKIN CREAMS, FACE PRODUCTS, AND OTHER NON MEDICATED PREPARATIONS FOR THE CARE AND
BEAUTY OF SKIN
4551115   01/07/2020
SIVAKUMAR PERIYASAMY
2/93, RAJIV NAGAR, GOVINDAMPALAYAM POST, ATTUR TALUK, SALEM, TAMILNADU-636101
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARUNANITHY ANGAMUTHU
3M-IPR ASSOCIATES 72, SANGANOOR ROAD, GANAPATHY, COIMBATORE-641 006 TAMILNADU
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
soaps
4551129 01/07/2020
MR. NAISHISH SARDHARA
27, PARASMANI ROW HOUSE, PUNAGAM, SURAT-35010, GUJARAT.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CLIENTAKE ASSOCIATES
306, DIAMOND TRADE CENTRE, OPPOSITE BANSI TRADE CENTRE, INDORE, M.P. 452001.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING OF SKIN SERUM, HAIR OIL, FACE SCRUB, HAIR SHAMPOO, BEARD OIL, FACE GEL, FACE CREAM, FACE WASH, SKIN OIL, BODY LOTION, SKIN TONER, FACE PACK, SHOWER GEL INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
**AMPHAN ENTERPRISE**
Shree Krishna Housing Society, Prempara, Dhari, Dist : Amreli, Gujarat-365640, India
Partnership Firm

**Address for service in India/Attorney address:**
CHETANABEN LANGA
B/2, AVON FLATS, B/H. AMARDEEP SCHOOL, CHANDRA NAGAR, PALDI, AHMEDABAD-380007

**Proposed to be Used**

**AHMEDABAD**
Toiletries, Body cleaning and beauty care preparations, Soaps and gels, Bath preparations, Deodorants and antiperspirants, Cleaning and fragrancing preparations, Vehicle cleaning preparations, Laundry preparations, Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, Shampoo, hair conditioner, face wash, Beauty Mask, Cosmetic massage cream, Cosmetic, Dish Wash Liquid, Tiles Cleaner, Floor Cleaner, Detergent Powder all included in Class 3
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020          Class 3

4551361   01/07/2020
SUMIT GARG
G - 127, PUSHKAR ENCLAVE, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI - 110063
SOLE APPLICANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUPAM PORWAL
Intellect IPR Consulting F-8 & 9, 1st Floor, Ansal Tower, Opp. Jwala Heri Market, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi - 110063

Proposed to be Used
DELI
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS.
4551376  01/07/2020
GONDALIYA JAYENDRABHAI MAGANBHAI
67, SHREE RAM NAGAR, NEAR HIRABAUG CIRCLE, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT-395006.
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YOGESH V. PARKHIYA & CO.
2066, THE PALADIUM MALL, YOGI CHOWK, VARACHHA, SURAT-395006

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, non-medicated preparations, non-medicated cosmetics product, non-medicated hair lotions & skin care product & hair care product, perfumery, body sprays, fragrances, essential oils, cosmetics and hair lotions, cosmetic body cream, cosmetic bath, shower, shaving cream, attar, facial scrubs, natural mask, lipsticks, make-up, foundation, moisturizing and cleansing foams, cosmetic moisturizing oil, cosmetic body wash, cosmetic balms, cosmetic lotions, body deodorants, liquid talc for toilet use, non-medicated massage creams, oils and gels, face powder, body powder, baby powder, non-medicated talcum powder, non-medicated toilet preparations, shampoos, shaving lotions, soaps, sun care lotion and after-sun lotion (cosmetics), dentifrices, toothpaste, cosmetic tooth whiteners, bleaching preparations and tooth whitening kits for cosmetic purposes, non-medicated shampoo for babies, disposable wipes impregnated with cleansing chemicals or compounds for toilet use, baby wipes for cosmetic use, cologne impregnated disposable wipes, facial wipes impregnated with cosmetics, impregnated cleansing pads.
MANJUSHA GOPINATH SHINDE
Gopi Enterprises, Post-kem, Tal- Karmala, Eadshivne Road, Dist. Solapur- 413223
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEETA MASAND
216, Commerce House, Nagindas Master Road, (Meadows Street) Fort -400023

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
4551467  01/07/2020
YUKTI MALIK
1372, First floor sector 28 Faridabad Haryana 121008
Sole Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJIT KUMAR JHA
804/2, KALIKAPUR ROAD, KOLKATA -700099
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cleaning Products, Bleaching & Abrasives, Cosmetics
4551469  01/07/2020
BHAVNA DHARAMCHANDANI
19, UTSAV PARK SOCIETY, OPP VRUDHRASHRAM, VAVDI BUZARG, DAHOD ROAD, GODHRA, 389001.
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Non-medicated hand wash; Hand cleaners [hand cleaning preparations]; Soap *; Detergent soap; Cosmetic soap; Liquid soap; Soap powders; Shampoos and conditioners; Cleaning fluids; Cleaning preparations; Hair cleaning preparations; Household cleaning preparations; Cosmetics; Body creams [cosmetics]; Facial gels [cosmetics]; Skin care cosmetics; Organic cosmetics; Cosmetics for eyebrows
4551487    01/07/2020
MR. SANJAY SINGH TRADING AS. MOHIT COSMETICS
Gala No 105, Mangalam Indl. Estate, Bhoidapada, Gokhiware Gaon Sativali Road, Agarwal Naka, Valiv, Vasai (East), Dist. - Palghar, Maharashtra
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S A ASSOCIATES
B-303, MAHESH SMRUTI CHS, NEXT TO SAI HOMES, BEHIND ATMARAM PARK, KOLWADI, DONGARPADA, VIRAR WEST - 401303, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Manufacturer of Nail Polish, Lipstick, Eye Liner, Compact, Mascara, Remover, and Cosmetics Products Included In Class 03.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020

INDO DIVINE SPIRITUAL SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED.
303, 3RD FLOOR, OK PLUS, D.P. METRO, P. NO. 5-6, NEW SANGANER ROAD, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN-302019.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

AHMEDABAD

COSMETICS AND HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES INCLUDING NAIL POLISH AND REMOVER, NAIL GLITTER, FACE PACK, LOTION, SOAPS & SHAMPOO, HAND-WASH, HAND CLEANSER, BLEACHING PREPARATION & PERFUMERY, LIP CARE, LIPSTICK, MASCARA, FACIAL PACK, KAJAL, BINDI, BLUSHER, EYE LINER, EYE SHADOW IN POWDER AND LIQUID FORM, PENCIL FOR LIPS, EYES AND EYE BROWS, LIP GLOSS AND COMPACT POWDER (COSMETICS), ESSENTIAL OIL, HAIR OIL & GEL, HAIR COLOUR & DYE, DEODORANT, FRAGRANCES AND PERFUMERY PRODUCTS, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, IMPREGNATED CLEANING CLOTHS, TOOTH CLEANING PREPARATIONS, FLOOR CLEANING PREPARATIONS, TOILET CLEANERS, GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANING, POLISHING AND ABRASIVE LIQUIDS AND POWDERS, METAL SHINER, METAL CLEANER, BATH GEL, DENTIFRICE GELS, CLEANSING GELS, DISH DETERGENTS, DISHWASHER POWDER, DISHWASHING DETERGENTS, DISHWASHING LIQUID, PUJA SAMAGRI AND ROLI, KUMKUM, SINDUR, ACHHAT, CAMPHOR, WOOD CHIPS, DHOOP, CHANDAN, TURMERIC POWDER, MOLI, PUJA OIL, PUJA GHEE, HONEY, DHOOPBATTI, ASTGANDH, COTTON WICK, GANGAJAL, KAALA TIL (SESAME BLACK), AGARBATTI (INCENSE STICK), HAWAN SAMAGRI FOR PUJA PURPOSES ONLY, PUJA KITS, PERFUMERY AND FRAGRANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
4551525    01/07/2020
INDO DIVINE SPIRITUAL SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED.
303, 3RD FLOOR, OK PLUS, D.P. METRO, P. NO. 5-6, NEW SANGANER ROAD, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN-302019.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1590003
AHMEDABAD
COSMETICS AND HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES INCLUDING NAIL POLISH AND REMOVER, NAIL GLITTER, FACE PACK, LOTION, SOAPS & SHAMPOO, HAND-WASH, HAND CLEANSER, BLEACHING PREPARATION & PERFUMERY, LIP CARE, LIPSTICK, MASCARA, FACIAL PACK, KAJAL, BINDI, BLUSHER, EYE LINER, EYE SHADOW IN POWDER AND LIQUID FORM, PENCIL FOR LIPS, EYES AND E BROWS, LIP GLOSS AND COMPACT POWDER (COSMETICS), ESSENTIAL OIL, HAIR OIL & GEL, HAIR COLOUR & DYE, DEODORANT, FRAGRANCES AND PERFUMERY PRODUCTS, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, IMPREGNATED CLEANING CLOTHS, TOOTH CLEANING PREPARATIONS, FLOOR CLEANING PREPARATIONS, TOILET CLEANERS, GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANING, POLISHING AND ABRASIVE LIQUIDS AND POWDERS, METAL SHINER, METAL CLEANER, BATH GEL, DENTIFRICE GELS, CLEANSING GELS, DISH DETERGENTS, DISHWASHER POWDER, DISHWASHING DETERGENTS, DISHWASHING LIQUID, PUJ A SAMAGRI AND ROLI, KUMKUM, SINDUR, ACHHAT, CAMPHOR, WOOD CHIPS, DHOOP, CHANDAN, TURMERIC POWDER, MOLI, PUJA OIL, PUJA GHEE, HONEY, DHOOPBATTI, ASTGANDH, COTTON WICK, GANGAJAL, KAALA TIL (SESAME BLACK), AGARBATTI (INCENSE STICK), HAWAN SAMAGRI FOR PUJA PURPOSES ONLY, PUJA KITS, PERFUMERY AND FRAGRANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
4551639  01/07/2020
MOHD. HANIF
trading as ;M/S A.R INDIA ENTERPRISES
B-685, D.D.A. COLONY, KHYALA , NEW DELHI-110018, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Used Since :01/04/2011
To be associated with:
2513282
DELHI
DETERGENT POWDER AND CAKE, LIQUID DETERGENT, DISHWASH BAR TUB, DISHWASH GEL, TOILET CLEANER & FLOOR CLEANER
4551736  01/07/2020
ARVIND KUMAR
No.60(55), Mullah Sahib Street, Sowcarpet, Chennai - 600 079
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWCARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Hand Wash, Detergents, Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices.
4552096  01/07/2020
PANKAJ BHAGTANI
108, KOTHRAM NAGAR, MANDSAUR, (M.P.) -458001
CLEANING PREPARATION (TOILET CLEANER AND FLOOR CLEANER)
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CLEANING PREPARATION (TOILET CLEANER AND FLOOR CLEANER)
**Trade Marks Journal No: 1961 ,  17/08/2020   Class 3**

**4552602    01/07/2020**

SANGHVI BEAUTY & TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
Sanghvi House, 105/2, Shivaji Nagar, Pune-411005.
Body Incorporate

**Address for service in India/Attorney address:**
ADV LALASAHEB ATOLE
Dhunet Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011

**Proposed to be Used**

To be associated with:

**3023202**

**MUMBAI**

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES.
4552621  01/07/2020
MR. VISWANAATH T M
NO.9/5, AARIMUTHU (A) STREET, G3, TRIPLICANE, CHENNAI - 600005
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NIRMALA MARY T
LA-77, FIRST BLOCK, GANAPATHY MAANAGAR, COIMBATORE-641006, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Shampoos, Essential Oils and Cosmetics
4552968 02/07/2020
ITOKRI ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
A-7, Shri Krishna Nagar, Haider Ganj, Lashkar, Gwalior-474001(M.P.)
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.P. ASSOCIATES ADVOCATE.
320 - Tulsi Vihar, Near S.B.I. Zonal Office, City Centre, Gwalior -474 011 (M.P.).
Used Since :04/11/2011
MUMBAI
Hairspray, Hair serums, Hair texturizers, Hair moisturisers, Soap, Incense, Shampoo, Organic Cosmetics, Hair care preparations consisting of organic coconut virgin oil and coconut virgin oil, Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices
4553057 02/07/2020
MD. FAKHRUZZAMA TRADING AS GUDDU PRODUCTS,
D - 564, J. J. COLONY, WAZIRPUR, ASHOK VIHAR, NEW DELHI - 110 052
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
BINDI, FANCY BINDIS, VALVET BINDIS, ALL KINDS OF BINDIS, GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 3.
MOHIT SHANKAR LUND
BLOCK NO C-596, SECTION-25, 421004
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAVITA WAIKAR
B-703 VRINDAVAN GARDEN NEAR K M AGARWAL COLLEGE GANDHARI KALYAN WEST 421301

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
4553711  02/07/2020
MORAL EAGLE LIMITED
FLAT/RM 901, YIP FUNG BUILDING, 2-12 D’ AGUILAR STREET, HONG KONG

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANALYSIS CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD
KH-368/69, FIRST FLOOR, SULTANPUR, MG ROAD, DELHI 30

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Perfume oils for the manufacture of cosmetic preparations; Facial cleansers; Cleaning preparations; Skin cleansing cream; Body lotion; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Cosmetics; Air fragrancing preparations; Colouring preparations for cosmetic purposes; Cleansing milk for toilet purposes;
4554948 03/07/2020
AAKASH AMAL PROPRIETOR OF LIL’ HIPPO
FLAT NO 701, TOWER NO 3, VIPUL LAVANYA, SECTOR 81, NEAR UNO MINDA, NAWADA FATEHPUR(112), SIKANDERPUR
GURGAON HARYANA - 122004
THE TRADE MARK ACT - 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Baby shampoos; Baby powders; Baby wipes; Baby lotion; Baby oil; Baby body milk; Baby hair conditioners; Baby wipes for cosmetic use; Baby lotions [toiletries]
4556863   04/07/2020
AKSHAY KUMAR MAHESHBHAI CHAUHAN
2/78, Faram Mohallo, Rustampura, Surat City, Sagrampura Putli, Surat-395002, Gujarat
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVINDER NEGI
D1/25, Mansa Ram Park, Uttam Nagar, New Delhi-110059
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations Under Class "3"
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020

4559033 06/07/2020
AJAY GOYAL PROPRIETOR OF FUTURE AGRO INTERNATIONAL INC.
MAINKHANDSA ROAD, NEAR SECTOR-10A, SHAKTI PARK, GURGAON, HARYANA-122001.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; Shampoo, Non-medicated Hand Wash, Hand Gels, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.
4560887  08/07/2020
RAGHAV WAHIE TRADING AS : M/S GEETA ORGANIC
4670, CHARKHEWALAN, BALLIMARAN, NEW DELHI-110006
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIVNATH KUMAR ADVOCATE
719-A, WESTERN WING, TIS HAZARI COURT, NEW DELHI-110054.
Used Since :01/04/2018
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices
Kineff
4561605  08/07/2020
HOLIANS CO., LTD.
6F, 229, Dosan-daero, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
A Korean Corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH CHANDRA AGARWAL
PRC, 312A/11, Chi-V, Greater Noida -201308 Uttar Pradesh

Proposed to be Used
DELI

cuticle removing preparations; functional cosmetics being skin care preparations; cosmetics for massage; cosmetic preparations for the hair and scalp; body lotion; body wash; bath and shower preparations; shampoos; toiletry preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin care and skin treatment; cosmetics using natural substances; skin cleansing foams; perfume; hair rinses; cosmetic soaps; skin masks for cosmetic use; mask pack for cosmetic purposes; cotton balls for cosmetic purposes; cloths or tissues impregnated with a skin cleanser (for cosmetic use); cosmetics; rouge; lip tints; lip gloss; lip balm; lipsticks; lipstick cases; make-up; nail tips; nail enamel; nail polish; blush; blush-on colour cosmetic powders; toothpaste; hand cleansers; pre-moistened cleansing tissues; cosmetic puff; portable cosmetic cases (content filled); sun block cosmetics; make-up removing preparations
NEKER
4561608  08/07/2020
PPB STUDIOS CO., LTD.
8F, 343, Hakdong-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
A Korean Corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH CHANDRA AGARWAL
PRC, 312A/11, Chi-V, Greater Noida -201308 Uttar Pradesh

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

cuticle removing preparations; functional cosmetics being skin care preparations; cosmetics for massage; cosmetic
preparations for the hair and scalp; body lotion; body wash; bath and shower preparations; shampoos; toiletry
preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin care and skin treatment; cosmetics using natural substances; skin cleansing
foams; perfume; hair rinses; cosmetic soaps; skin masks for cosmetic use; mask pack for cosmetic purposes; cotton balls
for cosmetic purposes; cloths or tissues impregnated with a skin cleanser (for cosmetic use); cosmetics; rouge; lip tints;
lip gloss; lip balm; lipsticks; lipstick cases; make-up; nail tips; nail enamel; nail polish; blush; blush-on colour cosmetic
powders; toothpaste; hand cleansers; pre-moistened cleansing tissues; cosmetic puff; portable cosmetic cases (content
filled); sun block cosmetics; make-up removing preparations.
TRESSOPLEX

4561705     08/07/2020

SUNIL SINGH
H.no. 623, Sec-46, Faridabad-121003, Haryana
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RACHNA MITTAL
205, MUKESH COLONY, BALLABHGARH-121004, FARIDABAD

Used Since : 01/01/2020

DELHI
SKIN & HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, HAIR REMOVAL CREAM, LIPOSOLUBLE WAX, DEPILATORY WAX AND CREAMS,
SHAMPOOS, HAIR CONDITIONERS, HAIR MASKS, FACE MASKS, HAIR SERUM, FACE SERUM, SKIN LIGHTENING CREAM,
ANTI AGEING CREAM, HAIR COLOR CREAMS, HAIR REBONDING CREAM, PERMING LOTION, DAY CREAM, NIGHT
CREAM, HAIR SUN-TANNING PROTECTION COSMETICS, LOTIONS, STRAIGHTENING CREAM, COLOR DEVELOPERS,
NEUTRALISING MILK, OILS, CREAMS AND LOTIONS FOR THE SKIN AND HAIR, AND SUN PREPARATIONS, CLEANSING
MOISTURISING LOTIONS, MAKE-UP, MAKE-UP REMOVING PREPARATIONS, PETROLEUM JELLY, LIP CARE
PREPARATIONS, HAIR AND SKIN GELS, BLEACHING, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE
PREPARATION, SOAPS, EYE CREAM, FACE POWDER, HAIR MOUSSES, AROMA OILS, HAIR SPRAY, HAIR LIGHTENERS,
PERFUMERY, HAIR STRENGTHENING LIQUID
4562142  09/07/2020
ASHISH SHARMA
#3425, Near Telephone Exchange, Ambala Cantt-133001 (Haryana)
Detergents Manufacturing
INDIVIDUAL PROPRIOR
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Detergent, Soap, Laundry Products, Hand wash, Dishwash, Cleaning Products
4562324  09/07/2020

MEGAICONS SOLICITORS PVT LTD
UL 1, R.D.HIGH RISE, BHATAR ROAD, SURAT. 395001

THE TRADE MARK ACT - 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Perfumes; Perfumery and fragrances; Perfumery, fragrances and incense, other than perfumes for personal use
BAREBODY ESSENTIALS HYDRAGLOW

4562475 09/07/2020

JSR HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
C - 610, SIGNATURE - 2 BUSINESS PARK, SARKHEJ CIRCLE, SARKHEJ, AHMEDABAD - 382210, GUJARAT, INDIA

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGEHSWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3985972, 4381380

AHMEDABAD

COSMETICS AND SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY FOUNDATION, CONCEALER, MASCARA, EYE SHADOW, EYE AND / OR BROW LINERS, LIPSTICK, LIP LINER, LIP BALM, FACE POWDER BRONZER, BLUSHER, MOISTURISER, MAKE-UP REMOVER, NON - MEDICATED BODY POWDER, SKIN SOAPS, BATH GEL, BATH OIL, BATH SALTS, BATH BEADS, NON - MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS NAMELY LOTIONS, CREAMS, CLEANSERS, SCRUBS, MASKS AND TONERS, HAIR CARE AND HAIR STYLING PREPARATIONS NAMELY SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, FINISHING SPRAY AND GEL, PERSONAL DEODORANTS, SUN - TANNING PREPARATIONS, SUNSCREEN OILS AND LOTIONS SHAVING PREPARATIONS, DENTRIFICICES, PERFUMES, EAU DE TOILETTE, ESSENTIALS OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, PERFUME OILS, NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS, NAIL ENAMEL, PUMICE STONE, COTTON STICK AND WOOL SWABS FOR NON - MEDICAL PURPOSES ALL FOR USE ON THE BODY, SCENTED ROOM FRAGRANCES, INCENSE STICKS, POTPOURRI AND SACHETS, POWDERED COSMETIC TISSUES, TISSUES IMPREGNATED WITH LOTIONS, KITS AND GIFT SETS CONTAINING SKIN AND/OR HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, BODY MOISTURISERS, BODY SCRUBS / POLISHES, BODY LOTIONS, BEAUTIFYING OILS, LIP BUTTERS, SHOWER GELS / CREAMS, SOAPS, BODY MISTS, EAU DE TOILETTE, BATH CRYSTALS, HAND CREAMS, MAKE UP
Fruveg

4562497    09/07/2020

MODICARE LTD
5, COMMUNITY CENTRE, NEW FRIENDS COLONY, NEW DELHI-110025
An Indian Company registered under the Indian Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESHWARI HARIHARAN

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices
NEW TOTO ACTIVE

4562602  09/07/2020

RAJAT NAM DEV
A/23 Vandana Nagar, Chota Bangadda Road
INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUNJAN SACHDEV
64-B, Shivdham Colony, Limbodi, Indore-452020
Used Since :01/05/2016

MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING OF PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIES IN RELATION TO LAUNDRY USE, BLEACHING AND CLEANING
Shipshape

4562612  09/07/2020

SACHIN GUPTA
PROPERTY NO. 99, KHARKARI, JOTMAL, P.O. KHAIRA, NAJAFGARH, NEW DELHI, 110043
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BLUE INKK
GOEL NIWAS, J-62, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI - 110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Household cleaning preparations, Household cleaning substances, Hand cleansers, Hand moisturizers, Hand cleaners [hand cleaning preparations], Non-medicated handwash, Hand washes, Washing preparations, Cleaning foam, Cleaning sprays, Cleaning preparations, Cleansing foams, Sanitary preparations being toiletries, Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
INDA

4562689  09/07/2020
SURAKSHA PHARMA PVT. LTD.,
No: 101, Sri Sairam Estate, Behind Chermas, Ameerpet, Hyderabad-500073 (T.S.)

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASL GUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Soaps and hand wash.
EVEUR
4562690  09/07/2020
SURAKSHA PHARMA PVT. LTD.,
No: 101, Sri Sairam Estate, Behind Cherms, Ameerpet, Hyderabad-500073 (T.S.)

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Soaps and hand wash.
CASA CATALYST

4562820  09/07/2020
MEGHA MEHTA
1101, SAKET BUILDING, SARASWATI ROAD, SANTACRUZ WEST, MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA 400054

THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Non-medicated hand wash; Hand cleaners [hand cleaning preparations]; Soap *; Detergent soap; Cosmetic soap; Liquid soap; Soap powders; Shampoos and conditioners; Cleaning fluids; Cleaning preparations; Hair cleaning preparations; Essential oils; Bath powders; Body powders; Polishing powders; Eyebrow colours in the form of pencils and powders; Cosmetic creams, milks, lotions, gels and powders for the face, hands and body; Face packs; Honey deep nourishing face masks; Cosmetics for eyebrows; Cosmetics for eyelashes; Organic cosmetics; Lip balms; Lipstick; Lip care preparations; Body scrub; Foot scrubs; Hand scrubs; Facial scrubs; Exfoliating scrubs for cosmetic purposes; Non-medicated scrubs for the face and body; Scouring powder; Facial creams; Facial preparations [cosmetic]; Facial toners [cosmetic]; Cosmetic facial packs; Cosmetic facial preparations; Skin clearing clay masks; Eyeliner; Eyebrow pencils
MASRATH

4563241    09/07/2020
M A WASEEM
#19-5-44/A/74, N M GUDA KISHAN BAGH, BAHADURPURA, HYDERABAD - 500064, TELANGANA STATE.,
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
Oscar Legal Services, 8-2-120/86/5/E, Sneha House, Road No.3, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad - 500034, Telangana State, 9052012121

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HENNA, HENNA POWDERS, HENNA [COSMETIC DYE], HENNA FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, MEHANDI (COSMETICS)
SANIFLY
4563336  09/07/2020
ANAMIKA MISHRA
254/16/82, New Sohabatia Bagh, Prayagraj, Allahabad - 211006, Uttar Pradesh
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations, Detergent soap, Dish detergents, Laundry detergents, Soaps.
ROUSINGO

4564186  10/07/2020

MAHAVIR
Mugal Majra 58 Bara Gaon KARNAL HARAYANA - 132023

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMOD KUMAR MISHRA
206 Agarwal Chamber O and P Pocket Dilshad Garden Delhi -110095

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

COSMETICS, PERFUMERY AND TOILET PREPARATIONS. INCLUDED IN CLASS - 3
Alphaaromatica

4564332 10/07/2020
ANKITA JAIN TRADING AS ALPHA TRADERS
HU-70, BLOCK - HU, PITAMPURA, SARASWATI VIHAR, NORTH WEST DELHI, DELHI - 110 034
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAURABH SRIVASTAVA
FLAT NO. D-1602, LOGIX BLOSSOM COUNTY, SECTOR-137, NOIDA - 201 305

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Beauty Care Cosmetics, Organic Soaps and Essential Oils Included in Class 3
SOULMORTAL

4564649  10/07/2020

NAMAN MATHUR
8, AKASHDEEP, PLOT 37, SECTOR-18, KOPAR KHAIRANE, NAVI MUMBAI - 400709

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices
TRIB HUJ

4564733    10/07/2020

SATISH SHARMA
HOUSE NO. 1, RAILWAY ROAD, SHIVPURI COLONY, BULANDSHAHR, UTTAR PRADESH
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
APPLY MARK
466, WESTERN WING, TIS HAZARI COURTS, DELHI-110054.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Non medicated Hand Wash; Detergent Powder and Detergent Cake; Toiletry Preparations and Other substances for Laundry Use.
J W-J Oker Wigs

4564850  10/07/2020

Vijay Soni Trading as Joker Wigs Arts and Crafts
17, Chain Singh Ka Bagicha, New Palasia, Indore

SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

Purvi Khandelwal
127-B, Bansi Trade Centre, M.G. Road, Indore

Used Since: 28/01/2020

Mumbai

Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring, abrasive preparations and adhesives and removers for wigs
INFA CARE

4564946   10/07/2020

MOHAMMAD FAISAL HASAN, TRADING AS XPRESS ENTERPRISES
SHOP NO. 06, PLOT NO. 24, T.S. NAVLAKHA, LALAJI COMPLEX, LOHA MANDI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452001
AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SOAP, DETERGENT, DISH WASH, DETERGENT CAKE & POWDER, TOILET CLEANER, HAND WASH, FLOOR CLEANER, GLASS CLEANER INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
MUMMY

4565049 10/07/2020
MOHAMMAD RIYAJ TRADING AS M/S. R.R. MARKETING
6 SARDAR PATEL MARG, DEWAS, MADHYA PRADESH
A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Detergent cake, washing powder and soap, cleaning and polishing preparations
Dermeq

4565120   11/07/2020
MCW HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
286, Sector-E, Sanwer Road Industrial Area, Indore - 452 015, State of Madhya Pradesh, India.
An Indian Company Registered under the Indian Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C GVALANI
ATUR PARK, 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S.T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400071.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
991341
MUMBAI
In respect of non-medicated cosmetics; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, soaps, essential oils, hair lotions; sanitary preparations being toiletries including hygienic and beauty care products, tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; deodorants for human beings or for animals; room fragrancing preparations; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
PARK STONE

4565134  11/07/2020
GAURAV ARORA
1/49 Old Rajinder Nagar, Rajender Nagar, New Delhi, Central Delhi, Delhi-110060
PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cosmetics, Shaving preparations, Skin lotion, Body lotions, Day creams, Night creams, Face packs, Facial packs,
Colognes, Body deodorants, Perfumes, Talcum powders, Depilatories, Hair cosmetics, Hair dyes, Body oils, Essential oils,
Shampoos, Make-up preparations, Beauty masks, Facial masks, Cleansing masks, Soaps, Shampoo-conditioners, Henna,
Hair gels, Rose oil, Room fragrances, Scented room sprays, Room fragrancing products, Scented fabric refresher sprays,
Hand washes, Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations, Sanitary preparations being toiletries, Antiperspirants,
Antiperspirants [toiletries], Deodorants and antiperspirants, Antiperspirants for personal use, Tissues impregnated with
Cosmetic lotions, Cleaning preparations, Cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes, non medicated,
Non-medicated cosmetics, Cosmetic kits, Make-up kits, Vaginal washes for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes, Aloe vera
Preparations for cosmetic purposes, Impregnated cleaning pads impregnated with toilet preparations, Cleaning pads
Impregnated with cosmetics, Feminine hygiene cleansing towelettes, Tissues impregnated with a skin cleanser, Baby
Wipes impregnated with cleaning preparations
AYURIV

4565170  11/07/2020
M/S FASHION STREET
B-104, Main Road, First Pusta, New Usmanpur, Delhi-110053, India
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARIDUTT KR. MISHRA
C-312, LGF, Defence Colony, New Delhi-110024, India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cosmetics; Toiletries; Perfumes; Soap; Cosmetic preparations for baths; Deodorants for human beings; Hair conditioners; Shampoo; After-shave lotions; Essential oils and aromatic extracts; Air fragrancing preparations; Non-medicinal soaps; Perfumery, Essential oils, non-medicinal cosmetics, non-medicinal hair lotions; Herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes; Hair care creams; Hair care and cleaning preparations; Lotions, creams and preparations for care of the face, body, scalp, nails and hair; Skin care lotions and cosmetics; Anti-aging skin care preparations; Cosmetic preparations for skin care and skin treatment; Soaps for body care; Deodorants for body care; Lotions for face and body care; Face Wash; Body Wash; Hand Cleanser; Hair Serums; Facial Serums; Lip Balms; Non-medicinal foot creams; Face scrub; Foot Scrub; Hair Oils; Face Packs; Body Massage Oils; Face & Body Scrubs; Skin Toners; Body Mists; Preparations of Gel (Face, Body & Eye); Henna.
4565225    11/07/2020
EQUALITY MISSION OF INDIA
VILL SALIYAR ROORKEE
MSME PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VERMA CONSULTANT
7/512 MOH. DINANATH (SAHARANPUR)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
Konrai

4565230  11/07/2020

SAILENDRA THULASIDHARAN
218 Tea Estate, Race Course, Coimbatore 641018, Tamil Nadu
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS
4565278   11/07/2020
G BALAJI
6-7, SHANTHI NAGAR, BHEEMAGANIPALL, PUNGANUR(RURAL), CHITTOOR, ANDHRA PRADESH - 517247
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUNAL KHANNA & CO.
45/11, EAST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110008

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Soaps, Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; Non medicated soaps; Perfumery, essential oils, non medicated cosmetics, non medicated hair lotions; Non medicated dentifrices included in class 3.
Lohitha
4565279  11/07/2020
M VIKAS KUMAR
8-3-231/6, SRI KRISHNA NAGAR, YOUSU, HYDERABAD, SHAIKPET, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA - 500045
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUNAL KHANNA & CO.
45/11, EAST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110008

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Hair oil, Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; Nonmedicated soaps; Perfumery, essential oils, nonmedicated cosmetics, nonmedicated hair lotions; Non-medicated dentifrices
USHA DEVI
NEAR KAMSHEN DHARM SHALA, GUDRI MOHALLA, KOTWALI ROAD, BHARATPUR-321001
INDIVIDUAL

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Beard Lotion & Gel, BEARD OILS AND WAX, COSMETIC SERUM, OILS (NON-MEDICATED), COCONUT OIL USED FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES Included in Class 3
MR. MEGACHOICE

4565368  11/07/2020

GAURAV VERMA TRADING AS SR ENGINEERS
1/730, RUCHI KHAND-2, SHARDA NAGAR, LUCKNOW-226006 (U.P.)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since: 01/07/2020

DELHI

Detergents, Fabric Conditioning Preparations, Cleaning, Polishing, Scouring and Abrasive Preparations, Preparations for Dishwashing Purposes, Soaps, Tissues Impregnated with Preparations and Substances for Cleaning and Polishing, Bleaching Preparations and other Substances for Laundry use, Perfumery, Hair Lotions, Dentifrices also includes Household Cleaning Products including Floor Cleaning Preparations, Kitchen Bathroom, Glass and Metal Cleansers, Floor and Furniture Cleaners Cosmetics, Shampoo, Lotions, Creams, Face Wash, Skin Care Preparations, Body Care Preparations, Essential Oils, Hand Wash, Laundry Soaps, Laundry Blue, Laundry Detergents & Liquid Soaps For Dish Washing.
RAMHARI KUMAR TRADING AS M/S SHUBHRAJ PUJA BHANDAR
POLICE CHOUKI KE PICHE, CHOWK SHIKAPUR SHIV MANDIR K PASS, PATNA CITY, PATNA, BIHAR - 800008
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNIL KUMAR ADVOCATE
F-122, GF, UTSAV APARTMENT, SECTOR-18, ROHINI, DELHI-110089

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PUJA KA TAIL, TIL OIL FOR USE IN PUJA, HAVAN SAMAGRI, DHOOP, INCENSE STICKS
VYAPAM

4565517  11/07/2020
SHRI PRAKASH SINGH
72, DAYAL FORT, VISHNUPIRI EXTENTION-03, NEAR M.B.M, INTER COLLEGE, ALIGANJ VIKAS NAGAR, LUCKNOW-226022
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INDRA JEET YADAV
PR-1, NEHRU ENCLAVE, GOMTI NAGAR, LUCKNOW-226010

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DETERGENT POWDER, CAKE, HAND WASH & LIQUID ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
BRAVE MAMA

4565557  11/07/2020
RAHUL
H.No.2590, NEAR SANT TARA SCHOOL, PARVATIYA COLONY-2, FARIDABAD, HARYANA-121001
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HPM TRADEMARK
SHOP No.9, G/52, ROYAL COPLEX,VIKAS MARG,LAXMI NAGAR,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-medicatd cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicatd dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
NATUROLUSH

4565583  11/07/2020

R.M. IMPEX,
O/s. Lahori Gate, AMRITSAR-143 006(Pb.),
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUMAR TRADE MARK CO.
14/5, DHARAMPURA, NEAR JOURA PHATAK, AMRITSAR--143004 (PB )

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Natural oils for cleaning purposes, Natural oils for cosmetic purposes, natural oils for perfumers, night creams (cosmetics), non-medicated bath oils, non-medicated creams/soaps/toilet soaps/hair lotions/hair shampoos/skin lotions cosmetics and beauty care products included in class 3.
VAYU

4565627  11/07/2020

KRISHNA GUPTA
114, ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110002

Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110 005.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MOUTH (BREATH) FRESHENERS, NOT FOR MEDICAL USE.
coongzent

4565782   11/07/2020
RAJGEER SHARMA
Q NO B-5 BIT SINDRI , DHANBAD JHARKHAND 828122
Single Firm
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Description: phenyl; Toilet Cleaner; Floor Cleaner; Hand Wash, Soap; Detergent Cake Etc.
HOOTER
4565789  11/07/2020
MR. AGAM AGGARWAL
PROPRIETOR OF M/S APFEL SILICONES, SHED NO. 74A, UDYOG VIHAR PHASE-V, GURUGRAM, HARYANA-122016
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGAL LESE LAW FIRM
PLOT NO. 285, SECTOR-14, GURGAON, HARYANA - 122 001, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and chemical for laundry use
STARTLED
4565799    11/07/2020
PARAS NATH PANDIT
B-37, FIRST FLOOR, G.D. COLONY, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-3, DELHI-110096
PROPRIETOR OF PARAS UNILEVER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMRISH KUMAR GAUTAM
B-818, 1ST FLOOR, G.D. COLONY, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE-III DELHI-96
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HOME CARE, COSMETICS, SANITARY AND DIAPERS INCLUDED IN CLASS-3
CHITRANSH
4566190  11/07/2020
BUDDI VILAS SINGH
H - 1638, SATYAM VIHAR, KESHAV VATIKA, KALYANPUR, AWAS VIKAS-1, KANPUR - 208017
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RICHEST TRADE MARK COMPANY
H.NO 96, GARI NO.9, A BLOCK, BHAJANPUR, NEW DELHI 110053

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOAPS, DETERGENTS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS -3
Karcos

4566194  11/07/2020
DEEPAK KARKI TRADING AS KARCOS
S/o Karam Singh Karki,C-3/31 A,C -3 block,Gurudwara Road,Mahavir Enclave,South West Delhi,Delhi-110045
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALOK PATHAK
346 Third Floor Hari Nagar Ashram New Delhi (110014)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETICS,BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
TRINEW C
4566318   12/07/2020
M/S TRIKONA PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
6-8, Type-1, Prashanthi Nagar, APIIC Industrial Estate, Kukatpally, Hyderabad-500072
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK RAM KUMAR
Flat 101, Plot 361, Jyothi Senate, Road No. 24, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad 500033
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; being goods falling under Class 3.
TACSIS
4566322  12/07/2020
M/S TRIKONA PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
6-B, Type-1, Prashanthi Nagar, APIIC Industrial Estate, Kukatpally, Hyderabad- 500072
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK RAM KUMAR
Flat 101, Plot 361, Jyothi Senate, Road No. 24, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad 500033
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; being goods falling under Class 3.
MAMA

4566525  12/07/2020
SHRI SUKHDEV LALWANI
G-87, RICCO INDUSTRIAL AREA, KHAIRTHAL, ALWAR (RAJ).
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV DEEPAK GUPTA
Ch.235 Patiala House Courts New Delhi=110001

Used Since :08/10/2009

To be associated with:
1907250

AHMEDABAD

WASHING SOAP AND DETERGENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
4566601    13/07/2020
SARA GLOBAL PTE LTD
30, Cecil Street, 19-08, Prudential Tower, Singapore 049712
A company organised and existing under the laws of Singapore
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMRITESH MISHRA
D-17, FIRST FLOOR, AMAR COLONY, LAJPAT NAGAR-IV, NEW DELHI-110024
Used Since :02/03/2020
To be associated with:
3789874
DELHI
Pet Grooming Products (such as shampoos).
4566617   13/07/2020
RAKHOLIYA HARSHANK RAMESHBHAI AS A SOLE PROPRIETOR OF M/S. H.R PERFUMERY WORKS
RAKHOLIYA HARSHANK RAMESHBHAI as a Proprietor of M/S. H.R PERFMERY WORKS
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI
Used Since : 31/03/2016
AHMEDABAD
INCENSE STICKS INCLUDED IN CLASS- 03.
VIRTUOUS QRGANIC

4566842   13/07/2020
RAJNI KAPOOR
H. NO-2A/38, GEETA COLONY, DELHI-110031
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS
3/112, GROUND FLOOR, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
ATOREP

4566850  13/07/2020
RE’ EQUIL INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
182/83, 2nd FLOOR, INDUSTRIAL AREA - 1, CHANDIGARH

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Non-medicated preparations for the care of skin, hair and scalp, Face and body lotions, Shampoos, Non-medicated hair treatment preparations for cosmetic purposes, Haircare preparations.
MIMIZO
4566881   13/07/2020
M/S. MILLENNIUM BABYCARES PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 111-112, MILLENNIUM BABYCARES PRIVATE LIMITED, SECTOR - 2, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PITHAMPUR, DHAR,
MADHYA PRADESH - 454775
A Company incorporated under Indian Companies Act, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAPADIA RAJVI ROHAN
DEEP CONSULTANCY SERVICES, 408-METRO TOWER, NEAR KINNARY CINEMA, RING ROAD, SURAT 395002, GUJARAT,
INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Moist wipes for sanitary and cosmetic purposes, Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated
dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Baby oil, Baby shampoo, Baby care products (Non-medicated), Bleaching
preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps,
detergents, Non Medicated Handwash and face mask,
4567243  13/07/2020
SUSHIL PAREEK S/O. SH. RAMAVATAR PAREEK
B-44, PREM NAGAR, JHOTWARA, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN - 302012
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJASTHAN REGISTRATION CENTER
14-B, GOVIND MARG, ADARSH NAGAR, JAIPUR-302004 RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations in Class 03.
GILDIEX

4567968  13/07/2020
ANKITST EXIM INC.
GROUND FLOOR, UNIT NO.B-3, GIRIKunj INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEAR PAPER BOX, OFF MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (E), MUMBAI- 400093, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since: 17/11/2018
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRIES
HOMEFLIC

4568054  13/07/2020

YASH HEMENDRA AGARWAL
A-102 MAATANGI TOWER JEONI MANDI AGRA 282004 UP IN
YASH HEMENDRA AGARWAL - INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANUJ ASHOK
41, JAIPUR HOUSE MARKET, AGRA-10.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices
ZHISH
4568091  13/07/2020
THAJUDHEEN RAZLAN
18, Siva Nagar, TVS Nagar, Edayarpalayam, Coimbatore North, Coimbatore - 641025
Car Detailing Services
Proprietorship
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Cleaning Solution
STERIMATE
4568160 13/07/2020
DHRUVISH RUMITBHAI SHAH, SOLE PROPRIETOR OF NAVDHA ENTERPRISE
44, FOURTH FLOOR, NEAR MADALPUR UNDER BRIDGE, MADHUBAN BUILDING, ELLISBRIDGE, PALDI, AHMEDABAD-380007, GUJARAT, INDIA.
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJ YOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HAND CLEANERS [HAND CLEANING PREPARATIONS]; HANDWASHES; LIQUID SOAPS FOR HANDS AND FACE; NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS BEING TOILETRIES, HAND WASH LIQUID, TOILET CLEANER, HOUSEHOLD CLEANSERS, GLASS CLEANERS, FLOOR CLEANING PREPARATIONS, LIQUID SOAP FOR DISH WASHING, DETERGENT SOAP, DETERGENT CAKE AND WASHING POWDER.
BELLA HARARO
4568172  13/07/2020
KHYALI RAM HUF
House No. 1993, Sector 9 and 11, Hisar
E Commerce Seller
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADHESIVE FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS, AIR FRAGRANCING PREPARATIONS, ALOE VERA PREPARATIONS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, BATH PREPARATIONS FOR NOT MEDICAL PURPOSES, BEAUTY MASKS, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, COLOUR REMOVING PREPARATIONS, COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR EYE LASHES, COSMETIC KITS, COSMETIC CREAMS, COSMETICS, DEODORANT SOAP, DEODORANTS FOR HUMAN BEINGS, ESSENTIAL OILS, EYEBROW COSMETICS, FALSE EYELASHES, HAIR SPRAY, HAIR LOTIONS, LAUNDRY PREPARATIONS, LIPSTICKS, MAKEUP PREPARATIONS, NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS, PERFUMES, SHAVING PREPARATIONS, SHOE CREAM, SOAP, TOILETRIES
4568287  14/07/2020
RAHUL SUNIL RANE
AT/POST KOTHALI, TALMUKTAINAGAR, DIST-JALGAON
SOLE PROPRIETOR OF JANATA PRODUCTION
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A. G. MAHAJAN & CO.
PLOT NO. 25, SADASHIV NAGAR, GOVIND NIWAS, MEHRUN ROAD, JALGAON 425 003, DIST-JALGAON, M. S.
Used Since :01/04/2018
MUMBAI
soaps and detergents, detergent soap, soap powder.
4568361  14/07/2020
TRISHNA GOPALANI
401, CLARKE MANOR, ANAND SAI MARG, CLARKE TOWN, NAGPUR - 440004
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREMKUMAR GOPALANI
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices
4568429   14/07/2020
ARUN KUMAR PROPRIETOR OF BHARTI ENTERPRISES
GROUND FLOOR, H.NO-377-A, K.H. NO-64/17, BLOCK A, ROOPALI ENCLAVE, KARALA, DELHI- 110081
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PURVI & ASSOCIATES
18-A, GALI NO.7, PRATAP NAGAR, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-1, DELHI-110091

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations, Cosmetics for the use on the hair, Eye makeup, Skin, eye and nail care preparations; Nail polish and nail polish remover, Lipstick, Bind (cosmetics), Cosmetic creams, lotions and other preparations for sun tanning, Cosmetic Soaps, Shampoos and conditioners, Gels for cosmetic purposes, Hair oils, Perfumery, essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions, Cosmetic Preparations For Baths, Make-Up, Facial makeup, Make Up Remover, Cosmetic facial packs, Facial preparations [cosmetic], Herbal Extracts For Cosmetic Purposes, Kumkum, Talcum powders, Wax for removing body hair; Room perfume sprays, Cosmetics in the form of oils, Massage oils and lotions, Skin and body topical lotions, creams and oils for cosmetic use, Oils for cleaning purposes, Perfume oils for the manufacture of cosmetic preparations, Polishing wax; Shaving gels, Shaving creams, After shave lotions; Mouth [Breath] Fresheners Not For Medical Use, Mouthwashes, Mehndi (Cosmetics), Herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes, Baby wipes, Baby wipes for cosmetic use, Wipes incorporating cleaning preparations, Cologne impregnated disposable wipes, Spectacle wipes impregnated with a detergent, Disposable wipes impregnated with cleaning chemicals or compounds for industrial and commercial use.
4568445    14/07/2020
GROMAX BUSINESS SOLUTIONS LTD.
13 Lockbridge Court Maidenhead, Berkshire, SL6 8UP -UK
a UK Private Ltd Co.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES LLP
A-2, First Floor, Neeti Bagh, New Delhi - 110049
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HAND GELS, BAR SOAPS, MOUTHWASH AND TOOTHPASTE, HAIR STYLING PREPARATIONS; HAIR CARE PRODUCTS,
NAMELY, SHAMPOOS, HAIR CONDITIONERS, SCALP TREATMENTS, STYLING MOUSSE, FINISHING STYLING
PREPARATIONS
LEOCOR

4568625  14/07/2020
LAKSHAY THAKUR
C-85-A, Gali No. 1, Jitar Nagar, East Delhi, Delhi, Pin code- 110051
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
#463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cosmetics
METACOAT

4568727  14/07/2020

SATISH VIRCHAND SHAH
709/710 Rajmadhur BLDG, Devidas Lane, Borivali West, Mumbai Maharashtra - 400092

Individual

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY; ESSENTIAL OILS; COSMETICS; FACE WASH; BODY WASH; HAND WASH; HAIR LOTIONS; METAL TREATMENT CHEMICAL.
ARNAV
4568993 14/07/2020
KRISHNA GUPTA
114, ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110002
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110 005.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MOUTH (BREATHE) FRESHENERS, NOT FOR MEDICAL USE.
BrownSkin BS

4569354    14/07/2020
GAURAV KUMAR
A 15, SAGAR SANJOG, 7 BUNGALOWS, OPP CENTRAL BANK, ANDHERI WEST, MUMBAI 400061
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 48, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cosmetics; Skincare cosmetics
WULAR
4569428 14/07/2020
SUCHI IMPEX
Main Road Aggarwal Mandi Tatiri Baghpat UP-250601
Proprietorship Firm-Sanchit Jain Prop.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHIT AGGARWAL
2-L, MODEL TOWN, REWARI-123401, HARYANA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cosmetics, toiletry preparations, body mist / deodorant, perfume, solid perfume, hand wash/Cleanser, cleaning, polishing, scouring, Hand Rub/Gel and abrasive preparations and soaps
Ohayo
4569679 14/07/2020
REYBHAV TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 1307/1, 24TH MAIN, PARANGIPALYA, HSR 2ND SECTOR, BANGALORE, 560102 KARNATAKA, INDIA
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADHI LEGAL SOLUTIONS
OLD NO:4/2, NEW NO:9/2, ARMENIAN STREET, 2ND FLOOR, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600 001, INDIA
Used Since:01/06/2020

CHENNAI
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS
BLACK CURVE

4569876 15/07/2020
SH. KRISHAN LAL
#1616, DUGRI, PHASE-1, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Used Since :21/03/2020

DELHI
COSMETICS, PERFUME, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, SHAMPOOS, HAIR CONDITIONERS, HAIR SERUM, HAIR GEL, HAIR OIL, HAIR WAX, HAIR DYES, BODY DEODORANTS, CREAMS (COSMETIC), FACE CREAM, BODY CREAM, SUNSCREEN LOTION & CREAMS, HAIR COLOR & BLEACH AND FLOOR CLEANING PREPARATIONS.
4569913  15/07/2020
USV PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;USV Private Limited
Arvind Vithal Gandhi Chowk, B.S.D. Marg, Govandi, Mumbai - 400 088
Manufacturer, Marketer and Distributor, Merchant
Incorporated under the Companies Act

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4406690
MUMBAI
Cosmetics
HONEY BATH

4570021   15/07/2020
RAJEEVAN KORACHAN KANDI
Vadakkethalakkal, Mamgara, Kooveri, Chepparapadava, Kannur, Kerala-670581
An Indian citizen.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSHUA DANIEL
Bizpole business solutions private limited, villiadath building, PC road, Chalikavattom, Cochin, Kerala, 682028

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

COSMETICS, PERFUMERY, SOAPS, DETERGENTS, DEODORISERS, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, TOILET AND SANITARY SUBSTANCES, STAIN REMOVING PRODUCTS, MOUTH WASHES, AIR FRESHENERS, DENTIFRICES, NON MEDICATED TOOTH PASTE, HERBAL SHAMPOOS, COLD CREAMS, ALL PURPOSE CREAMS, SUN SCREEN CREAMS, FACE PACKS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS.
4570130  15/07/2020

HIMALI MAKKER
Flat No. C-2, Plot No. A-2, Chhatarpur Enclave Phase-2, South Delhi, Delhi, 110073
MANUFACTURER MERCHANT AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YOGESH KUMAR BALI
C-12,VARUN APARTMENTS, SECTOR-9, ROHINI, DELHI-110085
Used Since :28/05/2016

DELHI
Pet and Human Toiletries & Cosmetics including Shampoo, Deodorants, Sanitisers, Soap, Perfume, Essential Oils, Hair Lotion, Oil, Sanitary Preparations, Fragrances, Bleaching & Cleaning preparations, dentifrices, Toiletries & Cosmetics Accessories included in class 3.

Approved
4570160  15/07/2020
RESTORATIVE PHARMA AND CHEMICAL PVT LTD
SADHAGURUKRAPA BUILDING, 302, 3RD FLOOR, PLOT NO.1079, SECTOR -6, KOPERKHARANE, NEW MUMBAI - 400 709
Body Incorporate including Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INNOVATIVE CONSULTANTS
A-4/501, Vaishnavi Park, Shankar Pawshe Road, Kailash Nagar, Kalyan East, Kalyan, Thane, Maharashtra - 421306

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS
TOFU
4570202  15/07/2020
PRADEEP KUMAR
515, SULEH NAGAR, NEAR MAA YASHODA DEVI INTER COLLEGE, NARAICHA, AGRA 282006
DETERGENT POWDER, WASHING SOAP, CLEANING SOAP, HANDWASH, DETERGENT CAKE, PHENYL, SHAMPOO
PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DETERGENT POWDER, WASHING SOAPS, CLEANING SOAPS, HANDWASH, DETERGENT CAKE, COSMETICS, TOILET
PREPARATIONS, PHENYL AND HAIR LOTIONS.
4570215  15/07/2020
VISAGE LINES PERSONAL CARE PRIVATE LTD
B3/190, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi 110063
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUPAM PANDEY
N 19 C, Saket, New Delhi 17
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Antiperspirant soap, Bar soap, Bath soap, Body soaps, Deodorant soap, Liquid soaps (non medicated), Non-medicat
soap-based handwashes, Non-medicat soaps, Non-medicat toilet soaps, Perfumed soaps, Preparations for personal
hygiene (non-medicat), Essentials Oils, Cosmetics, Hair Lotions.
HERBATOL PLUS
4570218  15/07/2020
VISAGE LINES PERSONAL CARE PRIVATE LTD
B3/190, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi 110063
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUPAM PANDEY
N 19 C, Saket, New Delhi 17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Antiperspirant soap, Bar soap, Bath soap, Body soaps, Deodorant soap, Liquid soaps (non medicated), Non-medicated soap-based handwashes, Non-medicated soaps, Non-medicated toilet soaps, Perfumed soaps, Preparations for personal hygiene (non-medicated), Essentials Oils, Cosmetics, Hair Lotions.
4570491  15/07/2020
RAHUL DATTATREY THAKUR
Room No. 10, Siddhivinayak Chawl, Fanaspada, Waliv, Vasai (e), Thane-401208, Maharashtra
Manufacturing of Incense Stick
prorietor
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
All kinds of Agarbatti, incense sticks
Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
4570535  15/07/2020
SIXTH SENSE TECHNOLOGIES
GALA NO-3, JIVDANI DEEP BUILDING, OPP. DHUMAL NAGAR NAKA, VALIV, VASAI EAST, PALGHAR, PIN-401208
SIXTH SENSE TECHNOLOGIES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV PRITAM GANGURDE
C-17, SADGURU PARK, NR. RAM MANDIR, NIWARA SOC. AREA, BALAJI NAGAR, PUNE-411043

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY,
ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING,
SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS.
4570551   15/07/2020
VARUNENDRA TRIPATHI
59/63 HUSSAINGANJ LUCKNOW UTTAR PRADESH 226001
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRIYANKA
RZ 18E/2, STREET NO.3, MAIN SAGAR PUR, NEW DELHI-110046
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Detergents, Detergent soap, Washing-up detergent, Household detergents, Detergents for household use, Hand washes, Face wash, Body wash, Laundry preparations, Cleaning fluids, Glass cleaners, Cleaning sprays, Toilet cleaners, Cleansing lotions, Cleansing creams, Cleaning and fragrancing preparations, Oral hygiene preparations, Body cleaning and beauty care preparations, Soaps and gels, Skin, eye and nail care preparations, Hair preparations and treatments
ALOEFOAM
4570604  15/07/2020
MR. PRAKASH CHANDRA AGRAWAL
74, SHUBHAM NAGAR NEAR SCHEME NO. 51 KILA MAIDAN INDORE (M.P.) 452006

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVKAR ASSOCIATES
317, 3rd FLOOR, SHEKHAR CENTRAL BUILDING, AB ROAD, PALASIA SQUARE INDORE - 452 001 (M.P.) INDIA

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
ALPHAFOAM

4570605   15/07/2020
MR. PRAKASH CHANDRA AGRAWAL
74, SHUBHAM NAGAR NEAR SCHEME NO. 51 KILA MAIDAN INDORE (M.P.) 452006

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVKAR ASSOCIATES
317, 3rd FLOOR, SHEKHAR CENTRAL BUILDING, AB ROAD, PALASIA SQUARE INDORE - 452 001 (M.P.) INDIA

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
GLAXICOL

4570607    15/07/2020
MR. PRAKASH CHANDRA AGRAWAL
74, SHUBHAM NAGAR NEAR SCHEME NO. 51 KILA MAIDAN INDORE (M.P.) 452006

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVKAR ASSOCIATES
317, 3rd FLOOR, SHEKHAR CENTRAL BUILDING, AB ROAD, PALASIA SQUARE INDORE - 452 001 (M.P.) INDIA

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
BADMAN
4570784  15/07/2020
SANJEEV KUMAR JUNEJA
#493, Sector 7, Ambala City, Haryana
MANUFACTURING MARKETING SELLING
Proprietor
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices
ROJE
4571089  15/07/2020
SOBERS CHATTERJEE
6/1, SHYAMA CHARAN CHATTERJEE STREET, BELGHORIA, KOLKATA-700056
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Household cleaning preparations; Hand cleaning preparations; Tooth cleaning preparations; Cleaning preparations; Floor cleaning preparations; Dry-cleaning preparations; Foam cleaning preparations; Windscreen cleaning liquids; Cleaning agents and preparations; All purpose cleaning preparations; Cosmetics; Skincare cosmetics; Cosmetics for eyebrows; Cosmetics for eyelashes; Cosmetics and toiletries; Face masks [cosmetics]; Cosmetics for powder compacts; Make-up and cosmetics; Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; Incense sticks; Perfumery, fragrances and incense; Hair color; Hair sprays; Hair conditioner; Hair oil; Hair shampoo; Lip cream; Lipstick; Lip conditioners; Make-up kits consisting principally of foundations, mascaras, blushes, glosses and lipsticks [not including brushes and sponges]; Lip care preparations; Soap *; Liquid soap; Toilet soap; Hand soap; Soap products; Laundry detergents; Dishwashing detergents; Soaps and detergents; Liquid dishwasher detergents; Dishwasher detergents in liquid form
HEXAFINE
4571278  16/07/2020
ATAUL MANNAN
GANDHI NAGAR CHHATARI BULANDSHAHAR 202397
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHOEB ALI, ADVOCATE
LEXLEGACY, 4-739 FRIENDS COLONY CIVIL LINES ALIGARH 202001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CREAMS, COLD CREAM INCLUDING HERBAL CREAMS AND HERBAL LOTIONS, LOTION, SOAPS, SHAMPOO,
DEODORANT, PERFUMED BODY SPRAY, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR OILS, HAIR LOTIONS;
DENTIFRICES INCLUDING TALCUM POWDER, PETROLEUM JELLY FOR COSMETIC USE INCLUDING HERBAL SKIN
JELLY & HERBAL LIP BALM, HAIR COLOUR AND HAIR DYE, HAIR CREAM, COSMETIC CREAMS AND TOILETRIES FOR
SALE IN INDIA AND FOR EXPORT.
4571470  16/07/2020
RAHUL BAIJAL
H-239, Ashok Vihar, Phase -1, Delhi - 110 052
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEHA GUPTA
M-57, SHYAM NAGAR, KHYALA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110018
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4458916, 4466401
DELHI
Description: Abrasive paper, adhesives for affixing false hair, adhesives for affixing false eyelashes, adhesives for cosmetic purposes, after-shave lotions, air fragrancing preparations, almond oil, almond soap, almond milk for cosmetic purposes, aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes, antiperspirant soap, antiperspirants (toiletries), bath salts, not for medical purposes, bath preparations, not for medical purposes, beauty masks, bergamot oil, bleaching salts, bleaching soda, breath freshening sprays, breath freshening strips, cakes of toilet soap / cakes of soap, chemical cleaning preparations for household purposes, cleaning chalk, cleaning preparations, cleansing milk for toilet purposes, cosmetic preparations for eyelashes, cosmetic kits, cosmetic pencils, cosmetic creams, cosmetic preparations for skin care, cosmetic dyes, cosmetics, cosmetics for children, cotton wool for cosmetic purposes, eyebrow cosmetics, eyebrow pencils, fabric softeners for laundry use, false eyelashes, false nails, hair lotions, hair dyes / hair colorants, hair spray, hair conditioners, preparations to make the leaves of plants shiny, lip glosses, lipstick cases, lipsticks, make-up preparations, make-up, mouthwashes, not for medical purposes, nail varnish / nail polish, nail care preparations, nail art stickers, nail varnish removers / nail polish removers, neutralizers for permanent waving, non-slipping wax for floors, non-slipping liquids for floors, oil of turpentine for degreasing, oils for cosmetic purposes, oils for cleaning purposes, oils for perfumes and scents, oils for toilet purposes, paint stripping preparations, pastes for razor strops, perfumery, perfumes, polishing preparations, polishing wax, polishing creams, polishing paper, polishing stones, rose oil, shoe cream, shoe wax, shoe polish, shoemakers' wax, soap, tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations as per Class - 03.
4572128 16/07/2020
ZEPODEAL INTERNET INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO.366, MAHADEV NAGAR-2, DINDOLI, UDHNA, SURAT, GUJARAT - 394210
THE TRADE MARK ACT - 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Cosmetics; Cosmetics and make-up; Lotions, creams and preparations for care of the face, body, scalp, nails and hair; Cosmetic powders, creams and lotions for the face, hands and body; Make-up removing milk, gels, lotions and creams; Essential oils; Soap *; Shampoo; Perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
YORK
3308223  13/07/2016
ANUJ AGARWAL
trading as jindal lube (india)
J-5, transport nagar, jaipur (rajasthan)
trader
proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARSH MARWAH
Shop no. 245, Opp. Liberty, Raja Park, Jaipur
Used Since :09/07/2016
AHMEDABAD
Lubricant Oil, Industrial Oil, Grease and Coolant
3764855  26/02/2018
M/S. STANVAC PRIME PRIVATE LIMITED
15-16, OLD SEWA NAGAR MARKET, P.O. LODHI ROAD, DELHI-110003
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting
ABHAY KANOONGO S/O. SH. RASHMI KANT KANOONGO M/S. ABHIN PETRO CHEMICALS
G-445 (G), ROAD NO. 12, V.K.I. AREA, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN), 302013
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJASTHAN REGISTRATION CENTER
14-B, GOVIND MARG, ADARSH NAGAR, JAIPUR-302004 RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Greases in class 04.
restriction of goods for sale in the state of RAJASTHAN only.
3942232  11/09/2018  
BINOD KUMAR LATH  
KH. NO.-640/1/2, GROUND FLOOR, POLE NO.-1, MUNDKA, DELHI-110041  
INDIVIDUAL  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES  
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9  
Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
Industrial oil, grease and lubricants
SPEED HEAT
Priority claimed from 14/03/2018; Application No. : 87/834,532 ; United States of America
3944930   14/09/2018
STERNO PRODUCTS, LLC
1880 Compton Avenue, Corona, California 92881
A Delaware Limited Liability Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Chafing dish fuel; fuel for use in warming food
WALMART

3949278  19/09/2018
WALMART APOLLO, LLC
702 SW 8th Street, Bentonville, Arkansas 72716
a limited liability company organized under the laws of Delaware

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS
RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Industrial oils and greases, wax; Lubricants; Dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; Fuels and illuminants; Candles and wicks for lighting.
3950218  19/09/2018
NAJIB
ROOM NO 1, GROUND FLOOR, FEROZ MANZIL, NEW MILL ROAD, KURLA WEST-400070
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Non-chemical additives for lubricants, industrial oils and greases, wax; Lubricants; Dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; Fuels and illuminants; Candles and wicks for lighting
3950458    20/09/2018
GULF INTERNATIONAL LUBRICANTS LIMITED
Cedar House, 41 Cedar Avenue, P.O.Box HM 1179, Hamilton 5-24, Bermuda.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JATIN SHANTILAL POPAT.
308, Orchid Plaza, Behind Gokul Shopping Centre, Off. S.V. Road, Near Platform No.8, Borivali (West), Mumbai-400 092.
Used Since :01/07/2018
MUMBAI
Additives to Motor Fuel, ether, fuel mixture, Industrial oils, lubricant oils, greases, greases for arms, belts, boots, and leather, coolant, industrial and engine oils, industrial wax, diesel and fuel oil, wetting and binding composition, candles, wicks, fuels, petroleum motor spirits and illuminates.
3950725  20/09/2018
SUNDARAM-CLAYTON LIMITED
trading as SUNDARAM-CLAYTON LIMITED
JAYALAKSHMI ESTATES, NO.29 OLD NO. 8. HADDOWS ROAD CHENNAI -600 006, TAMILNADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CHAIN LUBRICANT, LUBRICANT CREASE, MOTOR OIL, ADDITIVES TO MOTOR FUEL, INDUSTRIAL OIL, LUBRICATING OIL
3951210  20/09/2018
MR. RAHUL PROPRIETOR OF M/S TARANG LUBRICANTS
Plot No-103 C, Gali No.-1, Makarampur, Karnal, Haryana 132001
Sole Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.K. BATRA & ASSOCIATES
3393, 1st Floor, South Patel Nagar, Adjacent Jaypee Siddharth Hotel, New Delhi- 110008
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Lubricant Oil
3958068  27/09/2018
REPROL PETROCHEM INDIA PVT LTD
FF-7, Omax Gurgaon Mall, Sohna Road, Gurugram, Haryana-112018
BODY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DELKASH ASSOCIATES
Rahimullah Ansari Advocate F-12/9, G.F, Sir Syed Road, J oga Bai Jamia Nagar, New Delhi 110025 India.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants; candles, wicks
Priority claimed from 02/05/2018; Application No. : 017894438 ;European Union

3967647  08/10/2018

DELPHI TECHNOLOGIES IP LIMITED

Erin Court, Bishop's Court Hill, St. Michael, Barbados

A company organized and existing under the laws of Barbados

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP

J-29, 3rd Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Industrial oils and greases, wax; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting; combustible fuels; oils for engines; lubricating oil for motor vehicle engines; motor oils; gear oil.
3968424   09/10/2018
DESRUPTION DIGITAL PRIVATE LIMITED
C-8, SECOND FLOOR, KALINDI COLONY RING ROAD NEW DELHI-110065
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBHASH BHUTORIA
D 905, Basement, New Friends Colony, new Delhi 110025
Used Since :07/10/2017
DELI
Candles, Candles and wicks for lighting, Votive Candles; Christmas Tree Candles, Decorative Candles, Illuminating Lamp; Wicks, Lamp Wicks, Candle Wicks, Candle Wax
3975771  17/10/2018
KRISHAN KUMAR MISHRA
191 VILLAGE SARKAURA, KURWAR, SULTANPUR UTTAR PRADESH 228155
TRADER
PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
DELI
OIL AND GREASES (OTHER THAN EDIBLE OILS OR ESSENTIAL OILS), LUBRICANTS AND COOLANTS (IN THE NATURE OF OILS), ADDITIVES (IN THE NATURE OF OILS) FOR FUELS, COMBUSTIBLE FUEL GASES AND ILLUMINANTS, MOTOR SPIRIT AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-4, HYDRAULIC FLUIDS (IN THE NATURE OF OILS), ANTI-CORROSIVE PREPARATIONS AND PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-4 FOR USE AS ADDITIVES TO LUBRICANTS AND WAX FOR USE IN MNFT.
AVASS
4453053  25/02/2020
AVASS MOTORS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
H.No. 34, S/F, L/P Ward No. 1, Mehrauli, New Delhi-110030
A company incorporated under the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KNM & PARTNERS
2ND FLOOR, AALIANZ HOUSE, 273, CAPT. GAUR MARG, NEW DELHI-110 065

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants;
SH. RAHUL BANSAL
SEKHON COLONY, NEAR RAVIDAS GURUDWARA, SAMANA, PATIALA-147101, PUNJAB.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Used Since :01/01/2020

DELHI
AUTOMOTIVE LUBRICANTS, MOTOR OIL, CHAIN OIL, GEAR OILS, OILS FOR AUTOMOBILES, AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE OILS AND AUTOMOTIVE GREASES.

subject to the mark should be use as represented
MAXBOLL

4458380  29/02/2020

SMT. KIRAN GUPTA W/O SHRI SUNIL KUMAR GUPTA
HOUSE NO. 6, SHUBHAM ENCLAVE, NATRAJPURAM, KAMLANAGAR, AGRA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.K. AGARWAL & CO.
6/2, GALI BARAH BHAI, BELANGANJ, AGRA - 282 004.

Used Since : 01/04/2014

DELHI
LUBRICANT OIL & GREASE
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020 Class 4

4461950 04/03/2020
SH. GOUTAM KARAN.
KATHASAGADA, KATHASAGADA, BADAS, KATHASAGARA, BALESWAR, ODISHA-756083.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Industrial Oil & Grease, Lubricants, Lubricating Oils & Greases, Engine Oil, Motor Oil, Gear Oil, Lubricating Fluid and Fuels (including Motor spirit).
REALSTAR LUBRICANTS

4462596  04/03/2020

PRAKASHAN
Irumbothingal, Kattumunda, Koodathai, Omassery, Thamarassey Kozhikode 673573
proprietor

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Automotive Lubricants under class 4
Mr. Gold Nakshatra Oil

4472420  14/03/2020

SUNRAJA OIL INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
88/1, PULIYANKADU, MOOLAKARAI, NASIYANUR P.O., ERODE, TAMIL NADU, India, 638107

Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Industrial oils and greases, wax; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting.

Mark should be read as a whole.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961 , 17/08/2020 Class 4

4518087 03/06/2020
PAVAN KUMAR S/O SHRI PAL SINGH
4 FLOOR,408, AMRPALI CIRCLE, PRESTIGE TOWER, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN -302021
indwidual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHEKHAR PAREEK
F-17, SHREE NATH TOWER, CENTRAL SPINE, VIDHYADHAR NAGAR, JAIPUR-302039, RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
LUBRICANTS AND LUBRICATING OILS OF ALL KINDS GREASES AND BREAK FLUIDS ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN
CLASS - 4.
4538197  19/06/2020
TATA POWER DELHI DISTRIBUTION LIMITED
NDPL House, Hudson Lines, Kingsway Camp
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK MALHOTRA
C 2/39, Safdarjung Development Area, New Delhi, 110016
Used Since :20/01/2020
DELHI
Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants; candles, wicks
4539351  21/06/2020
SHREE RAJARAM LUBRICANT
Ground Floor, H.no - B-120/1,K H.No-61/43/2, Laxmi Park, New Delhi 110041
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PULKIT THAREJA
CHAMBER NO. 246-A, BLOCK-I, DELHI HIGH COURT, NEW DELHI-110003

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Industrial oils and greases, wax; Lubricants; Dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; Fuels and illuminants; Candles and wicks for lighting
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020

PENSOL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
39, J. J. Road, Ranchi – 834 001, Jharkhand, India
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES 38/4, NABAPALLY, NEAR RANJANNAGAR P.O-JOKA, KOLKATA - 700104 WEST BENGAL
Email - legal@goldfinn.com Mobile - 9874710123

Used Since: 30/10/2018

KOLKATA
Lubricants; Lubricating Oil; Petroleum, Raw or Refined; Industrial oils and greases; Diesel Oil; Gas Oil; Fuels; Petrol; Fuel Oil; Mineral Fuel; Motor Oil; Lubricating Graphite; Engine Oils; Lubricating Grease; Illuminating Grease; Illuminants; Motor Fuel; Diesel fuel; Quenching oils.
4539724 22/06/2020
PENSOL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
39, J. J. Road, Ranchi - 834 001, Jharkhand, India
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES 38/4, NABAPALLY, NEAR RANJANNAGAR P.O-JOKA, KOLKATA - 700104 WEST BENGAL
Email - legal@goldfinn.com Mobile - 98741710123
Used Since :12/05/1995
KOLKATA
Lubricants; Lubricating Oil; Petroleum, Raw or Refined; Industrial oils and greases; Diesel Oil; Gas Oil; Fuels; Petrol; Fuel Oil; Mineral Fuel; Motor Oil; Lubricating Graphite; Engine Oils; Lubricating Grease; Illuminating Grease; Illuminants; Motor Fuel; Diesel fuel; Quenching oils.
4539730  22/06/2020
PENSOL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
39, J . J. Road, Ranchi - 834 001, J harkhand, India
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES 38/4, NABAPALLY, NEAR RANJANNAGAR P.O-J OKA, KOLKATA - 700104 WEST BENGAL
Email - legal@goldfinn.com Mobile - 9874710123
Used Since :01/02/1997
KOLKATA
Lubricants; Lubricating Oil; Petroleum, Raw or Refined; Industrial oils and greases; Diesel Oil; Gas Oil; Fuels; Petrol; Fuel Oil; Mineral Fuel; Motor Oil; Lubricating Graphite; Engine Oils; Lubricating Grease; Illuminating Grease; Illuminants; Motor Fuel; Diesel fuel; Quenching oils.
4539866  22/06/2020
SHREE SHIV SHAKTI COAL
SHOP NO.1 OPP.KHODIYAR TEMPLE, A.P.M.C. MAHUVA-364290.
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Coal
4540304   22/06/2020
MR. AMOL CHANDRAKANT KALANTRI
6, Sterling Tower, Beside Hotel Mathura, Dwarka Point, Nashik - 422011
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL D. SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants; candles, wicks
GIGI GEORGE KARIMATTAM
171, Karimattam House, Ruby Nagar, Changanacherry, Kottayam, Kerala - 686103
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
JUSTIN PAUL
KIZHAKKE PALLIPPURATHU HOUSE, PALACKAMATTOM, KINGINIMATTOM PO, ERNAKULA, KERALA-682311.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Lubricants and industrial greases, waxes and fluids, Automobile lubricants, Automotive engine oils, Automotive lubricating compounds, Base oils, All purpose lubricants, Fuels and illuminants, Biofuels, Non-chemical fuel additives, Candles and wicks for lighting, Dust controlling compositions, Petrol, Petroleum, Petroleum by-products, Petrol additives [non-chemical], Liquid petroleum gas, Fuels, Fuel oil, Fuel mixtures.
4541342  23/06/2020
NADIM RAFIKBHAI THAIM
7 NIKAMAL PARK, NR NILKANTH PARK, KOTHARIYA ROAD, RAJKOT
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANKIT YOGESHBHAI BHATT
204, Opera Tower, Jawahar Road, Trikon Baug, Rajkot-360002, Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminates; candles, wicks
4543412    25/06/2020
ANSIO INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
17/1/1 SRI RENGAPALAYAM, RAJAPALAYAM, VIRUDHUNAGAR - 626117
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Industrial oils and greases, wax; Lubricants; Dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; Fuels and illuminants; Candles and wicks for lighting
R C PLASTO TANKS AND PIPES PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. D/2-A, HINGNA MIDC INDUSTRIAL AREA, NAGPUR - 440 028

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVKAR ASSOCIATES
317, 3rd FLOOR, SHEKHAR CENTRAL BUILDING, AB ROAD, PALASIA SQUARE INDORE- 452 001 (M.P.) INDIA

Used Since :01/01/1981

MUMBAI
Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor and illuminants; candles, wicks.
4543876  25/06/2020
SANDHYA RATHI Trading as: M/S RACE THREAD
ROAD NO.1, HIRAWALA INDUSTRIAL AREA, KANOTA, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RIMJHIM MATHUR
202 RAJVILAS APARTMENT 1, MEERA MARG BANIPARK JAIPUR
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Industrial oils and greases, wax; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting included in class 4
4544694    25/06/2020
KAILALI AGRO FARMING INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
H-525, ESSAR JEE AADHARSHILA, EAST BLOCK EXTENSION, NEAR AWADHPURI POLICE STATION, BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH, 462022
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BLUE INKK
GOEL NIWAS, J-62, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI - 110092
Used Since :09/06/2020

MUMBAI
Industrial oils and greases, wax; Lubricants; Dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; Fuels and illuminants; Candles and wicks for lighting.
4545597  26/06/2020
VAJUBHAI NANJIBHAI DONDA
7, SHREEJIKRUPA SOCIETY, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT
AMFAM LUBRICANT OIL
PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
LUBRICANT OIL
4547458  27/06/2020
SHRIPAD DHAYATADAK
Matoshri Niwas Gut No 178, Tajnapur Road Shevgaon, Ahmednagar-414502, Maharashtra
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Industrial oils and greases, wax; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting.
Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Industrial oils and greases, wax; Lubricants; Dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; Fuels and illuminants; Candles and wicks for lighting
4551479  01/07/2020
MAMTA TEWARI TRADING AS: MAHADEV OIL & H/W
2ND FLOOR, HOUSE NO. 111, BLOCK C, POCKET 5, SECTOR 11, ROHINI, DELHI 110089
sole-proprietorship firm.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE CALCUTTA TRADE MARK CO.
G-1/35, SECTOR 15, ROHINI, DELHI 110085
 Proposed to be Used
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL OILS, GREASES, LUBRICANTS, ENGINE OILS, MACHINE OILS, BRAKE OILS, CLUTCH OILS, GEAR OILS,
OILS MEANT FOR AUTOMOBILES, CANDLES, WAX, INDUSTRIAL WAX, WAXES BEING RAW MATERIAL, WAX FOR USE IN
MANUFACTURE AND INDUSTRIAL FLUIDS.
4551787  01/07/2020
SCR BLUE AFTERTREATMENT SOLUTIONS (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
No.6, 7 ,G, 3rd Floor, 1st Main, Vinayaka Layout, Puttenahalli, Yelahanka New Town, Bangalore - 560064,
Private Limited (OPC)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Lubricants.
4551970    01/07/2020
M/S. SHEETAL INDUSTRIES
Shed No. J/810, J Type, Industrial Estate, Umbergaon, Valsad, Gujarat -396171
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGALRAASTA TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LTD
B - 300, Saraswati Vihar, Pitampura, Delhi - 110034

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Candles and wicks for lighting, Candle torches, Candle assemblies, Floating candles, Fruit candles, Fragranced candles, Candles in tins, Aromatherapy fragrance candles
BHAGWATI CREATIONS

HOUSE NO. 85 1ST FLOOR BLK-RP MARYA ENCLAVE PITAMPURA LANDMARK TV TOWER DELHI, 110034

Manufacturers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KUSHAL THUKRAL
B-2/14, PHASE-II, ASHOK VIHAR, DELHI-52

Used Since: 20/05/2019

DELHI

Industrial oils and greases, wax; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting; candles / tapers, Christmas Tree Candle, nightlights [candles], perfumed candles, perfumed candles all included in class 4
4555374  03/07/2020
VALVOLINE LICENSING AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LLC
100 Valvoline Way, Lexington, Kentucky 40509, United States of America
A Delaware Limited Liability Company, USA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA
Used Since : 31/01/2020
To be associated with:
1501, 223903
DELHI
Lubricants and oils for engines
MR. JITENDRABHAI LAXMANBHAI VEKARIYA, TRADING AS:- J K ENTERPRISE
OPP. RAMJI TEMPLE, NAVAGAM - ANANDPAR, STREET NO. 06, RAJKOT - 360 003 (GUJARAT) INDIA
A Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESsafe
GHANSHYAM HOUSE, BUNGLOW NO. 9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 (GUJARAT) INDIA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
INDUSTRIAL OILS, GREASES AND LUBRICANTS PRODUCTS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020

4563397 10/07/2020
MR.AKASH PAL (PROP) OF CASZOIL INDIA
KHASRA NO.168,169 LAXMI PLACE PHASE-2 DEORI ROAD, AGRA-282001 (U.P) INDIA

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DMS
C-367 NEW ASHOK NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110096

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LUBRICANT OIL, GREASE, HYDRAULIC OIL, CUTTING OIL
IKO LUBRICANTS

4564747    10/07/2020

MR. MANISH KUMAR GARG.
H. NO.-1901/5, PECH PARAS RAM, NEAR OLD ANAJ MANDI, ROHTAK, HARYANA-124001.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Industrial Oil & Grease, Lubricants, Lubricating Oils & Greases, Engine Oil, Motor Oil, Gear Oil, Lubricating Fluid and Fuels (including Motor spirit).
4566997  13/07/2020
MANOGYAM E-COMMERCE PRIVATE LIMITED
B 78, POCKET 4, KENDRIYA VIHAR-2, SECTOR 82, NOIDA, UTTAR PRADESH PIN 201304
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Candles *, Industrial oils and greases, wax; Lubricants; Dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; Fuels and illuminants; Candles and wicks for lighting
ARNO

4567676  13/07/2020
SMT. PARITA RICHI KOTADIA TRADING AS FAIR DEAL
4 PLUS COMPLEX-301, SARDAR NAGAR MAIN ROAD, ASTRON CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JASANI & COMPANY.
216, V. V. COMM. COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, DHEBARBHAI ROAD, RAJKOT-360 001(GUJARAT).

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4415948

AHMEDABAD
Industrial oils and greases, wax; Lubricants; Dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; Fuels and Illuminants;
Candles and wicks for lighting.
BEML GEARO 140

4568034  13/07/2020

BEML LIMITED
Corporate office at BEML Soudha, 23/1, 4th main, Sampangirama Nagar, Bengaluru, Karnataka, India-560027

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGASIS PARTNERS
38A/B, JOLLY MAKER CHAMBERS II, 3RD FLOOR, 225, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400 021

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Lubricating Oils
B E M L  H E L I O  80W-90

4568035  13/07/2020

B E M L  L I M I T E D
Corporate office at B E M L  Soudha, 23/1, 4th main, Sampangirama Nagar, Bengaluru, Karnataka, India-560027

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGASIS PARTNERS
38A/B, JOLLY MAKER CHAMBERS II, 3RD FLOOR, 225, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400 021

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Lubricating Oils
B E M L  H E L I O  8 5W-140

4568036  13/07/2020

B E M L  L I M I T E D
Corporate office at B E M L  Soudha, 23/1, 4th main, Sampangirama Nagar, Bengaluru, Karnataka, India-560027

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

L E G A S I S  P A R T N E R S

Proposed to be Used

C H E N N A I
Lubricating Oils
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961, 17/08/2020 Class 4

4568712  14/07/2020
KIRAN S
# 189/A 1st Main 3rd Cross 3rd Phase Manjunatha Nagar, Rajaji Nagar, Bangalore North Rajajinagar, Bangalore, Karnataka - 560010
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIBU SYED MUHAMMED
KOODATHAI PARAMBIL HOUSE, KOODTHAI BAZAR POST, THAMARASSERY, CALICUT, PIN - 673 573, KERALA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Industrial oils and greases, wax; Lubricants; Dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; Fuels and illuminants; Candles and wicks for lighting
KIRI

4568986  14/07/2020
KIRI AND COMPANY LOGISTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
POLICE CHANMARI RANGE, NEAR NEWS CLUB (CAIRN OFFICE) NH-15 GARDEN ROAD

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HIMANSHU SOLANKI
86, OPPOSITE MAHESH HOSTEL, CHOPASANI ROAD, BOMBAY MOTORS, JODHPUR

Used Since: 01/04/1998

AHMEDABAD
Industrial oils, greases, lubricants, hydraulic fluid and other petroleum products and allied goods included in class 04
Trade Marks Journal No: 1961 , 17/08/2020    Class 4

MANOJ KUMAR ALAG
NEAR SHRIYA HOSPITAL, SHIV COLONY, WARD NO 15, SHAHPURA, JAIPUR 303103
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MONIKA TAPARIA
183, Ganesh Vihar, Sirsi mod, sirsi road, jaipur 302012
Used Since : 11/07/2020

AHMEDABAD
INDUSTRIAL OIL, MINERAL OIL, TRANSFORMER OIL, LUBRICANTS, FUELS, GREASE, INCLUDED IN CLASS 4.